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EDITOR WILSON BACK HOME TO STAY
G RI F F STRICKEN Mrs.
Luetta Patterson, mother of
L. Alex Wilson is comforted
by funeral borne man as She
enters Metropolitan Baptist
church last Saturday to at-
tend her son's funeral. Mrs.
Patterson is from Orlando,
Fla., where Mr. Wilson hailed
from. Mr. Wilson had served
AS principal and assistant
principal in schools there.
Mr. Wilson was the oldest of
seven children. (Withers
photo)
L. ALEX WILSON, here, lay
in state at the T. H. Hayes
funeral home last Friday
night, after his body had been
shipped from Chicago. Mr.
Wilson died in a Chicago hos-
pital. He was the editor•in•
chief of the Chicago Daily
Defender at the time of his
demise. Prior to his journey
on a promotion to the Chicago
office, Mr. Wilson had put in





One of the things on the list fender chain in 1949.
of "musts" about L. Alex WU*, He became general manager
son was the wish that he be of the 'Tri-State Defender in
buried in Memphis. He got that 1952 and was made Editor in
wish last week as his final 1855.
services were held in the Met- Mr. Wilson gained national
ropolitan Baptist church, Rev, distinction for his unswerving
S. A. Owen officiating. He was work in covering the 1957 Little
Interred in Elmwood cemetery. Rock school integration crisis
Mr. Wilson, long-time editor Suffering physical harm, Mr
and general manager of the Wilson stayed with the story
'Fri-State Defender died in a and reported the crucial and
Chicago hospital, after having painful highlights.
been editor-in-chief of the Chi- Attending the funeral were
cago Daily Defender, his mother, Mrs. Luetta Pat.
Mr. Wilson, according to his terson; twin sisters, Mrs. Mm.
mother, Mrs. L. Patterson, sue Lee Pate and Mrs. .essie
"had always *anted to be a Lee Bailey; sisters, Mrs. Kath-
newspaperman. He would come erine Callaway and Mrs Bertha
In the a ft ern o on s, in Bozeman; niece, Mrs. Jennie
Florida, when he was very Bee Small; nephews, Mr. and
young and go up to his room Mrs. Leonard Evans; brother,
and write and write and write," Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Wilson;
The bereaved mother said. cousin, Willie Edwards; son,
''that boy was always writing." Pvt. Betram Wilson and close
Mr. Wilson was a member of friends Mrs. Willena Williams
the Norfolk Journal and Guide, and L. C. Bates.
Detroit Tribune and the Ohio j Also in attendance were form-




PVT. BETRAM WIISON, son
of the deceased editor assists
Mrs. Imogene Wilson, wife of
the demised. Pvt. Wilson Is
in the Army stationed at Fort
Jackson, S. C. He is a pro-
duct of a former marriage by
Mr. Wilson. Mrs. Wilson ar.
rived in Memphis the same
day that her husband's body
came Mr. Wilson was buried
In Elmwood cemetery. Rev.
S. A. Owen officiated at the
funeral. (Withers photo)
TrinStatjTiefender





BY GEORGE W. LEE
We believe it is essential that the Leadership of
America be in the hands of trained and experienced
men, capable of keeping peace in these strange and
awful times, when America and indeed the world
struggles for survival against a force that has haunt-
ed science to the chariot of destruction and threatens
to destroy civilization itself with atomic bombs. The
record shows that we have had nine presidents, since
the turn of the century — six Republicans and three
Democrats. All three of the Democrats have brought
war. All 6 of the Republicans have brought peace.
Our experience with the Eisenhower administra-
tion, which has brought many golden opportunities to
Negroes in employment in Memphis•and Shelby Coun-
ty, has convinced us that the Nixon-Lodge ticket fur-
nishes us the best chance to continue our fight for
equality of opportunity for all of our people.
If Senator Kennedy is elected president of the
United States it is reasonable to assume that Mayor
Henry Loeb will assume the role as advisor to Mr.
(Continued On Page 2)
DARK
by NAT D. WILLIAMS
"PLEAS MR. OFFICER!" ted to "law enforcement" . . .
So, now we are about to have
Some more officers who are Ne-
groes appointed to the Memphis
Police Department!
Word is going around that
men have been interviewed. Ap-
plications have been taken. Vari-
ous sorts of examinations have
been given. And a fairly large
group of young Negro men have
reasons to believe they have 2
good chance to be among the
dozen or so officers, of Negro
extraction, who will be appoint-
.ed, and trairiPas policemen.
Perhaps t.:!e first and most
appropriate response of the Ne-
gro conimunity to this news
should be an expression of ap-
preciation to the city officials
who are responsible for the
move. Police and Fire Commis-
sioner Claude Armour is the
man directly responsible for this
expression of departmental poli-
cy. Right behind him is Police
Chief J. C. McDonald. And
backing them up are other
members of the City Commis
sion, and influential citizens
Right here, it seems, is a good
time to pitch a word of objective
appraisal of Commissioner Arm-
The Commissioner may not
know it, and some other citizens
may not have observed it, but
there is a pretty general con-
sensus of opinion among Mem-
phis Negroes in favor of Mr.
10
 Armour. Quite a few Negroes
in this town are convinced that
he is a "straight" law-man.
By "straight" they mean
they feel that in the over-all
picture Mr. Armour is commit-
regardless. It is gradually seep-
ing into the thinking of all levels
of the community that Commis-
sioner Armour is dedicated to
his job. Folks are beginning to
see that he views his job as that
of enforcing the law. And if it
helps Negroes or anybody else,
. . okay. And if it hinders or
restrains Negroes or anybody
else . . okay.
Some Negroes . . who con-
sider themselves "in the know"
. .. like to recount behind clos-
ed doors . . the effective man-
ner in which the local Police
Department, directed by Mr.
Armour and Chief McDonald,
kept down incidents when Negro
students were integrated at
Memphis State University. They
agree it was a good job of pre
ventive policing.
It is also to be observed that
in his promotion of four of the
eight Negroes now on the Po-
lice Force, Mr. Armour further
created a favorable working
climate for officers who happen
to be Negroes.
And, incidentally that expres-
sion, 'officers who are Negroes'
is being used deliberately and
calculatedly in this splurge. And
it's being done because of the
apparently crying need to give
"air" to some of the seemingly
entrenched and disturbing -atti-
tudes which too many Negroes
take toward police officers in
Memphis who are Negroes.
It was Detective Ben Whit-
ney, one of the four recently
promoted men, who put his fins-
Shadows, Page 2
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On last week various stud-
ents attending Lane college in
Jackson, Tenn. :ialted their
two-day long picketing of city
bus stops after management of
Jackson City Times Cogp. ceas-
ed its segregated seating policy.
Astonishing is the word thiat
Negro sale in ctors will •beise
hired in hlem is in about two
'weeks by the ennessee Depart-
ment of Revenue. This an-
nouncment was made last week
by Virgil H. Wilder, regional
supervisor of the Tennessee
Department of Revenue.
Mr. Wilder stated that the
sale tax inspector would re-
ceive from $235 to $280
a month, And they would deal
principally with Negro stores.
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been opened for Negroes to be-
come prison guards. Ross Dy-
er, executive assistant to Gov
lio'brd Ellington stated last
week that all Negroes must
meet the same requirements
as whites and will receive the
same pay. At the present time
the starting salary is $245 a
month plus room and board.
They want to do it again!
Those are the statements made
by the parents who went to the
family night football game at
Booker T. Washington-Hamil-
ton high school game at Mel-
rose Stadium last week. The
successful event, an effort to
curb hoodlums, brought indi-
cations that o''-nr
follow suit at their football
games.
Attempt Made On
Life Of sac Exec
SHREVEPORT, La.—It was
announced recently from the
National Offices of the Southern
Christian Leadership Confer-
ence that an attempt was made
last week on the life of Harry
Blake, field secretary of the
integrationist organization head-
ed by Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr.
Wyatt Tee Walker, director,
revealed that telegrams, re-
questing an immediate investi-
gation of the accident have been
forwarded to the Attorney Gen-
eral of the United States and
the Civil Rights Commission.
Copies of the wire were sent to
both presidential nominees.
"We feel that if Mr. Ken-
nedy and Mr. Nixon are real-
ly sincere In their pronounce-
meats in the area of full vot-
NEW MARSHAL—E. Frank
LaMondue, Jr., (right) be-
came the second Negro to
hold the post of , Deputy Mar-
shal in West Tetnessee when
he was sworn in last Mon-
day in Federal Judge Mar-
kin S. Boyd's chamh-r. He
Is shown above volth Marshal
George C. Harrison in the Mar-
sitars office. MI LaMorine,
big privileges for all, that
they would certainly want to
be apprised of this vicious
attack on Mr. Blake."
Mr. Blake was returning home
from a church meeting when a
1953 model car roared up be-
hind him and fired a shot thru
the rear side window of Mr.
Blake's tiny foreign automobile.
Mr. Baker was unharmed
but t h e bullet lod g ed
itself in the seat of his car just
Inches from his right shoulder.
Mr. Blake immediately gave
chase to the attacking car in
an effort to get the license
number, "but my little car was
no match for the larger car,"
Mr. Blake said.
Complaints were filed last
night with the FBI in New Or
See Attempt, Page 2
long time member of the
Memphis postal department
was transferred over to the
Marshal's office. Mr. La-
Mondue is a graduate of Book-
er T. Washington high scheol
and has attended LeMoyne
college. He lives at 1470 S.
Barksdale with his wife and
two daughters.
(Withers photo)
AID NAACP — The Mempbis
Co•Ettes presented a check
for $100 as their second in-
stallment on an NAACP Life
Membership last week to
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon,
jr., member of the Memphis
NAACP Board of Directors.
This made a total of 8150.00
that the Co-Ettes have paid
toward their $500.00 Life
Membership. The
on of the two national pro-
jects of the Co-Ettes, with the
other project being the Unit-
ed Negro College Fund.
Shown making the presenta-
tion left to right are Jacque-
lyn Brodnax, treasurer. Atty.
Sugarmon and Sylvia Wil-
liams, president. Miss Erma
Laws, is sponsor and Mrs.
A. A. Letting, co-sponsor.
Women Meet With
Mrs. John Kennedy
Four prominent Negro worn- work, but it did work and it
en were among the 30 women lifted the status of working':
attending a conference meet-people everywhere, she added.
Mrs. Gragg is president of
the National Association of
Colored Women's Clubs; Mrs.
Hedgeman is consultant to
church groups in New York
bon, health and eonomics. City; and Dr. Noble is presi-
The group called "Women's dent of the Delta Sigma Theta
Committee for the New Fron- Sorority-
tiers," discussed four major 
issues facing the nation—peace„ A
education 
lag at the home of Mrs. John
F. Kennedy on Monday. The
invited guests from around the
country are leaders in the
fields of foreign policy, educe-
medical care for M.
senior citizens, and the cost
of living. 
 R
Negro women attending were
October 29Mrs. Edith Sampson of Chica• go, Mrs. Rosa Gregg of De-
troit, Mrs. Anne A. Hedgeman
of New York.
Saturday, Oct. 29, the Beta
and Dr. Jeanne L. Noble both Omega Chapter of the Alpha
Mrs. Sampson who is a 
Kappa Alpha Sorority will pre-
sent Alpha Brawner in a recital
prominent attorney ant former 
Alternate to the United Nations 
at Bruce Hall, LeMoyne col-
said the foreign policy panel
was so busy talking about prac-
tical things that could be done a long
in this country to preserve the, 
range program to aid
peace that they didn't- 
have l Sickle Cell Anemia research,
beginning with a special pro-
gram in making the lantern slid-
es to be used as visual aids in
programs of information to
communitiy groups. Other fea-
"Civil rights and foreign ture of the program are the cm -
policy go hand and hand," she, ployment of a qualified person
said, "you cannot talk about who is college trained and eR-
one without discussing the I perienced in medical secretarial
other." She said they also work to research, abstract and
touched on equal employment file the world's literature on Sic-
opportunities for minorities kle Cell disease; and the fur-
when they discuased Roose- nishing of volunteer hospital
velt's Executive Order 8802 workers. The program will be
which established a Fair Em- under the direction of Dr. Rog-
ployment Practices Commis- coe Diggs, who is in charge of
Mon. People said it wouldn't the scientific investigation of
ingmonnoommonomognouniginigign Sickle Cell Anemia at John Gas-
Buy U. S. 
ton Hospital.
Savings Bonds 
cent of all lliegmes in the Unit-
it is estimated that 7-13 per
le1111111•111•111111111R1111110•11•11111111111111111111
time to discuss Krushchev.
She reported that they dis-
cussed civil rights as it is re-




lege. at 8:15 p.m.
The proceeds of this perform-
ance will be used to establish





The ministers will collaborate
with the Lincoln League, and
other Republican organizations
in bringing Dr. Sandy F. Ray
of Brooklyn, N. Y. — a ranking
Republican on,-the Nathaniel
Committee; and Dr Leonard
CL Carr of Philadelphia, Pa.,
also among the top brass, and
a candidate for City Council-
man, in the city of Philadelphia
- for a double-headed City and
County-Wide Republican Rally.
Dr. Ray and Dr. Carr will
he principle speakers, at a
rity and county-wide Republi-
can rally. Wednesday night,
Oct 26 at Mason Temple, 938
Mason st., (formerly 5th st.,)
at 7:3(1 p m. There will also
be short speeches by local top-
flight Republican leaders. Spe-
cial musical features will fea-
ture outstanding Church choirs,
groups end bands, ,under the
direction of representatives of
these aggregations.
PLAN MOTORCADE
The present plans call for
hundreds of cars to meet the
guest speakers at the Municipal
airpoit — around 2 p. m
Leaving the airport, they will
move through Orange Mound.
Elliston and Castalia Heights
L out Parkway to Mississippi
: blvd., to South Main Street (or
iThird Street) to Handy Park,
Church. Park, and, on to the
Atlanta Life Insurance Com-
pany 526 Beale st. The pre-
liminary features will begin at
7 p. m., at Mason Temple. Spe-
cial awards will be given to
:the minister and church ward
and precinct having the larg-
est representation (numerical-
ly-)
Both the guest speakers are
men of national reputation,
men of rational reputation, both
as political leaders, and, high
Church men. Dr. Ray is pas-
tor of the Cornerstone Baptist
Church in BrooklYn, N. Y. He
is president of the Empire
Missionary Convention of the
state of New York. He is an
outstanding leader of the Re.
publican Party, both in the
state of New York, and, on
the National scene. He is a
staunch rivai of Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell — for
power in New York City, and,
state. Dr Ray is a former
member of the State Legisla-
ture of Ohio. He is a graduate
of Morehouse College and a
member of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity.
Dr. Leonard George Carr is
Foundei and pastor of more
than 2000 members of the Vine
Me eorial Baptist Church. He
was bori in the state of Vir-
ginia. He received his training
at Temple and Lincoln Univer-
sities — the latter from which
he also holds a Doctorate De-
gree. Hc is an Elk, Mason.
See Plan, Page 2
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and a member of the Demo-
ley Consistory number 1, and
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity. He
is a menper of the Board of
Directors
WENT TO TEMPLE
He received his training at
Temple and Lincoln universi-
ties the latter from which
he also olds a Doctorate de-
gree. He is an Elk, Mason,
and a member of the Demoley
Consistory number 1, and Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity. He is
a member of the Board of Di-
reors and Founder of t h e
Amerian Dynamic Corp.; mem-
ber of the Board of Directors of
Excelsior Housing: Vice-pres-
ident-General Manager of Rodg-
ers Travel Bureau. Treasurer
of the National Baptist Con-
vention, U.S.A., Inc., with a
5-million membership. A can-
didat- for city council (Phila-
delphia.) He has traveled, ex-
tensively, into 70 countries of
the world Dr. Carr is married
and has one daughter.
Among the sponsors of the
rally are: Dr. W. Herbert
Brewster, Lt. George W. Lee,
Dr. A E. Campbell, Dr. S. A.
Owen; Rev. E. M. Alcorn, Rev.
B. L. Hooks, Rev. A. L. Mc-
Cargo, Rev. J. W. Williams,
Rev. L A. Hamblin. Rev. Ben
Olive, Rev, II. H. Harper, Rev.
J. L. Lindsey, Rev. L. L. Pep-
pers, Rev. Calvin Mins, Rev.
J. A. Wyms, Rev. E. L. Slay,
Rev B. T. Hopkins, Bishop
J. 0. Patterson, Rev. R. L.
Crenshaw, Rev. Eugene Wal-
ler, Atty. J. F. Estes, Mrs.
Ethyl Verson and her commit-
tee of 100 ladies, Mr. Oran
Pickett. Mrs. J. C. Austin,
Mrs. Ella Clarke Williams,
Mrs. Gurice Malone and others.
ITCHING Torture
Stormed Like Manic
Continued From Page 1
leans and the Civil Rights
Commission in t h e nation's
capital
Mr. Walker released the full
text of the telegram sent to
Mr Rogers and Mr. Hannah
"We urge immediate full
scale investigation of the at-
tempt on the life of our field
secretary, Harry Blake last
night In Shreveport, La. Mr.
Blake testified last month be-
fore the civil rights hearing
in New Orleans and has
twice been arrested while
aiding in the registration ef-
forts of the Negro community.
This vicious attack on the last
day of our annual meeting
demonstrates the determined
efforts of the white racist op-
position to use any means to
discourage th... full voting pri-
vilege of the Negro in the
South and the grave need for
a deeper concern by the Fed-
eral government."
SCLC closed its annual meet-
ing that had met since Tues-
day in this North Louisiana
city. Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., president of SCLC declared
"this was our greatest meeting
in the history of our organiza-
tion." More than 3,500 persons
attended the three-day meeting
held in cooperation with the
By Carlitta Stewart Watson
Musing: If none were sick
and none were sad?
What servi could wei
render?
I think if we were always
glad
We scarcely could bc tender.
If sorrow never claimed our
heart
And every wish were granted,
Patience would die and hope
depart
Life would be disenchanted.
Selected.
Dear Mrs. Watson: I am
worried about my daughter.
She is a very brilliant girl but
she seems unhappy. I have
talked to her. She says does
not care for boys, and girls
bore her. I buy her outstand-
irg clothes but she seems a-
shamed to wear them. To me
she should be proud to be the'
leader in her class. But she
United Christian Movement is really losing weight, study-i
headed by C. 0. Simpkins, the ing. What can I do?
crusading dentist of Shreve- Worried Mother.
port. 
Dear Mother: There are many
Shadows
Continued From Page 1
er directly on the issue when he
said, "Our job is to enforce the
law, and not condone its viola-
tion because of race.'
Detective Whitney was show-
ing an awareness of a rather
peculiar slant of attitude dis-
played my some Negro citizens
regarding policemen who are
Negroes. Some folk think Negro
officers are supposed to 'wink'
at thing they do because "We
are all Negroes together." Some
characters seem to feel that
they have the right to "show
out" in the presence of a Negro
officer . . . even if it means oh-
vious disrespect and seeminglyFl•re's blessed relief from tortures of' .
vaginal itch, rectal itch. chafing. rash minor violations of the law,
Sod eczema with an amazing new sci- Some types seem to feel theyentitle formula called LANACANE
This fast-‘cting. stainless medicated are "within their rights" to talkcreme kills harmful bacteria germ,
while It soothes raw. irritated and i and act tough and sassy when
inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching approachee by officers who are-,n speeds healing. Don't suffer an-
otaer minute. Get LANACAttl today. Negroes. They deliberately actat all drug stores.










Zerno, a doctor's formula, liquid
or ointment, soothes, helps heal
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
antiseptic, eases itch of surface
rashes, eczema, teen-age pimples,
athlete's foot Stops scratching, as
aids faster heeling. For stubborn





lured Motor, Do not be con-
tused—we have no hidden or
tictit‘out charges — the Deice
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, ma lorrittobCb3 ilium co,
They display an "unreadiness"
for first-class citizenship.
Being human first and officers
second, Negroes who are on thei
Police Force resent these atti-
tudes. In sheer self-defense l
these men have been forced by'
these attitudes to respond in a
manner calculated to maintain
themselves and perform their'
jobs. They did a good job of
survival. Some didn't win out..
but eight did. And they are to
be commended.
It's logical to hope that the
new Police Department appoint-
ees coming up who are Negroes,
will benefit from the experi-I
ence of the pioneer local Negro'
officfers. . . .in their encount-
ers with these intangible coni-1
munity attitudes which model
things "pretty rough" for them1
for some ten years now.
It's time for the entire com-
munity ... Negro and white ...
to wake up to the fact that po-
lice officers are needed arms of
the community . . hired to risk
their lives ... at comparatively
low pay . to protect lives and
property in this city
With good leadership ... such
as they have . . . along with
ability and intelligence . . . such
as they have . . . Memphis po-
lice officers, who are Negroes,
. . . have a right to the moral
support of the entire community
. . . and particularly that of the










Sox 10, Ottery, Cape,
South Africa
kinds of approval: that ado-
lescents seek while in school.
Scholastic achievement or sup-
eriority is only one. I expect
your daughter is working hard
because she is failing some-
where else. Many girls have
problems connected with soc-
ial approval. She may be able
to help the other students with
their math problems but has
she been asked to join their
clubs? This is an important
kind of success. To expect her
to succeed in anything she
undertakes in unrealistic. Her
successes however, must out-
number her disappointments.
Otherwise the emotional toil
becomes too great.
Why not encourage her to'
give z. party for some friends.
They may not accept because
they think she is too bril-
liant. At the party she can
prove that she is a "reular
guy". To an adolescent being
rejected is no laughinl matter.
They yearn to be socially se-








GOP Has Done Right By Negro
Continued From Page 1
Kennedy in this community. This assumption is based
upon Mr. Kennedy's open expression of friendship and
warm companionship with Mr. Loeb, in his speech
when he was here in Memphis and also in the light of
Mr. Loeb's position as head of the city government.
The federal government is now on a great build-
ing program, with a federal building to be erected at
Madison and Front and the government is also in the
process of building a new hospital much larger than
the Kennedy Veteran's Hospital.
Will Mayor Loeb, the personal friend of Senator
Kennedy, deal as fairly with Negroes in extending job
opportunities as the local Republican leadership has
done in the past? This is the question you must an-
swer when you go to the polls and vote on November
8th. Your vote will not only elect Vice President Nixon
or Senator Kennedy to the Presidency of the United
States, but you will also indirectly elect a local Demo-
crat or a local Republican to administer jobs and op-
portunities in the local federal installations.
ADVISORS TO IKE
The local leaders of the Republican party, who
have been advisors to the Eisenhower administration
have stood for fair play and honest administration for
all people. They have fought hard, for such new re-
forms as job appointments, based on qualifications re-
gardless of race, have carried on peaceful integration
in government facilities. We feel that the Negroes of
Memphis and Shelby County, both Republicans and
Democrats, should back the Nixon-Lodge ticket all the
way, because this is the only way that a fair chance
for all, regardless of race or color, can be achieved on
a local level.
Let us see what the Republican party and the
Democratic party have done for the Negro in
Memphis:
1. The Republican party appointed the first Ne-
gro rural carrier in the Mid-South.
2. Named the first postal station after a Negro in
the United States.
3. Appointed the first Negro station superinten-
dent and the first Negro assistant station superinten-
dent in the Mid-South. (Mr. Owens and Mr. Jackson.)
4. Molded the first Negro foreman from the
ranks in the terminal. (Mr. Tarpley and Mr. Gleason.)
of the Big "H" Hamilton. 5. Appointed the first assistant distribution of-
Hi These are your roving re- Price.
porters bringing you the latest As we close, we say be cool
happenings around the campus until the next swinging news.
we find Hattie Jones and Lois Voter Groups
As we approach our campus
Deberry trying ,o find a loved
er, we find our little gang, Hold Confabone. As we walk a little farth
Rose Hancock, Betty Watkins Oct Cecelia Dennis and Lena Rich- . 22, 23
mood. They are talking about
the latest happenings.
Betty, is it true that you
have a crush on a certain
soldier? Dorsey Sanders, is it
true that your loved one is at
State? (Louis Woods)
We walk on and meet Rose
Hancock trying to keep an eye
on James Clark. Rose, is it
true that a certain person is
spying on you? Does Cecelia
Dennis still have a crush on
Harold Pather? Lena, is it true
that Larry Lee called you long
distance to talk awhile?
WE find Carla Allen with the
same ole smile? Anita Moore,
you had better keep an eye on
Ozell Golden. Matlock, a cer-
tain person digs your style.
You had better watch out or
she will be with you forever.
TOP SENIORS
Girls: Beauty Richmond
Ernia Button, Dorothy Perry,
Billie Baker, Lillian Catron,
and Boys: Steve Payton,
George Motton, Thomas Bell,
Charles Terry and Thomas
"33 Ways To
Mea Women99
A folio chock lull ot prac•















left Lit. Fibre Glim end Cen-
On/04n Cc, lee. rre Maelnishil
WN II-4079
1211 S. Parkway E.
Operation civil rights kicks
off here Saturday, Oct. 22 and
continues through Sunday when
a meeting is being held in joint
Isponsorshlp of the Memphis and
Shelby County and Tennessee
'Voters Association,Inc. and
the Midwest Conference of
Negro Voters.
Atty. L. E. Bentley, presi-
dent of the Conference of Vot
ers will be the main speaker
Saturday night beginning at
8 p.m. Eliehue 
,
Mem
phis accountant and printer, is
president of the Voters
Association.
On the program is sched-
uled the appearance of several
of the people caught in the
squeeze in Fayette County,
Tenn., including Mr. and Mrs.
L. T. Anderson who lost a
son in the. fight for the ballot
The meetings will be held at
the Clayborn Temple at Her.
nando and Pontotoc.
Delegates will be on hand
, from nine Midwesteri, states.
(Paid Notitkal Advertisebleb1( (Paid Political Advertisement)
UNION LEADER.SUPPORTS KENNEDY — T. D.
McNeal of St. Loui4 international vice president of
the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters (AFL-CIO),says, "I am supporting John Kennedy for president
because I am convinced that his election will mean a
long step towards the security of our country: a
prosperous United States in which all citizens who
want employment can fi-id jobs at decent rates of
pay. I also believe Senator Kennedy's election will
bring us much dosser to the American objctive of
equal opportunities, rights and privileges for all."
ficer (Mr. Felton Earls). He is one of the two salaried
Negro postal employees in the United States. He
supervises white employees.
6. Appointed the first Negro foreman of outgo-
ing mails (Mr. Robert Mebane).
From the beginning of the Roosevelt administra-
tion until 1939 when the late John Risher, a Republi-
can, made an investigation of the Memphis Post Of-
fice because no Negrocs were appointed even as car-
riers. Since the beginning of the Republican adminis-
tration, Negroes have been hired as carriers in great
numbers. Under the democratic administration, no
Negro women were emplyoed except as charwomen.
I -
MOO
Under the Republican administration, four Negro
women have been appointed as clerks in the post of-
fice. Under the Democratic administration, only four
Negro womeic were employed except as charwomen.
fice. Under the Republican administration, more than
100 are now employed as clerks. The Government Cen-
sus in Memphis, under the Democrats ten years ago
appointed 8 Negro enumerators. The Government
Census under the Republican administration ten years
later, employed 140 Negro enumerators, 7 crew chiefs,
5 advisors, 1 office secretary and 2 file clerks, which
caused upwards of $50,000 to flow to the pocket books
of the colored community.
DEMS NOT GOOD
Under the democratic administration, no Negro
ever served in the Marshal's office. Under the Repub-
lican administration, Raymond Lynome was appointed
as Deputy United States Marshal and served for more
than seven months. A new Negro Deputy Marshal
Frank Lamondue has just been appointed. Under the
Republican administration, a Negro was named by
the Postmaster General as postal advisor, also as ad-
visor to the Director of the United States Census for
the Ninth District. No such recognition has ever been
given locally by the Democrats.
On the Republican State Committee, of the four.'
positions alloted to this District, Negroes have been
elected to two. George W. Lee and Mrs. Belle Petti-
grew now serve in this capacity. On the Democratic
State Committee, these four similar positions are
held by whites. On the Republican County Committee,
there is one Negro Co-Chairman, Rev. B. L. Hooks
and a Negro Secretary, Mr. Frank Scott. Similar po-
sitions on the Democratic Committee are held by
whites.
On the Republican County Committee, more than
260 Negroes hold membership. On the Democratic
Committee, only one Negro holds membership. Of the
five members of the Republican Primary Board two of
them are colored (Mrs. Lola Lee and Mr. Orin Pic-
kett). On the District Committee, seventeen Negroes
occupy places, with Mr. Robinson, serving as sec-
retary. This is true democracy in action.
0. W. Pickett, a Negro is on the Nixon team none
is on the Kennedy team. He is the only Negro on the
ballott in the November 8 election.
The Vice President has set a shining example of
racial and social collaboration, which encourages the
hope that physiological variations and attitudes can
all be resolved in the brilliant sunshine of a demo-
cratic tomorrow, and which will inspire a democratic
way of life to come into being — a way of kindly yet
vigorous life against which the marshalled forces of
communism cannot prevail. The Vice President knows
that unity cannot be achieved by nominating a man
from the East and_a man from the South. Unity de-
pends on racial equality in a nation whose essential
life and vitality springs from the belief that men of
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NEW AT LeMOYNE — Harris.
son Lee, who holds the master's
degree from Atlanta University,
Is .a new member of the Le-1
Mos ne College faculty this year.
He is in the division of social
(
science. Mr. Lee was on thy
faculty of Rust College last
year.
YWCA Organ Recital
Set For October 28
Friday, Oct. at, the Vance
Avenue Branch Young Women's
Christian Association will pre-
sent a small number of piano
and organ students of Eugene
A. Nesbit and Omar R. Robin-
son, jr., in a recital at the YW.
CA to open the fall activities of
the association.
Both Mr. Robinson and Mr.
Nesbit are outstanding in the
music field of Memphis and the
Tri-State area. Mr. Robinson is
a graduate of Douglass High
school where he received :iis
first musical training. Because
of his musical ability, he was
awarded a four year scholarship
to study at Tennessee State uni-
versity. Mr. Robinson has the
distinction of being the first stu-
dent to finish Tennessee State
with a .najor in Piano. He serv-
ed in the Marine Corps as Chap-
*Johnson Boys Back
Kennedy With A Song
Tht. Johnson boys of 540 liar.
Allan rd. may be too young to
vote (all three are Father Ber-
trand students) but they can
still throw their talent behind
the man of their choice in the
coming presidential election.
And their choice happens to
be Senator John F. l'ennedy.
Their talent? Song writing.
They've written a song pro-
STEKIENT KENTUCKY IIHIN EON MUSKET • ST04.11U
U Prost . *Atiotot Age D4st Co., ronkfort. KY.
HOME OF
STACY-ADAMS
Men :1* 440eS Cfpatalarls"
Largest
or
claiming the Senator's attri-
butes in a fighting song that
would do any presidential can-
didate proud.
It goes like this:
Drive the nail right boys
Hit it on the head
Strike with all your might
boys
While the Iron is reu.
When you work to do boys
Do It with a will
The- who reach the top boys
First will climb the hill.
(Chorus)
Get On the Kennedy yam,
Drive, dri e drive.
Get on the Kennedy wagon
Let's ride ride, ride.
Blow your whistle, toot your
horn,
Boys, Mr. Kennedy is real
gone.
Get On the Kennedy wagon
And ride, ride, ride.
(Verse 2)
Standing at the foot boys,
Gazing at the sk,
How can you get up boys,
If you never try?
Though you stumble often,
boys,
Never be down cast.
try an. try again boys
You will succeed at last.
(Catch'
We don't mean to bs. so
rough,
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Kennedy don't
carry no racket.
He can carry the fifty states
and make them like it.
(Catch)
Mr. Kennedy's religion
Quaker or a qua 7-,
Put your shoulders to the
wheel and stand at his back.
The boys are MacArthur,
Walter and William. They say
Mr. Kennedy said the song is
heartwa-n,ing anti •should be
sent to the Democratic head-
quarters for its adoption.
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
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lath's assistant, and the firs
Negro to hold this position
While in_Korea, he was directo
, of several musical organiza-
tions.
' Mr. Robinson holds the master
of music education from the
American Conservatory of Mu-
sic, Chicago, Illinois. At present
he is working toward the docto-
rate, of music at the University
of Kansas under Angelica Mo-
rales, outstanding Puerto Rican
pianist. He is a member of the
following musical organizations:
National Guild of Piano Teach-
ers; University Society of Mu-
sicians; Fine Arts club and Na-
tional Association of Negro Mu-
skians.
He is instructor of music at
Douglas High school, MeCleave
School of Music, and director of
music at Greer's Chapel and
Belmount Baptist church. He is
a member of Greer's Chapel
AME church, and member of
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity and
Southwestern Regional Director
of that fraternity.
He is the son of the late Omar
R. Robinson, Sr.. and Mrs. Sa-
rah Robinson who was selected
as the 1955 "mother of the
year" by a local organization.
Eugene Nesbit is a native of
Athens, Georgia and a graduate
of Morehouse College, Atlanta,
Georgia. where he specialized in
music. He has had wide experi-
ence in directing and playing for
choral groups in Georgia Con,.
necticut, and Memphis. He has
done additional study under Mr.
James McLin, outstanding or-
ganist of Memphis.
Serv'ng in the U. S. Navy as
Petty Officer, third class. Mr.
Nesbitt also acted as organist
during his stay overseas on Sai-
pan. Many audiences have thrill-
ed to the sound of his melodious
tenor voice. He is a Civil Service
employee for the Air Force and
directer of the Nesbit piano-
Organ Studio. Mr. Nesbit, is a
member of Parkway Gardens
Presbyterian Church. He is mar-
ried and the father of two young
sons.
Mrs. 0. C. Crivens, chairman
of the event urges the public to
attend this evening of music
provided by the students of
these two yoang outsranding and
talented men. There is no ad-
mission charge. The program




MADISON, W i s. —
(UPI) — A member of
the Governor's Committee
on Migrant Labor said
Friday the federal govern-
ment should accept the respon-
sibility of educating the children
of migrant laborers.
Robert C. Van Rzalte, of Pub-
lic Instruction, said states
should help educate children of
migrant laborers, but that state
programs could be more effec-
tive if enacted in cooperation
with a federal plan.
Van Raalte said "it would be
Just so much piddling around"
if states had the sole responsi-









ICE•BREAKERS — The ice-
breaker committee of the
Vance Avenue Branch YWCA
look over completed plans for
"An Evening In Music" that
will feature a small number
of the piano and organ stu-
dents of Omar R. Robinson
and Eugene Nesbit in recital.
From left, frront, are Mr.
Nesbit, Mrs. 0. C. Crirens,
chairman; Mr. Robinson and
Mrs. Nettie Cole. Behind,
from left are Mrs. P. F. Ca-
ruthers, Mrs. Addle G. Owen,
branch etecutive director,
Mis. Sarah H. Brown and
Mrs. Zettie Miller. Not shown
is Mrs. Willie Pegues, a mem-




Bernice Gooch - Gloria Crawford
Willie Frank Taylor
Here we are for the first time
for the 1960-61 school term to
inform you of some of the hap
penings around Mitchell High.
First I will acqbaint you with
the reporters. 1, Gloria Craw-
ford, am a senior. Some of my
activities in which I participate
are president of the Musette
lub, secretary of the Library
club and reporter of the Year-
book staff and Dramatic club
and a member of the French
and N.H.A. clubs.
My co-workers are Willie
Frank Taylor and Bernice
Gooch. Willie Frank Taylor is
president of the French club.
corresponding secretary of the
Senior Class, assistant secre-
retary of the Dramatic Club.
She is also an active member
of the N.H.A. and Musette
clubs.
Bernice Gooch is president of
12-2 Home Room class, record-
ing secretary of Senior Class
and a member of the N.H.A.,
Musette and Dramatic clubs.
SPOTLIGHT
This week the spotlight falls
on Miss Linda Pegues, Linda
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. P. Pegues. She is a member
of the Riverside Baptist
church, where she is a very
loyal member,' Lima is a
charming young lady and is
well liked around the campus.
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1She is president of Senior Class,
secretary of French club, pres.1.
ident of Library club, parlia-
mentarian of Dramatic club,
member of the Musette and
N.H.A. clubs. Hats off to Miss
Pegues.
NEW TEACHERS
We are proud to have five
new teachers added to our
faculty this year: They are R.
W. MeGhet - Band, Mrs. M.
Strong - English, Mrs. M. R.
Wilburn - Physical Ed., G. L.
Perkins - Shop and Mrs. R. T.
Bullard - elementary depart-
ment.
We would like to welcome
back one of our teachers, Mrs.
B. Stevens, who was not with
us for the beginning of the
school term. Mrs. Stevens is our
Physical Education teacher.
Some of the clubs around the
campus are the Stage Crafters.
Dramatic club, The Proseilg.
Library club (Jr. and Sr.). Y.
M. I. - Gentlemen club., Mit-
chell Chapter of the N.H.A.,
French club and Hi-Y.
The Senior Class has elected
their officers for the year of
60-61.
!They are: President - Linda
'Pegues, Vice President - Jerry
Smit h, Secretary - Bernice
Gooch, Assistant Secreiary
Pelhnetrie Stone, Correspond-
ing Secretary - Willie r..ank
T a ylo r, Treasurer - Herman
Walls.
Chaplain - Willis Jean Blev.
ins, Reporters - Steve Johnson
and Doris Wrushen, Parliamen-
tariaan . Josephine Flemings,
historian - Margarett Hall, Ad-
. viscrs - Mrs. F. Woodson, Mrs.
D. Scott and D. Franklin.
We, the seniors are planning
,our first yearbook which we
hope will be one of the best ever
published for the school. The
editor is Mary Young and the
co-editor is Joy Ann Patton.
• BAND
Mitchell is organizing its first
hand under the supervision of
! R. W. McGlieee. In order to
i purchase instruments for the
'band, the PTA of this school is
having a Band Queen Drive.
We are asking for the help of
all our readers in this drive
that it may be a success,
The latest fashion and fads
taround the campus are short
skirts speakers and bobby
socks.
TOP GIRLS
Linda Pegues, Mary Young,
Dorothy Jones, Carolyn Davis,
Doris Wrushen, Minnie Harris,
Jacqueline Harris, Gloria Willis.




Mitchell, Jerry Smith, Thomas
Townes. Steve Johnson, Perry
Withers, James Little, Joseph
Jackson Eddie Little and Les-
ter Echols.
Until next week this is Willie
Frank Taylor, Bernice Gooch
and yours truly saying so long.
t Patd Political Advertisrmenn IPard Political Advertisement)
EDUCATOR ENTHUSIASTIC FOR KENNEDY
Dr. Rosa L. Scragg of Detroit, distinguished educator
I and president of the National Association of Colored
Women's Clubs, Inc., says, "Because education is our
most valuable resource for the future, I am voting
for Senator John Kennedy for president. He and the
Democratic Party pledge an end to segregated schools
by 1963. Even further, they believe in Federal aid to
education, our own hope for ending the nation's short-
age of classrooms and teachers. I sincerely believe
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HEY THERE, get in the mood
put way everything and make
way for the latest jive and htps
that we are swinging in with
this go-round.
Car — Caress — Careless —
Carless --
Drive toward others as you
would have them drive toward
you . • If you drag, you won't
live to brag about it later ie
slow down and live. Stay abreast
of the happiness, drive careful-
ly.
The six weeks are over now,
and how many made the honor
roll? Even if you did or did not
here are a few study habits —
Get all the important facts that
you can concerning the mater-
ial. Do not just memorize infor-
mation ... Listen and pay at-
tention to teachers' instructions
—Exclude yourself from any
thing that may attract your at-
tention while studying — there
are many more but were just
listing a few so follow these and
get others to go by and next
six weeks, see if you don't have
better results — 0. K?
HOOT 'N HOLLER
It seems no matter where we
go there are always lots of hap-
penings with the rooting-tooting
gang around BTW, Melrose.
Hamilton, Bertrand, Douglass,
Lester and Manassas. This edi-
tion we're going road roaming
to the gay spots after school
jump-havens, hills and valleys.
There are some things we learn
and few we'll have to find out.
Why does a certain sophomore
at Melrose try to capture the
heart of almost all the guys
around? Eunice Logan where do
you go on your Sunday after-
noon walks . . .?
Say Morris Webb are you and
Ruby Hardy . . How you say,
. going together now? We
know you would get her hack —
Lawyer Cox what's this we hear
about you and Brenda Jeffries
at Hamilton? (Yheah!) Now
Willie Pegues we come to you.
What's that?
You say you want a girl at
Melrose? How about that girls?
(Wait a minute, don't crowd) —
Morris Webb watch out now
don't do anything I'll (G. H.) be
sorry for!
PARADE OF HITS
J. C. McGraw and Clara
Smith are saying I'll Never het
You Go. Why do Harvey
Young and Gwen Fife say at the
end of Recess, How the Time
Flies? Oh, I Apologize, Anne
Smith and Elbert Griffin.
My Nerves, Charles Marshall
and Ora Pettes. Do you wanna
Dance, Hazel Alexander, Bar-
bara Simms, Annie Capies, Ve-
neda Johnson Dorothy Lee.
Just A Dream, Delores Driven
and L. M. Along Came Jones,
Melvin Jones and Josephine
Jones. You Can Bet Your Life.
Taint whatcha say its whatcha
do! for Frank Lowe and Gloria
Campbell. Call me Yours is the
echo bf George Emma Thomas
and Jasper Williams.
By the way. to Barbara
Bowles at Mana,ssas , George
Emma has the one and only
hold on J. W. he re a n d
Now I want you Authur Hull
n o t Thanksgiving. Charlene
Kiner is pleading. A trip to
Rainbow Valley is planned by
Bobbie Settles a n d Charles
Smith , . . Return to Me Bar-
bara Morris and Charles 'war-
ships . . Who's Sorry Now, we
quote Lawrence Green and
Claudette Clift.
Just looking Robert Miller
and Lawyer Moore , . From
the Bottom of My Heart Carol
Doxey and Tyrone Patterson
Barbara liarris and Mack Sim-
mons , Down the Aisle of
Love . , Frank Roddie and
Diane Briscoe . • Whole Lotta
Loving, Albert Birse, There's
A Boat Leaving for Marion
Brown . • . Turn Me Loose from
Lee Echols to Alice Ishmael,
Now We're One, Joyce Berry
and Tommy Martin, . . Since
I Met You Baby, Geneva Nel-
son and Bramsett Walker . . .
Melvin Hitl is saying to Don
McMillian, Leave My Kitten
Alone, about Bernestine Pre-
witt,
I Got the World on a String
for Booker T. Cole and so many
. . . In Paradise for Hubert
McGhee and Someone Special
. . . For Your Precious Love
for Ernest Griffin and someone
special . . Try Me, E. J. Wash-
ington, Dick Foster, and Samp-
son Briscoe ... East of the Sun
West of the Moon, Kitten (B.-
T.W.).
Well, Gang, we're beat and
it's about time to make an exit
if we didn't get you this go
round we'll check you out next
edition so to all keep smiling
and the whole world smiles
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Week of OCT. 22-28, 1960
A man's character, that
which is known only to to thej
Creator, is reflected consistent-
ly in his day by day living'
whether it leans more socially,
In civic affairs or profession-,
oily.
With the late Mr. L. Alex
Wilson former editor in-chiefi
of the Chicago Daily Defend-
der. . . it was professionally.
Who knows what makes a
man walk the road which re-
flects his chosen way of life?
True, it may not please all,
but then the man who strives
to please all is more inteVest-
ed in reputation than express-
ing his inner self, character.
It takes courage and it takes
strong religious faith.
Mr. L. Alex Wilson was a
man of character. Is there any-
thing else?
Our sympathy to his family
. . his beloved wife, Mrs
Imogene Wilson and daughter,
Karen.
ST. ANDREW AME
The coming of Mrs. Jayme
Coleman Williams of Nashville
to the St Andrew AME church
is causing much excitement
among the members and
friends Mrs. Williams will bel
the afternoon speaker during
the Woman's Day celebration on;
Sunday, Oct. 30.
Evangelist Jessie Robinson
will address the congregation'
during the morning worship
hour at 11.
A musical at 7:30 p.m. will
mark the end of the day's ob-
servation.
Mrs. Ethel Perkins is the
general chairman.
Rev. Elmer M. Martin is the
pastor.
MT. OLIVE BAPTIST
Evangelist M. V. Reed of the
St, Andrew AME church, here,
will appear as principal speak-
er at the Mt. Olive Baptist
church of Haiti, Mo. Sunday,
Oct. 23. The church will be ob-
serving Annual Women's Day.,
Evangelist Reed received
her training at the L.F.C.
Training high school Missis-
sippi Summer Normal and the
R.R. Wright school of Religion.
Rev. E. D. Kennard is the
pastor.
BETHEL PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. John Mickle of the Sec-
ond Congregational church
spoke at the Bethel United
Presbyterian church of 1080.




Woman's Day was one to be
remembered at the Greater'.
Mt. Siam Baptist last Sunday.
Speakers and alternates were
Mrs. M. Hawkins Barton, Mrs.
Rosetta Blair Mrs. Martha
Muny, and Mrs. Sadie Tug-,
sers.
A tea was held following the
prJgram. Hostesses were Miss-
es Joan Ross, Mildred Rat-
liff, Carolyn Robinson and Bev-
erly Hudson.
A panel on "Community
P.T.A." was held later that
evening. Mrs. Lillie Foster,
Mrs. Chester Mrs. Watson,
and Mrs. Robinson. Mrs. Lee
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dil and the minutes were read
hy the secretary Arl Williams.
It was then turned over to
Father Theodore, he discussed
matters of importance that
should be brought to the at-
tention of the students. It was
motioned that the assembly be
closed. It was then ended with
a prayei.
SOCK HOP
We would like to thank the
student body for tilt dance giv-
en Friday afternoon. Seen
dancing to the latest tunes
were: Doris Ingram, Malcom
Weed, June Rainey, Lewis
Hines, Lynn Howell, James
Sellars Carol Yates, Charles
Hooks, Tommye K. Hayes,
Paul Hawkins, Simone McAnul-
ty, Frank Reynolds Jackie
.Walker, Hubert McGhee, Ani-
ta Ware, Rod Samuels.
TOPS
10 Coeds, Jackie Walker,
Clydean Peterson, June. Rai-
ney, Bettye Jones, Charlene
Washington, Tommye K. Hay-,
, es, Simone McAnulty. Gerald-I
j Me Parks. Juanita Robinson,1
Jackie Brodnax.
10 Boys, Paul Hawkin s,
James Sellars, An Williams,
I Fred Coffey, Charles Whitsey,
; Hubert McGhee, Otis Britt,




Hayes - (FBHS) Lo;s Davis -
David Carnes - (Wm.) Rita
Sanders, Johnnie Rutland -
Conference of the Christian
Methodist Episcopal church
closed Sunday at the Trinity
CME church of 650 Wells. Bish-
op Julian Smith assigned 47
ministers.
The young people elected the
following officers: Cleophes
Owens, president, Odell Ken-
non of Covington, Tenn., vice-
president, Barbara Cleveland
of Union City, Tenn., secre-
tary and Percy Brown of Cov-
ington, treasurer.
SHREVEPORT, LA.—Ralph
D. Abrenathy, official of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, and president of
the Montgomeryt
Association of Montgomery,'
Ala.; Dr. C. 0. Simpkins, pres-,
Women of Beulah Baptist
church will present Mrs. F. N.
Eaton as the guest speaker for
Annual Woman's Day, Sunday.
October 23, at 3 ,p. m. She is
a member of the Asbury ME
church of Holly Springs Miss.
Mrs. Eaton is a graduate of
'Rust college, from which she
received her B. A. degree. She
Is also a graduate of North-
western university with a Mas-
ter's Degree in three major
'fields of concentration: econom-
ics history and sociology. She
has done further study at Col-
umbia university and the Uni:
versity of California. Mrs. Eat-
on is an experienced teacher
rand worker in the YWCA and
ident of the United Christian;
Movement of Shreveport; John
Brooks National Director of
Vote r- Registration for the
NAACP and Guy Carawan,
folk singer of Highander Folk;
School, Moneagle, Tenn. were
arrested by Shreveport police
while enroute to their hotel
from a mass meeting. While
detained in police headquarteds
confidential documents were
removed from the luggage of
Abernathy, reports the the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
and the nation staff of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference moved into this city
from Atlanta for a three day
annual conference startingi
Tuesday, Oct. 11. The executive!
I board and officres who are
(Mel.) Amy McNairy, James leaders from 13 southern
Kilgore - (B T W) Mildred states assembled and swiftly
Miles, Billy Doss - (Man.) Sal- approved a national' program
ly Bowman, Cuba Johnson of massive non-violent direct
action stepping up the speed(Car).hat
people are saying about 
of 0-e atta:k on segregation
teens. . . "Oh, youth youth In 





Is your hair HUNGRY for
food, lifeless, causing it to
gray faster, breaking off,
stopped growing, falling
out, and your scillr, have
dandruff? You should try
LAN-A-MINK Scalp treat-
ment di Conditioner to aid
in promoting the GROWTH




Available at your drug store
or Beautician or Write
Champion Products Co., P.
0. Box 7342, Lee Sta Mem-
phis, Tenn.
wisdom and magnanimity to
advance the individual citizen's
Opportunity for self fulfillment
and a useful life; to uphold a
high standard of personal in-
dustry and education and to
foster human brotherhood and
friendship under the fatherhood
of God.
Rev. Leon Brookins is the sec-
  retary and Rev L. S. Biles is
the treasurer.
CME CONFERENCE
the The West Tennessee Annual
minister. Mrs. Mattie Thomas
is the church reporter.
AVERY CHAPEL AME
Mrs. Ethel Vepson, popular
and charming matron of the
class last Sunday at the Avery
city,- taught the Women's Bible
Chapel AME church. She also
spoke on the General Assem-
bly on Christian Citizenship.
Mrs. Annette B. Edwards is
the superintendent.
Rev. Loyce Patrick is the
minister.
BAPTIST ASSOCIATION
The Installation of the Broth-
erhood Missionary Baptist Edu-
cational District Association
and its auxiliaries were held
at the Mt. Sinai Baptist church,
the body voted unami-
ously recently to unite
with t-h e Tennessee Reg-
ular Convention of which
Rev. A. E. Campbell is the
president. It is the profound
belief of the moderator, Rev.
E. L. Slay, and more than
forty of the officers that the
union will "enlarge the capaci-
ty of our people to work with I
Hi, this is Bonnie and Helen
bringing you the latest haps
around Father Bertrand for
this week.
General Assembly, The stu-
dent body of Father Bertrand
held its first assembly for the
year '60 '61. The assembly was
yo exciting,opened by Kenneth Ha eslion stand-ins and a south-widetime. Oh to have it all to doPresident of the student coun- economic boycott. Bordner C.over again." Henry Fonda, as
Taylor, of the National Baptistted in Lif 1 Conference, delivered the key-YOUTH note address at a mass meet-
L o v e. . . that's a sweet ing during which he said, 'In
word.
love is all happiness
and all pain,
ill joy and all torture.
all of life's experiences
are experiences in love
shaper.
Jove is life




this age of international suicide
by push-button atomic missiles,
the time for complete freedom
for the Negro is now!"
Martial Luther King, Jr. who
was speaker for the mas rally
Of the second meeting said in
a statement to the press, "The
presence of this annal confer-,
ence here in Shreveport, and'
in the tremendous support of
the Negro citizens amidst most
crushes on older people— severe segregation is symbolic
these belong to growing of their determination to move
people on to the bettr way of life that
years-wild, sweet, offers hman dinity for al. Des-
roaming, seeking, pushing ' tiny has placed on thc shoulders
and of the Negro American the task
of making democracy a living
always seeking reaity."
something never to he found. James ex-
YOU DON'T HAVE TO "SIT-IN"
to get service here 




"For God so loved the world
that He gave His only Be-
gotten Son that those who
believe in Illm might have
eternal life." John 3:14
What is eter life? Yesterday
I heard a man define it as pro-
jection. What then is projec-
tion—it is just this—the ability
of one to inject desirable char-
acteristics into the lives of
those with whom they come
in contact, In the final ana-
lysis we are able to live on
only in proportion that we ef-
fect others for the good of
society.
Men and women who make,
indelible impression upon the .
lives of others cause those peo-
ple to live life, on its highest
lives which have withstood the,
plane. The men and women's
Lives which have withstood the
wear and tear of times have'
been those lives that have
been built Upon such moral and,
spiritual foundations that they,
have been able to withstandI
the most critical minds. Etern-
al life is predicated upon the
ability of one to hold dear
those things of spiritual and
moral value
Contrary to many of the com-
monly held beliefs of
eternal life it will never be pre-
dicated upon the ability of
those of us to gain materially,,
sociall y, intellectually, or'
economically. Whereas these
things might be ever so im-
portant on the part of many
of us but in most cases they
represent only fleeting gains.
the things that we can pass
on to others are things that
,are intangible. The lives of
people are enriched by the
things that we pass on to them
that will make them greater
men and women. We live se
we can see our better selves
embraced by those with whom
we come in contact.
The preacher lives after he
physically dies when his ser-
mons have altered permanent-
ly the lives of members of his
congregation. The doctor lives
when the little things that he
has said at the bedside of
some patient gives this patient
the desire to want to live. The
lawyer lives when he goes be-
yond tire call of duty to indoc-
trinate the client who has come
to him for relief. The people
who dail • are ableto project 1
themselves in the lives of their
associates that their lives'
might be far more noble. .
We live only to the extent'
that our highest is 'mirrored'
in the lives of other people.
We live only to the extent that
ness to us for their wellbeing.
those about us feel an indebted.
to the extent that generation
Our lives become eternal only
the National Student Assembly,
secretary of the Board of So-
cial and Economic Relation of
the Upper Mississippi Confer-
ence of the ME church.
She is a member of the Amer-
ica Economic Association, the
National Council of Family Re•
lations, the National Academs
of Political and Social Sciences
and the National Academy of
Political Sciences, She is at
present a member of the facul-
ty at Rust college.
Chairman of t h e program
scheduled for Beulah church Is
Mrs. Alta M. Lemon; Mrs.(
Minnie Hill, co - chairman and
Rev. W. C. Holmes is pastor.
pelled from Vanderbilt unlver-,
sity for participation in student
demonstrations which caused
sympathy registrations of fac-
ulty members, said in address-
ing the prenary session on Wed-
nesday Oct. 12, "Laws are not
made in the Courthouse alone
but they are made under the
pressre of moral demand of
the people. If we are really'
trying to change the law, then
make certain that the people
are demonstrating in such a,
fashion at' it becomes im-
possible for society to keep an
unjust law".
after generation those thinp
that we embrace as worthwhile
are auopted by those whicb
make their own lives noble.
whom we come in contact to
Life for each of us today
must be predicated by the fact
that we are bent on the desire
to make this world a better
world through our being here.
Life for all of us is a one way
journey. What we are going
to do must be done here and
now. The assurance of us hay.
mg a tomorrow to make
amends for the mistakes of to- AI
of us. Therefore, in the wordsk'.
day is not guaranteed to any
of the poet, "We must do all
the good to all the people we
can, as often as we can." Any-
thing to the contrary will never
assure us eternal life."
The verse states, "For God
sJ loved the world that He
gave His only Begotten Son
that those who believed in Him
might not perish but have
eternal life.
We must accept the fact
that eternal life is something
wrapped up in accepting the
way of God. We will live etern-
ally only to the extent that the
will of God becomes our will
and this will is projected to
others through our sincere ac-
ceptance of it and project it
into the lives of those with
whom we come in contact. Our
lives will not be predicated
upon what we have been able
to acquire but what we have
been able to impart in the lives
of 'Weary travellers along the
Heavenly way.' The ability to
bring cheer, the ability to
bring light out of darkness the
ability to bring about comfort
for the weary will bring about
a far greater appreciation of
you and your life as you pass
through this world. In the final
analysis we live on indefinite-
ly only to the extent that en-
hance the lives of others.
They're Talking About The Bargains Available At The Quality Stamp
Redemption Centers. Shop Where You See This Symbol And You Will
Know You Are Getting Quality Products.
There Is A Quality Stamp Redemption
Center In Your
Yes Madame,
In order to please dad and the small-
fry you have to keep up or ahead of
the weather, holidays and all special
events.
Since we consider desserts and breads
the basic of all good meals, why not
let Jack Sprat with that wonderful en-
riched wheat flour and that uniformly
ground creamed meal come to your re-
scue. Bake that delicious apple pie or
your favorite chocolate cake on a cool
morning — freeze it — serve it on a
hot burner of a day — Pie A La Mode
— Cake with sherbert. Dad will be
amazed as to how you do it.
The rest of the meal could consist
of a vegetable salad with meat added,
hot spoon bread or hot cheese biscuits
FROST WITH FUDGE FROSTING
2 cups sugar
2 we. chocolate





RIG STAR comes up with another star-studded program
when it presented the above group of fine young talent
recently on It Big Star Talent Time show heard each
and every Saturday on Radio Station WDIA. Big liter
Stores of Memphis and lb. Mid-South have brought these
programs se you for a long Iheg WU sod each show
and iced tea. What a feast for your
King!
CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE









Sift flour, measure, add baking powd.
er and salt, sift again. Cream shorten-
ing and sugar gradually. Add well beat-
en eggs and beat thoroughly, add
vanilla. And dry ingredients alternately
with milk, stirring only enough after
each addition to blend thoroughly. Do
not beat. Pour into eight-inch layer tins.
Cook first four ingredients to soft
boil stage. Add butter; remove from
heat. When luke warm, add vanilla.
Beat until it's right to spread, and it's
so good.
:sin• t
has been a success in itself. The shows have added up
So much enjoyment for listeners over the years. Appear-
frig on the show recently were, from left, Joyce Greerm,
Merilee Hughey, Ruthie Jefferson, Clarence Mitchell,





struggle for freedom in the
south, two members of Links,





raising idea. They, and Links
across the country are substi-
tuting contributions to NA-
ACP for regular Christmas
card money. From left, Mrs.
Virginia B. Savoy and Mrs.




Sen. John F. Kennedy has of-
fered a five-point program to
reverse what he charged has
been the Eisenhower adminis-
tration's "disastrous error and
neglect" in Africa.
The Democratic presidential
nominee, stumping Kentucky on
a one-day tour Saturday follow-
ing his second television "de-
bate" with Vice President Rich-
ard M. Nixon, said the GOP
Africa record has brought a
"steady decline in American
prestige' and a "steady growth
of Seviet influence" in that con-
tinent.
O
Kennedv's program for AIN-
was isued as a statement
rather than a speech.
He endorsed the current Ken-
tucky tobacco program and told
Nixon t look at Gov. Nelson
A. Rockefeller's "far greater
indictments" ot America before
accusing Kennedy of downgrad-
ing this country.
SOLD PROGRAM
the rising tide of nationalism
in Africa "
"We roust make the United
Nations the central instrumen
of our energies and policies in
Africa." He said the UN has
"accomplished wonders in Af-
rica" ard has won the support
and confidence of most African
people.
This country must "greatly
Increase" the number of Afri-
can students brought here for
Ike
i
university training. He propos-
ed creation of a multi-nation
African educational develop-
en' funa, including African
tates as full partners, to lay
down a long range educational
plan for that area.
This country should establish
a multi-lateral development loan
fund directed by both Western
and African nations but sup-
ported by all the Western allies




NEV YORK — John H. John-
son, president, Johnson Pub-
lishing Company, Inc. of Chica-
o and Martin E. Segal, prem.
Kenneay said that this coun- dent, Martin E. Segal& Corn-
try "Must embark on a bold 
and imaginative new program
for the development of Africa." Car In TowHe said: •
"We must ally ourselves with I
, HIS EXCELLENCY William
Marmon QUISO Halm, ambas-
sador of Ghana to the Uatted
States, is scheduled to pay an
official visit to Florida A &
ir University in 
Tallahassee,
ovember 10-12. His visit will
come almost three years to
, day following a November,
I visit to A & M by his prede-





MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI)
— Expansion of Wisconsin's an-
ti-discrimination laws to include
Inechandising and professional
practice was urged Sunday by
Alp. Gen. John Reynolds.
Weynolds told a branch of the
NAACP here that by using
license ,;-evocation and expand"
ing anti-discrimination laws,
"we might achieve real pro-
gress in the battle to eradicata
racial. and religious bigtory
from Wisconsin."
The Attorney General said
his office is considering this
and other possible anti-discrim-
ination sanctions to enact ef-
fective legislation next year.
Link Recession
Birth Decline
WASHINGTON, — (UP I) —
A Population research group
says that the 1957-50 business'
receagion may have caused the
decline in the U. S. birth rate.
T h e population reference
ilgrneau inc. said that 
many
ericans may have been con-
cerned about "the duration and
seriousness of the business re
cession of 1951-50" in planning
their families.
Hits, Kills Man
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Har-
vey D. Jones, 29, who was run
over by a car as he lay in the
street, died at Homer G. Phil-
lips hospital, police said.
Jones, who had been drink-
ing, was run over by a car driv-
en by Virginia M. Herrod, 40.
'of Manchester, Mo., police said.
They said her car was being
pushed by a tow truck driven
by Thomas E. Watson, 24.
Watson told officers he had
been pushing the Herrod wom-
an's car, but at the time of the
accident was not pushing it.
Boy, 17, Dies
In 'Joy Ride'
A teenager who "traded" his
car for a friend's motorcycle
was kilted late Tuesday during
the exchange "joy rides" at
112tt. and Doty ave. .
Seventeen year - old Pervis
B000isn-ie of 119 W. 110th St.,
was killed when the motorcycle
strum( the rear fender of his
ow_ cal The collision threw




pany. Inc. of New York, have
been named national chairman
ana dinner chairman respective-
ly of the National Urban
League's 1960 "Equal Oppor-
tunity Day," Henry Steeger,
League president announced.
"Equal Oppor-
tunity D a y"
(EOD) fans on









ity for all, re-
Segal gardiess of race,
Mot% religion, or national ori-
gin.
Johnson Publishing company
publishes "Ebony" and "Jet"
among other magazines. Martin
E. Segal & company are' actua-














tunity D a y" Johnson
hlive also been named. They are
Commissioner Keith S. McHugh
of the New York State Depart.
mew of Commerce, and Wal-
ter P Ruether, president,
United Auto Workers, AFL-CIO.
Tie National Urban League
Is an organization devoted to
Increasing opportunities for Ne-
groes and to bettering race re-
lations fir America. The League








Ctillstlane And Jews at a
luncheon meeting at the Pal-
mer House are, left to right:
Mrs. James Clement, repre-
tenting the N Cr J Women's
Comm ; Waiter F. Ham.
mel Jr., steering committee
chairman and President. Gar-
den City Envelope company
and B. E. Bensinger general
chairman of the 1960 Dinner
an 4 President Brunswick
Corp. The dinner will be held
Hil-
ton hotel.
Nov. 30, at the Conrad 
OEFENBEO
Week of OCT. 22-2$, 1960
Supreme Court Again Dips Into Race Issue
By CHARLOTTE G. MOULTON
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
The Supreme Court dipped into
raciai issues again Wednesday
by '-lea:ing aiguments on thei estaolishea byrights of Negroes in re:eau-
rants of interstate bus term-
inals.
The case was appea'eu
Bruce Boynton, a Ne3r, set-
dent at Howard university ir
Wash:nf.,:un D. C whe tried
to eat in a white restaurant at
the Trailways station in Rich-
mond, Va. while en -use to
his home in Selma .A.'a.
The assistant manag had
him arrested when remain-
ed in tht restaurant ti er being
refused service. Boyn.un was
convictee of a rnisu imeano;
and fine Sit in Richmond po
Lice court
Virginia law makes It a mis
demeanor for anyone to •'go
upon or remain upon ,ne land
or premises of another after
having been forbidden to do s<
by the owner.
The state told the Supreme
Court that "the statute does
not purport to be and is not a
racial segregation law."
Virginia was represented at
the Supreme Court hearing by
Assistant Atty. Gen. R. D.
McIlwaine III and special coun-
sel Walter E. Rogers or Rich-
nacizieL.—
On bear/ of Boynton, Atty.
Martir A Martin of Richmond
and Thurg000 Marshall of New
York are contending that the
decisions of the Virginia court
conflict with principles already
the Supreme
Court.
"The problem is one of how
far certain claims of private
property rights extend," they
gait,
"The essential right of the
Traliways terminal manage-
men.. to enforce segregation of
interstate passengers by means
of force of the Commonwealth
of Virginia asserted through
its polict and courts, must be
ATTENDING THE GLITTER-
INC dinner-reception honor-
ing Danish King Frederik IX
and Queen Ingrid In grand
ballroom of Conr a d Hilton
hotel were (from left) Mrs.
William Shannon, Daniel Ry-
an, president, County Board
of Commissioners; Mrs. Ed.
(Paid Political Advertisement) (Paid i•Polltioel Advertisement)
ward Sneed, and Edward
"Mike" Sneed, county com-
missioner. — (Defender staff
photo)
weighei against the claim of
an interstate traveler to free-
dom o. movement without he-
int hohbled by racial distinc-
tion in the course of an inter-
state journey and his further
claim to be free of arrest and




WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
President Eisenhower has ap-
pointed Henry S. Villard, of New
York City, ambassador to the
new African Republic of Sene-
gal and Maurice M. Bernbaum,
of Chicago, ambassador to
Ecuador.
The two recess appointments
were among a long list of for-
eign service promotions and
shifts announced by the White
House.
Villard, GO, a foreign service
officer since 1928, has been
serving as ambassador to the
Federation of 5Iali. The Presi-
dent previously had announced
his intention to name Villard to
the Senegal post.
Rernbaum is 50 and has been
a foreign service officer since
1936.
(Paid Political Advertisement)
He's not afraid to speak out
"We must secure full first-class citizenship and equal-
ity of oppoitunity for all Americans," says Senator
John Kennedy.
True to his words, Senator Kennedy has fought for
civil rights and other progressive measures during his
14 years in Congress.
Look at his record and compare it with Mr. Nixon's:
$1.25 Minimum Wage—Kennedy for, Nixon against.
Low-rent housing—Kennedy for, Nixon against.
Slum clearance—Kennedy for, Nixon against.
More social security—Kennedy for, Nixon against.
(Paid Political Advertisement) (Paid Political Advertisement)
And while Senator Kennedy pledges his support for a
nationwide FEPC, Mr. Nixon opposes it. While Sen-
ator Kennedy believes that the civil rights issue is a
national issue and a responsibility of the President,
Mr. Nixon has stated, It must be solved by the lead-
ership of the South itself." America needs Senator
Kennedy's kind of leadership—forceful, courageous
leadership that faces up to the close-to-home isques and
does something about them. Give him your help. Vote
for John F. Kennedy for President.
Kennedy for President
Vote Kennedy-Johnson on the Democratic ticket
•
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Nigeria's Responsibilitie s
From what we can gather, the really three regions.
significant moment in the Nigerian in-
dependence celebrations at Lagos did
not come during the celebrations which
began seconds after midnight on Sep-
tember 30th when the new green and
white flag was raised. It came rather at
tea time during the last days of British
suzerainty at the Lagos airport.
There sitting in the sun, sipping tea
or orange juice, quietly content with the
warmth of the reception, and farewell,
given them by old friends, were the de-
parting paleface notables, the ex-gover-
nors, as they came to be called during
the celebrations. There were. Nigerian
buglers to play away the most eminent
of them when the British airship Britan-
nia left.
But there, too, in front and not far
away was another aircraft, as yet de-
serted. It was waiting to bear off Sir
Abubakar and his mission of ministers
and others to New York and Nigeria's
place in the United Nations.
A quiet scene, but so had everything
been, even the big show. It was all very
decorous, and very British as well. And
what was singular even bizarre was tune
of "Scotland the Brave," played by the
pipers of the Nigerian police. Though
the celebrants had a good time, there
were no boisterous white rulers.
Chief Awolowo, leader of the Opposi-
tion and giant of the Western region,
did feel that he had to give an explana-
trim. This was that the show was not
being run by the former fighters for
freedom, like himself and Dr. Azikiwe,
but by those who did not take part in
the struggle.
The fight for freedom was well over
before the formal independence came.
There was no sudden climatic change on
October first. Independence was taken
for granted. Indeed to the more thought-
ful Nigerians this was already the morn-
ing after. What they talked about re-
volved around the problems of the next
ten years.
The economic problems of growth and
development are tied up with the same
any one: to establish through the Fed-
eration an agreed and efficient machin-
ery of collective choice so that the right
answers can be reached on the great
questions of power development, wheth-
er by coal, water power, oil or natural
gas; of transport as between properly.
coasted road and rail, which so much
affects the fortunes and mood of the
Northern section of Nigeria; and of
the proper balance between public and
private enterprise.
The compelling cry is to make all the
public services Nigerian. Much more
than most countries Nigeria, wherever
education has spread, has the men to do
the jobs well enough, and has quite ad-
mirable civil servants by any standards.
But three things are quite plain as
they ought to be. The first is that Ni-
gerianization will go on without inter-
vention. The second is that it can be
nation-wide only to the extent that edu-
cation spreads equally, which is the ker-
nel of a recent report on higher educa-
tion in the former British possessions.
And the third is that Nigerian national-
ists could run into a trap based on a fal-
lacy.
The fallacy is that a shortage of spec-
ialized administrative native talent does
not matter, since still more experts can
always be brought in from outside.
The new Nigeria must indeed grow.
It can have high hopes in its uncommon
and characteristic layer of deft politic-
ians, iq the character of its traditional
leaders, and its supply already of good
civil servants. But the politicians, the
traditional leaders, and the traders and
businessmen, who share the power now,
have a social challenge to face, as well
as one of government.
There are stark contrasts in the new
Nigeria, contrasts evident, quite evi-
dent between the haves and the have-
nots, contrasts which are now the busi-
ness and responsibility of Nigerians
themselves and no one else.
The Negro Vote,
How will the Negro vote in the com-
ing election? That question worries po-
litical dopesters, politicians and seasoned
observers more today than ever before.
Partly because of the consequence plac-
ed upon this year's Presidential race,
partly because the question of racial
equality has been raised more sharply
in this campaign than in all previous
contests since 1863, when Lincoln freed
the slaves.
That the Negro vote will be a cru-
cially decisive factor in November, was
abundantly indicated by the rhetorical
emphasis which decorated t h e civil
rights plank of both parties' platforms.
What befogs the professional ana-
lysts is that they are gazing excitedly
through the mirky crystal ball of histor-
ical traditions, traditions that have
been virtually erased by the changing
tempo and temper of events.
There was a time when Republican
politicians, like Chicago's incomparable
Big Bill Thompson, would delight their
audiences by boasting that they had the
Negro vote in their vest pockets. This
coarse assumption was drastically
altered.
Something happened in 1936 when
Franklin D. Roosevelt reached the
White House. He made the Negro big-
city vote Democratic. And as late as
1954 a poll taken by the University of
Michigan's Political Science department
indicated that 78 percent of the Negroes
voted Democratic in big cities.
InA958 this had dropped to 71 per
Ji
W hich Way?
cent — the one social ana ethnic group
out of 18 analyzed that had not increas-
ed its Democratic trend. Now the na-
tion watches a debate in which. the Ne-
gro question is practically relegated into
the background in the category of a
footnote.
But the Sit-down strikes of young
Negro students in the South agitate the
emotions of the race all over the coun-
try, and serve as a warning to all who
can hear and see that the question of
civil rights is paramount with the pres-
ent generation of Negroes. What must
be borne in mind is that neither Demo-
crats nor Republicans can retain a na-
tional image of so-called "liberalism"
along with their alliance with an,ti-civil
rights elements in their midst.
Some conservative GOP Senators,
particularly from Western states, are
lukewarm about civil rights legislation
and downright hostile to cloture to pre-
vent filibustering. On the Democratic
side, a band of Dixiecrats played havoc
with all liberal measures in which the
interest of the Negro people was
involved.
But the Democrats emerged from
their National Con v e nt o n with a
stronger pledge to civil rights and the
Sit-down demonstrators in particular
than did the Republicans. And the Great
Debates so far have shown no marked
changes in the position of the two par-
ties on the issue of racial equality. At
this juncture it should not be hard to
predict the course of tle, Negro vote.
Being Frank . ,
About P•opie, Philos@
Aost Problooy
Sy FRANK L STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — I am one
of those who literally soaks in a
bathtub. This is not a boast of
my cleanliness, but a news item
about the rarity of bathtubs in
the 18801 prompted these
thoughts.
According to it, there were no
bathing facilities even in the
White House until Andrew Jack-
son became president. All Pres-
idents before him had to bring
their own tub if they wanted to
bathe.
This reminds me of the days
when I had to fill the old galvan-
ized tub from the tea kettle and
remove it from the kitchen floor
when finished.
This was not too many decade
away from the time when a lot
push-and-pull amonp t of people thought prespiration
kept a man clean. In the winterThe task is to run in mesh the three cog- when it was too cold to sweat,
wheels without breaking the teeth of considerable felt that the tem-
perature preserved one so well
he didn't get dirty. Then too
there was the belief that baths
caused colds, even pneumonia
especially if taken at the begin-
ning of the day.
However, by the way of con-
trast according to reports, Na-
poleon took a hot bath daily—
and he is supposed to have
signed the Louisiana Purchase
while soaking in hot water.
Considerable of these men of
history favored bathing. On a
visit to Europe I was, amazed
to find that Ludwig had fabu-
lous tubs as well as electric
lights even in his day. Louis
XIV is supposed to have order-
ed six tubs constructed of mar
ble in Versailles. Casanova the
great lover, had a portable tub
built for two. Hitler even had a
bathtub installed in his private
railroad car.
Today of course, no one even
considers a house, dpartment or
room that has no bathing fa
citifies. In fact one of the best
selling points of any home is
how many baths it has. In a
family of more than two, a
single bathtub becomes a prob-
lem.
Hardly anyone wants to get
up first just to clear the bath-
room for another. Everyone
wants to use it at the same
time. As a bathroom slow-poke,
I am always the butt of jibes
both at home and while visiting.
I am able to do some of my
most concentrated and uninter-
zupted reading there.
This subject of bathing could
go on and on but a prize per-
sonal experience which I have
related many times through the
years goes back to my school
teaching days. It was my first
job in Mississippi at a college.
I lived in the teachers' quar-
ters in the boys' dormitory.
Routinely every morning a stu-
dent tidied my room while I
was in the building's sole bath-
room.
One rare morning in Decern-
ber when it snowed in Missis-
sippi he questioned me: "Prof
you're not going to bathe today
are you?"
I replied, certainly didn't you
bathe today? "No Sir!" he ern-
phasized.
I asked "When do you bathe,
on Saturday?" I again received
a "No Sir!" Before I could in-
quire if he ever bathed at all
the student said, "Well Prof,
I'll tell you—from September
till June I keep."
To be frank, in spite of all to-
day's many bathtubs of every
color, size, shape and comfort,
too many "keep" from Septem-
ber till June. And Saturday
nights still finds more of us
cleaner than any other time.
The People Speak
Dear Editor;
I have taken it upon myself
to write a letter to the papers
so everyone in America can
read for themselves just what
I have to say about all this
jealousy. I am just fed up with
so much criticism and I am
simply tired of so much envy.
There is talk of the brother-
hood of man. I want to know
where it is. I have not seen it
demonstrated. I like action,
and not so much talk.
Every time a political cam-
paign comes up, civil rights
are brought up. All I want is






I am praying hard for two
men, our President, and our
Vice-President, for they both
fill the White House with dign-
ity. I hope that the Vice-presi-
dent will go over the top be-
cause he is a good statesman,
smart, has traveled all over
and knows just what it is all
about and all our needs.
Nixon is the man for the
right place. I want to see him
go in the White House.
Negroes, wake up. You've
been asleep long enough. Don't
wait until it is too late and
then holler "hurt."
When the trouble first came
between President Eisenhower
and Khrushchev, I said right
away. "I know the President
has learned something mean
that was being planned behind
his back. The' Lord was in it
and he was to find it out. That
was before the President came
out with the story. Just wait
and you will hear about every-
thing. That is why Khrushchev
was so angry. He was foiled
in his attempt to ruin the U. S.
and was caught at his own
game.
One thing I would like some-
one to answer: Have you ever
beard of an ex-president out of
office having so much to say
about the current president?
I have known of several.
I heard a remark that Eisen-
hower ought to apologize to
Khrushchev. I want to know for
what. Just turn that around the
other way. For he was about
to ruin the U. S. with all of us
in it. If anything had happened
then our president would have
been to blame. He is looking
out to protect Americans. Don't
you see people dying all around
us. Get ready for your sum-
mons. Do you expect to go to
your grave with hatred and
mean hcarts. I would certainly
be grain. Our president is a
good Presbyterian Christian. If
he had not been, he would save
answered often when so much
dictation was given. If it had
been me I would have told
them to let me take care of
this administration and things
will come out all right. You
know so many fingers in a pie
spoils everything.
When Khrushchev went on tele-
vision he made too much noise.
I was afraid my neighbors
would think I had a mighty
rough an apartment so I just
shut it off I didn't see why the
company didn't tell him not to
make so much noise. The presi-
sident had him out here and
treated him grand and every-
one else Tr, of. 1‘. -)
And that goes to show that he
was un,ratetul atid tad not
appreciate kindness.
Eisenhower certainly did tell
the story. That is not all. Some
others are behind this. I think
it is terrible. We are not going
to have any more war now,
Those who want war get your
group together and take them
way out of sight where I can't
hear any guns going off because
this city's buses have done me
up so that I am on a cane and
under medical and eye doctors.
I hear enough shooting on tele-
vision. I don't see why they
have that. How do you expect to
train the youth with examples
like that. Recently I buried my
brother. He was a veteran of
the Spanish-American war . I
saw men crippled in every way.
A pitiful sight.
You talk about having war
just to kill off some men to give
others jobs. People were not
brought into the world to be
shot down. Let the men stay
at home so as to protect their
families from those who break
Into homes. We don't get enough
protection now.
I have been in politics over
40 years. I liked it very much
until now. So many new ones
have come into politics and do
not understand as they should.
I know the game from A to Z.
Some think they know it all.
They need to study politics.
Since so many have come into
the campaign it has gotten so
corrupt that I have lost interest.
I like peace and harmony.
You should be against any
war that would take children
out of school who are trying
to get an education. I read in
a newspaper that only the
qualified would be hired. They
can't hire persons who have
nothing under the hat. You can't
blame them when people are
Intelligent, they will get jobs.
The Lord has spared me to
advise my people. I don't want
them to get the worst of things.
What has become of those
Democrats who said they were
going to work with the presi-
dent? I thought that is what you
call cooperation. A busy poli-
tical group legally authorized
to act as one individual. It
seems that they did not keep
their word. Instead they were
against everything that the
president wanted.
I am a race woman and
am going to warn my people
to wake up for they have been
sleeping too long.
Now is the opportunity. Get
busy Negroes and vote right.
I have been on the alert for
some time. They don't fool me.
MRS. ANNA GIBBS, CHICAGO.
Heads Alumni Group
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. —
Thomas W. Williams, principal
of the Cedar Grove elementary
schoo. at Nashville, was re-
cently chosen to head the Fay-
etteville General Alumni As-
sociation He succeeds Orlando
F. Hutson, principal of the Leo-
nal Street elementary school
in igh Point.
 /




*Simple And The Ads
"Now, you take the newspap-
ers in the U. S. A.," said Sim-
ple. "Just like you never see
any colored brides and grrooms
pictured in their pages, nor
any colored wedding news, or
society news, so is it also with
the ads Newspapers and mag.
izine., all the same. FALL
SUITS FOR MEN, big an with
pictures—and every one of them
men wearing them suits in them
pictures is white! Do they not
think colored men wear suits
also? I wears a suit. In fact,
on Sunday I may wear two
suits.
"WOMEN'S FUR COLLARED
COATS with six drawings of
six womens in fur collared
coats and not a colored woman
in the bunch in a fur collared
coat—which I hay eseen colored
la‘dies with them on already
this fall. THE BARBER POLE
TURBAN at the Women's Hat
Bar or. the ground floor—but to
judge from the sketch—only
whites wear Barber Pole Tur-
bans. I know different.
Colored womens is the main
trade at that particular store.
Do they draw a colored lady
with a Barber Pole Turban on
in the ads in the paper? Not
one! SCENTED SPRAY-ON-
BLOSSOM and three white girls
pictured sprying themselves,
one behind .the ear, one back
of the neck, and one in the
bossms. NOT Mau Mau
amongst the three! Yet colored
womens spray as much as any- slim young chicks!
body and smells as sweet and "Was I a woman and not
slim and not young, ever werepays the same price for the
I white, I would claim discrim-perfumery.
ination in the ads. Look at the
"Take girdles. Out of all the garment ads, for instant—dres-
girche ads you see, did you sea, coats, suits, gowns, night
ever see a colored girl model- gowns, slips for ladies—every
ing a girdle? Or a bra? Yet human female in the pictures is
colored have hips, and colored young and slim as a rail,
have breasts, and colored worn- 
Don't stout women's wearens bui girdles, also brassiers
clothes? Don't middle-agedwhich I have seen them have
on and off. Panties the same. ladies 
wear dresses by day a*
gowns by night and slipsLovely pantie ads on snow
between. But do you ever seewhite frames—not a brownskin
a stout elderly white lady—notamong them in no white paper
to mention colored—in a cloth.from Coast to Coast. You wduld
ing Ad, You do not: From thethink from the ads colored
ads. a foreigner would thinkwomen:, did not wear panties.
every woman in the U. S. A.They do.
was young and weighed only a
"Jewelry! Pearls just gleam- hundred and two pounds,
ing and diamons just sparkling "niscrimination, that's what
on snow white necks in them
color-pictures in the magazines.
You would think Negroes did
not bu, jewelry. Why, we spend
almost as much money on jew-
elry as we do on licker. But
they do not show us in the ads.
Cars! Even Cadillacs! All
kinds of car ride with nothing
but white folks sitting up in
the cars. Only in EBENY do
Negroe:, drive cars, and not
always there. Yet you can hard-
ly cross Lenox Avenue or South
Parkway or West Adams for
Negroes driving cars. You
wouldn't know it from the ads.
In the advertisement the mens
driving and chicks riding are
ALL white. And such pretty
it is! American ads discrimi-
nate against the fat, the age.
able and the colored, on bill-
boards buses, street cars, in
magazifies and papers, on TV,
and everywhere but on radio
whic' you can't see. Colored
folks get it the worst, fat the
next worst, and old, too.
What chance has a fat and
forty colored lady to be s
in a magazine in a maid
form bra, when a fat and fort
white lady has no such chance,
either? That is one thing fat
and forty ladies, be they white
or colored, have in common.
They will never be pictured in





WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The State Department has re-
vealed it has quietly helped
about 100 African students leave
Iron Curtain countries and
come to the U. S. for study.
Officials said the students hyl
accepted offers to study In
Communist countries, most of
them in Russia, but found they
didn't like it and appealed to
the United States for help.
The State Department said
the program to bring them to
this country has been going on
quietly for about a year. The
U. S. Nod their :transportation
costs I tuition at American
univc .ies out of education
grant funds.
KEPT SECRET
The program was kept secret
to avoid furor with the Com-
munists. It was the first educa-
tion grant program in officals'
memory specifically amied at
weaning students away from
the Iron Curtain.
The State Department reveal-
ed details after newsmen began
to make inquiries. Earlier, the
State Department issued a
statement saying only that
there are some African stu-
dents in Iron Curtain countries
who had asked for U.S. help
and that this country was doing
"everything It could properly
do" for them.
Later, the State Department
said all but 10 or 12 of those
students who asked for help
are in this country.
VARIOUS REASONS
The students gave various
reasons for wanting to leave
the Communist countries. Some
objected to indoctrination and
said their living expenses pay-
ments from the Soviet govern-
ment were reduced when they
did not "cooperate in political
activities."
Some said they were not al-
lowed to mingle with Russian
students or other foreign stu-
dents. Some criticized the
standard of education, housing
and foot
The — an extremely
delicate one in the cold war—
began arising last spring. Sev-
eral African students who had
gone behind the Iron Curtain to
study told the U. S. embassies
they were fed up with commun-
ism and would like to continue
their studies. in the west.
TWO MAIN OBSTACLES
Prior to the State Department
announcement, officials said
privately, that two main ob-
stacles stood in the way of
snapping up the students' of.
fers to switch to the West.
One was the furor the Com-
munists might raise if this
country set up an exchange pre
gram designed to wean studen
away from the Iron Curtain.
The other problem was
screening the applicants to de-
cide which ones genuinely want
to study in the West and which
ones were loyal Communists
who would only make trouble.
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Student Nurse Keeps
*Active; Eyes Future
While most students spent their summer relaxing of 1949 at Du Sable.
In the sun, partying, and reading a fall school ward- Carole's record at Grant is
equally good. In March, she- robe, Carole Ros found summer no different from the successfully completed the sioc-
rest of the year.
Carole is a student nurse at Grant H
of Nursing, 551 W. Grant pl.,
Chicago. Since she entered
Grant a year ago, she has had
rare moments of free time.
The hospital's educational pro-
gras t has kept her hopping—
from classroom to laboratory
to library to hospital bedside.
When F'e completes her edu•
.ion, two years hence, Carolehave quite a bit of prac-
tical experience in the wards
of both Grant and Cook County
hospitals.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Irving Derrick Ross of 6611 S.
Peoria .st , Carole first learned
about Grant hospital through
Mrs Chesna Weisberg, the
placemer.t counselor at DuSable
High school Grant's "friendly
and family-likc atmosphere"
impressed Carole greatly upon
- I Scho-'
her first visit to the school and
the hospital. Grant's State of
Illinois and American Hospital
Association accreditation and its
progressive apprpaches to nurs-
ing and hospital organization
also recommended it strongly.
HIGH QUALIFICATIONS
Carole's qualifications, how-
ever, were no less high. A par-
ticipant in many high school
activities, she was a civic
And was named "Miss
Senior" by the Du Sable annual
book. In 1956, she won both
school and district awards in
the Annual Student Science
Fair, sponsored by the Chicago
Public Schools A further honor
was a scholarship presented to
her by the alumni of the class
Calls Education
Key To Growth
SALLAS Tex — The future of of change and are prepared
gh-- American insurance indust-
ry, well as other forms of com-
m?rcial and industrial enter-
pr se, depends upon its ability
to recruit and train young men
possessing college level educa-
tion or other forms of higher
learning, asserted John A. Die-
wand, president of the insur-
an.7e Company of North Ameri-
ca.
Speaking before the Southwest
Chapter of the Society of Chart-
ered Property and Casuaty Un-
derwriters in Dallas, Texas, Oct-
ober 13, INA's chief executive
o'oserved that, a hig'ly edu-
cated insurance producer will
willingly adapt to the new
processes and techniques of
insurance marketing in or-
r to survive, rather than
bbornly cling to traditional
. thods which mean almost
certain failure. "Change and
growth are the key to economic
r.rvivel, not the maintenance
of outmoded tradition," he ad-
ded.
"Insurance company man-
elements, " he continged, "are
responsible for developing a
corps of employees who have
recognized the all-pervastyness mend concluded.
to
foster it when advisable and to
live with it at all times. A maj-
or task of our Education De-
partment is to discharge this
responsibility to all young men
under its guidance," Mr. Die-
mand said, "while professional
societies, such as the CPCII
and the CLU movement, have
the responsibility for assisting
in adopting and promulgating
new coverages, new plans, and
new procedures whenever they
are clearly in the policyholder's
interest."
Mr. Diemand added, there
can be no justification, in such
a time, for looking backward,
for longing for the "the good
old days". "For those with the
vision and the ambition to take
their place in a new era, the
future offers boundless oppor-
tunity. We must never cease to
question and to learn. We must
be, and encourage others also
to be a living part of this new
age of education. In the insur-
ance business as well as in
others, science, knowledge and
participation may well be our
key to survival and growth in
the latter part of this wondrous
twentieth century," Mr. Die-
is still an Important reason
why she likes working and stu-
dying there. The
red brick Nurses
month pre-clinical period and right next door to
received her white student's
-p the sign of the full-fledged
,udem nurse. Her experiences
both cr. general floor work and
on the surgical floor have been
especially interesting. She en-
joys the continual contact with
new people and "the challenge
of trying to meet their physical
and mental needs."
Despite her regorous class and
floor schedule, Carole still finds
CAROLE ROSS, on operating
room duty, prepares to steri-
time for extra-curricular ac-
tivities. As a student council
vice-president, she has a hand
in the planning of various so-
cial functions
OTHER OUTLETS
Other schools in the area
sponsor sports and numerous
social gatherings in which Ca-
role also participates. And
Chicago itself offers an infin-
ite number of cultural and rec-
recational events. Carole. like
many Grant nurses, took ad-
vantage of the concerts and
theater offerings throughout
the year. In the warm months,
Lake Michigan is a convenient-
ly close diversion.
The warmth and friendliness
of the staff—one of the things
that convinced Carole that




is the scene of much impromptu
fun. Each girl has her own
room — all - important when
there's a lot of studying to be
dont, on a tight schedule.
All in all, Carole has found
that Grant has lived up to her
expectations. She is seeing at
first-hand one of the most mod-
ern systems of hospital care:
progress;ve patient care inau-
gurated a year ago at Grant.
Ilse surgical instruments.
3-UNIT PROGRAM
By the time she graduates In
1962. she will have had experi-
ence in all three units of this
program: intensive, intermed-
iate, and ambulatory care. This
experience will strengthen her
qualifications to work in any
one of the many hospitals ex-
pected to convert to progres-
sive patient care within the
next decade, if she chooses to
remain a hospital nurse.
Graduation is yet a long way
off. and Carole has not definite-
ly picked the nursing field she
wants tu pursue. One thing is
certain however; pretty, bright-
eyed Carole will decorate any
doctor's office, armed services
uniform corporation infirmary,





Dear Mine Chante: Please ry, 731 66th Place, Chicago 21,
help me I am a very lonely Ill. 
womanin my middle 40's wish-
ing that I could meet the
right companion. I am t'ery
pretty, 5 feet, 7 inches tall,
weigh 199 lbs. Would like the
gentlemr.rt to be over 6 feet
tall 45 to 60 years old, corn-
plexicn does not matter just
as long as he is kind and knows
how to treat a lady. Mrs. Edith
Fairchild, 1845 S. Spaulding at.,
Chicago 23, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chanter I wish
you would put my letter in your
column. You have helped many
people find true love. I trust
you can help me. I am a man
47 years old, weigh 180 lbs, 5
feet 11 inches tall. single and
very lonely. I am interested
in a sincere woman between
the ages of 25 and 40 who wants
a bright future and believes in
moderation. C. Robinson, 1877
E. 75th Cleveland, Ohio.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I have
been reading your column for
many weeks. So I thought I'd
write you and ask if you could
help a single gentleman like
me I would love to have
friends write to me resoecially
females) between 1ct and 50.
C. ,1 Walker, 658 W 61st at
Chicago, Ill.
• • *
Dear Mme. Chanter Having
rea your column quite often
for the oast two months, I
have deckled to write you. I
am an instructor at Florida
Normal college at St. Avous-
tine Fla.. in the area of physi-
cal education for women. It
is my desire to hear from youno
men and women in this area.
Some of my hobbies are f-Nlk
ciancinc. folk songs, procressive
4a7z travelinc and makinc nic-
fores Miss E. Carolyn Baker.
Florlei Normal College, St.
Augustine, Fla.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chanter I would
like very much to corresnond
with a sincere, career service
mar wh, is looking towards
the future. He must be between
the aces of 25 and 30, around
5 feet, 11 inches tall. I am 5
feet, 6 inches tall. consiclered
attractive. Love to cook and
keep house If not sincere.
please do not write. Send photo
in first letter. All letters will
be answered. Miss' Ora L. Per-
• • •
rvar Mme. Chante: I read
your column and find let very
inte"esting. I would like to meet
some people who would be in-
terested in writing to me. I
woul,l like to hear from sin-
cere people between the ages
of 27•38 Some one who is look-
ing iorward to having a life-
time partner. Would be willing
to move to greener pastures.
Shirley Campbell, 1500 Quimet,
Apt 33, St. Lourent, Quebec,
Canada.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
regular reader of your column
and would like to join your club.
I am 40, born in Indiana, lived
in Chicago and am here for
the winter. I am 5 feet, 61/2
inches tall, weigh 152 lbs and
a welder by trade. Would like
to hear from ladies between
25 and 40. Will answer all let-
ters. Mr. Oris Byors. P. 0.
Box 9966. Jackson, Miss.
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AFRICAN RHYTHM is part
of Nigerian Independence cel-
ebration at Tuskegee Oct. 1.
Dr. and Mrs. Njoku-Obi, Ni-
gerian natives, perform slow
rhumba during gala celebra-
tion which also featured tri-
butes to independence, num-
erous exhibitions and a feast
on African-style foods. Dr.
Obi is new member of Tuske.
gee's veterinary medicine
staff.
Says Segregated Schools Hurt
Whites As Well As Negroes
NEW YORK A racially seg-
regated education is harmful
and inferior for whites as well
as for Negro children.
This Is reported by Dr. Ken-
neth B. Clark, associate pro-
fessor of psychology at City
College in New York in a four-
article symposium on desegre-
gation progress since the 1954
Supreme Court decision. The
articles are in the October is-
sue of the Teachers College
Record, professional journal of
Teachers College, Columbia uni-
versity.
Dr. Clark is immediate past
president of the Society for the
Psychological Study of Social
Issues. He is credited with a
major roll in bringing to the at-
tention of the Supreme Court
the views of behavioral scient-
ists as a factor in the court's
desegrigation decision. In his
article, he analyzes the predic
tions of the social sciences in
desegregation.
OTHER ARTICLES
In the other articles, desegre-
gation is discussed by a south-
ern political scientist and his-
torian; by the Superintendent of
Schools of Washington, D. C. on
desegregation in his city, and by
the acting president of the Ham-
pton Institute, on desegregation
in higher education.
Up to now, it has been be-
lieved that desegregation pri-
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manly benefits Negro child-
ren, who have "obviously been
the chief victims of the more
flagrant inequities in a system
of segregated education." Dr.
Clark declares.
"It is not true, however, that
white children will be harmed
or will not benefit from desegre-
gated schools. Segregated edu-
cation is inferior and non-adap-
tive for whites as well as Neg
roes.
DEMOCRATIC EDUCATION
"No child can receive a demo-
cratic education in a non-demo-
grade school, A white young-
ster in a homogenous, isolated,
'hot house' type of school situ-
ation is not being prepared for
the realities of the contempor
ary and future world.
"Such a child may have bril-
liant college-entrance scores, be
extraordinary in his mathema-
tical ability or read and speak a
foreign language with skill and
precision. But he is likely to be
blocked in many circumstances
in his ability to use these intel-
lectual abilities with. the poise
and effectiveness essential to
personal and social creativity."
Dr. Clark holds that racially
segregated schools "impose up
on white children the inevitable
provincialism, irrational fears
and hatreds of people who are
different, and a distorted image
of themselves Psychologically,
the racially segregated school
at this period of American and
world history is an anachronism
which our nation cannot afford,"
he notes.
HELP PUBLIC UNDERSTAND
Social scientists, as citizens
and professionals, can help the
public understand the difference
between desegregation and in-
Nitration — and there is a dif-
ference, Dr. Clark declares.
"Desegregation is the social,
political, legal, judicial, admin-
istrative or community process
by which racial barriers to the
enjoyment of full if d equal
civil rights are remov d. It can
be and usually is, brought
about by laws and government-
al authority.
"Integration, as a subjective
and individual process involves
changes in. attitudes and the
removal of fears, hatreds sus-
picions, stereotype ad super-
stitions. It involves problems of
personal choice, personal read-
iness and personal stability.
REQUIRES TIME
"Its achievment necessarily
requires a longer period of time.
It cannot come about overnight,
It requires education and deals
poignantly with the problems of
changing men's hearts and
minds. It cannot be coerced by
law or government authority."
Psychologists and educators
can help the public to under-
stand there can be no integra-
tion before desegregation.
Physical changes, such as de-
segregation, must occur before
people will change their feelings
and attitudes — there is no
known case of the opposite hold-
ing true, Dr. Clark reports
SO UTH E R NS VIEWPOINT
A Southern educator's view
point on desegregation is of-
fered by Dr. William G. Carle-
ton, political scientist and his-
torilin on the faculty of the Uni-
versity of Florida at Gaines
ville. The title of his article is
"Negro Rights Ur the South
Making Haste Slowly."
Dr. Carleton contends that,
"from the point of view of socl•
al justice, the changes (in de-
segregation) have been pain-
fully slow and spotty; but from
the point of view of white South
ern cultural attitudes, the
change have been unbelievably
swift."
"The plain truth is that tra
ditional gouthern attitudes are
being quarantined, isolated and
more and more confined to 11
diminishing core of resistance
in the planter states of the Old
South."
IMPORTANT FORCE
"The Southern Negro himself
is the "most important immedi-
ate force at work to emancipate
the Negro of the South," Dr.
Carleton states.
"Increasingly he is depending
less on Northern Negro initi-
ative and leadership and is sup-
plying his own."
In the next ten years, the
most significant segregation
gains are likely to be in the pri-
vate sector of the economy —
in stores, filling stations, laun
dromats, and lunch counters,
and then in some restaurants,
bars, hotels, and motels in met-
ropolitan areas.
WIDER FRONTS
"These gains are likely to
help desegregation in the public
sector," Dr. Carleton states,
"for segregationists have feared
along with concern about school
integration itself, that desegre-
gation in schools would lead the
way to desegregation over wid-
er fronts.
"But if desegregation over
these wider fronts makes gains
in spite of delaying tactics used
in schools, then an important
consideration for keeping the
schools segregated will already
be on its way out anyway," he
added.
Desegregation in Washington,
D. C., public schools has brought
a "dynamic quality to the sub-
sequent educational program,"




READING, Pa. — The second
Claim Department Training
School conducted this year by
the American Casualty Com-
pany is now underway in its
Home Office penthouse class-
rooms in Reading, Pa.
The training school, began
on Sept. 26, and will continuo
through Oct. 21. There are 21
trainees from 14 ACCO branch










A GALAXY OF PRIZES!




BE AWARDED ON JANUARY 8, 1961
IN
w A NEWSBOYS CONTEST FOR NEW BOYS  AS WELL AS "REGULARS.
"
0 11 • TWO CONTESTS IN ONE
RULES:
1. The vastest will bir bayed iro the number of your average increase o
ver your boss.
2. Your base will be the number of papers you sold for octolser 24.
3. The base for soy now boy will be 0.
4. Year complete report must Is made ovary weak.
S. You must toll papers /seek week of tie* contest.




Read The Rules Very Carefully
And Then Get Started Toward
That Wonderful Bicycle!
ere ineligible




















9th Rollfast Roller Skates
10th Genuine Leather Brief Case
11th Dick Tracy Wrist Radio
12th Official Baseball
13th Official Football
14th Hickory Baseball Bat
15th Chentcraft Chemistry Set
16th 4 Barrel, Money Changer
17th-20th Flashlight (Camp-Type)
PRIZES FOR NEW BOYS
1st Bicycle (Rollfast)
2nd Ingraham Wrist Watch
3rd Holiday Camera





FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!'
MAIL or BRING to THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
 CLIP AND MAIL 
TRI - STATE DEFENDER
236 So. WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier
. I
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spendin
g money
and win valuable prizes.
I have 10 or more customers ( ) I would like a route ( )
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It Was A Woman's World At Defender H ome Show
COIFFURES FOR a lady were the exciting presentations of the Mme.
C. J. Walker College of Beauty Culture's Advanced lair Styling
School at the Chicago Defender's really gigantic Home Service Show
at the International Amphitheater. Setting the crowd a-talking with
their Annual Hair Style Review and showing of fall fashions were
(top left) seated: Annette Birts, Carolyn Douglas; standing, Ber-
nice Mitchell and Francis Gardner with bee-hives and casual coiffures
Suitable for long and short tresses. (Top right) Rita Hawkins and
Gail Garrnony, seated; and ' lia Jones and Doris Elliott, standing
THE ANNUAL HAIR STYLE REVIEW was one of the stellar at-
tractions of a Home Service Show which presented many novel and
highly entertaining displays, lectures, and entertaining attractions.
The Mme. C. J. Walker College of Beauty is internationally known for
its proficiency in the field of hair styling and treatment. Mme. Mar-
jorie Stewart Joyner, one of the organization's brightest lights, also
heads the Chicago Defender Charities.
present still other whimsical styles to set heads a-whirl. For coeds or
housewives (center left) Clara Mahon and Eliza Williams, seated,
and Lessie Garner and Anna Miller, standing, offer pretty but easy-
to-arrange fashions, suitable for daytime or evening. (Center) A trio
of lovelies feature youthful styles for youthful pretty faces: Francis
Gardner, seated; Carols.n Douglas, Annette Birth, standing. Equally
charming and youthfully lovely are the smiling duo, Bertha Gary,
seated; and Eula Hobson, standing, with attractive styles forthe
short hairdo — one with soft, pretty bangs — the other exposing
the forehead in casual abandon. (Bottom left) Stunning hairstyles
for the young aa well as the mature woman are displayed here: Seat"
ed, Gladys Mitchell, Patricia Wallace; standing, Geraldine Martin
and Mary Butler. And a final scene, (bottom right) presents a guar.
tet of models with original styles and adornments; fleeted, Anita,
Numes, Minerva Turner; standing, Althea Mason and Gwendolys
White.
 ..uneisereinOW10600111111110WriniintWire!fene, .n.onnew4WAWNSOWWWWWWWWOOsisnrw 
is•WwwwWweironn..n.s...
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: BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
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WEDDING BELLS rang for feel at home 
amidst the show-
Miss June Antoinette Billups
and Arvis Augustus Letting on
Saturday, Oct. 8, who were mar-
ried in a double ring ceremony
held in the home of the bride-
groom's mother, Mrs. A. Lynn
McCorkle and Mr. McCorkle in
Detroit, Mich.
'The charming and popular
young bride attended Tennessee
State University and is employ-
ed at Mutual Savings and Loan
Association. Miss Billups was a
Tri-State Defender "Calendar
Girl" for two years and was pre-
sented to society as a debutante
in 1957. She is the daughter 
of
the Reverend Quincy A. Billups
an the late Mrs. Jessie Ellis
, The bridegroom is the son
 of
Atty. A. A. Letting and the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Taylor. He wsa graduated from
Fitt university with a bachelor
degree in business administra-
tion, received his degree in ac-
counting from Detroit University
and eas completed a year at the
Detroit College of Law. Current-
ly serving in the Armed Forces,
he is stationed in South Caro-
lina.
For the ceremony the bride
chose a dress of white chiffon
eriihroidered on the snugly fit-
ted bodice with blue and white
flowers. Her short white veil
was embroidered with live
birds and rhinestones and she
carried a bouquet of white
orchids
Her matron of honor, Mrs.
Mary Esther McKissac, wore
a dress of blue brocade with
matching accessories. Marvin
Lett was the bridegroom's bast
man.
Mrs. McCorkle's gown was a
silver fox grey sheath with
white lace collar; her acces-
sories were also grey.




one M America's newest sing-
ing st a r s who started Mr MATERNAL A
UXILIARY
cared. here in Memphis, sur.i The Child Deve
lopment Pro-
prisel her friends last week! gram Maternal A
uxiliary be-
heir she announced her mar-itomes one year old this mon
th,
riage of vie months to George and public recognition 
is due
Kelly, prominent Detroiter who the eighteen charter 
members
is her manager and personal
agent. She was featured recent-
ly in the Detroit Jazz Festival.
COMING ATTRACTIONS
ing of spectacular fashions
when the Memphis Alumnae
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority presents the 'Ebony
Fashion Fair, Monday night at
Bruce Hall.
If you've never been close-
up to a national beauty, you'll
be close to three of them that
night. Additions to those beau-
teous Ebony models who are
individual stars of the show,
are Nancy Streets, the beauti-
ful and talented Negro girl
whc won the Miss Indiana Uni-
versity title and entered the
preliminary for the Miss
America title; LeJeune Hund-
ley a tall tan and terrific lass
from Alexandria Virginia who
was the winner of the 1960' and Mrs. 0. L. Simpson, Mr.
Cannes Film Festival, and-- and Mrs. Andrew Dancy, Mr.
Corinne Huff, a doll who as and Mrs. Henry A. White, Mrs ing, now is the time to begin after cooking. Tongue may be
as Miss Ohio was a runner-up Eldridge Tarpley, Mrs. Phillip balancing your budget. Cinier boiled or steamed braised,
in the Miss America contest. Booth, Mrs. Harry Cash, Mrs. days permit longer cooking
The benefit performance will T. C. D. Hayes, Mrs. Peter
run the gamut of Balmain, 
periods, and of course, this is
Jones, Miss Gertrude Walker.
House of Dior Sorelle Fontana,
Schubert, and Eleanore Gar-
nett features.
Glib-tongued Mrs. Freda De-
knight is the director and
commentator.
Mrs. DeKnight personally
attended the Paris, Rome and
Florence shows to select the
garments for the Ebony pres-
entation. This Symphony in
Fashions will be presented in
more than fifty cities this fall.
From bizarre beach wear to
bulky Norwegian knits; from
chiffon peigieers to lounge out-
fits in gold and white brocade
with an East Indian influence
(shoes, leggings and turban
matching, no less); from wool
two piecers with the one-piece
look to formal length organzas
brilliant with beads and se-
quins; to furs from Frederica
and hats from the Millinery
Institute, the show will have
terrifi. appeal.
Tickets are now on sale by
members of Delta Sigma'
Theta.
INITIATES OF J-U-Gs,
Inc. — New members of the-
)socially and civically prom-
inent .1.1.1-Gs, Inc., are pic-
tured left to right: Mes-
dames O'Ferrell Nelson,
John Gordon, William H.
Sweet, James Murles Smith,
and A. D. Miller. The J-U-Gs
are known for their famed
"Livimg Ads" which they
have given for the past six
years, the Friday before Ash
Wedneslay. Proceeds from
these balls and from a fas-
hion show have netted $7,-
memerwarliNIA.IIMAAIWANAIMIdAdrol,
500.00 for the Council to Aid
Limited Children, Les Pas-
sees Treatment Center, St.
Jude hospital, Zuber Bynum
Summer Camp. (Withers
Council, and the Easter Seal
Photo)
holders.
Guests at the elegant affair
were Mr. and Mrs. Houston
Stacker, cousins of the hostess
and the honorees George Elam
and Mrs. Mabel McNeal Gaines
of Los Angeles, Calif.; Mr. and
Mrs. B. G. Olive; Mr. and
Mr.. A. Maceo Walker. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pope,





If during the warm weather
you over spent your budget
buying tender cuts of meat




ST. LOUIS, — (UPI) — Rep.
Adam Clayton Powell jr., (D-
N. Y. ) held a press conference
Monday. afternoon.
Powell arrived here Sunday
as one of the advance guard
for Democratic presidential
candidate John P. Kennedy who
is scheduled to make a swing
' through Missouri starting here
next Saturday.
Powell told a group at Lam-
bert-St. Louis Airport that he
planned to introduce a bill in
the next session of Congress
authorizing a national memorial
to the late Sen. Thomas C.
}Jennings, jr. (D-Mo.), who died
in office.
LOUDS CITY
He said he was complimented'
to be in Missouri where Hen-
nings had waged such a great
fight "in the liberal tradition."
over night. Tongue, like heart, "It is of great significance
has received considerable exer-Ithat Missouri, a borderline
cise and thus developed con- state of the South, 
could pro.
nective tissue; for this reason, duce' men of the 
great liberal
It is necessary to cook it by statures of Sen. 
Hennings,
moist heat; simmering or President Tr
uman, and Sen.
-cooking it in water or other Symington," 
he said.
Mdicatde liquid is the method 
used, prelminary to further
roots are not removed until eany Ripspreparation. The heavy skin and
baked or roasted.
Tripe, a, part of the third
Stomach of the cow, when ten-
der and well-cooked, is deli-
cious and easy to digest, al-
Miss Maydella Reeves, Miss a vital essential of a well-bal though somewhat fat. If should
Dora E. Todd, C. C. Sawyer, *need diet, while helping you aways be cooked at a ow tern-
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Williams,
Dedrick Brittenum, former
Memphian now visiting from
his home in Aspen, Colo., and
your scribe. Mr. House is the
owner of the Walter House
Real Estate Company of De-
troit.
CLARA BARTON
One of the outstanding meet.
bags of the early season was
the Clara Barton Health Club
meeting when members wire
entertained by Mrs. Edith
Scott at his lovely home at
2320 Hunter ave.
Assisting Mrs. Scott as hos-
tesses were Mesdames Nellie
L. Counts and Rebecca Tate.
One highlight of the meet-
i
the way to cook many of your
inexpensive cuts. Variety col
organ meats will add variety,
o essness
Under Ike
richer nutrition-wise than the 5Ieany called the increase a
of which may be prepared in choicest cut may be prepared "stagnation of employment"
many delicious ways. The! in 
lie
; many different ways. Un- and said "this shocking trend
glandular meats contain as /sae some of the other organ must be halted or it will un-
much, and sometimes more, meats they are quick to cook.' dermine our entire society and
fool value as the popular cuts, However, it is most necessary! throttle the advance of technol-
of meat. Liver is a good exam- that brains be parboied first,! DRY itself".
pl. of an organ meat that is regardless of how they are tre! The union leader blamed the
jammed full of nutriment. It is
a high protein food, en excell- 
1b. served; they are then "inadequate rise" on radical
trimmed of all membrane and Technological changer "In a
ant source of vitamin A and and either left whole,splitd period of slowly rising sales
iron. This food is so well thought diced, cut into slices etc., ac-; and production." He said job-
of that the dieticians recom. cording to the recipe to be lessness has more than doubled
mend at least one serving col followed. —up from 1.9 million in 1933
ng was the presentation of a liver a 
rhinestone braclet to Mrs. Eliz- 
week. I A great many people say they! to 3.9 million in 1080.
1 Here are some brief descrip-
abeth Sloan the retiring prese, 
, ea not like variety meats, but Meany's state nent was con-
,t ons and cooking instructions It may be because they have tamed in a booklet "New
for other variety meats that never eaten them properly Views on Automation" publish-
you, may want to try. You will cooked. Shakespeare must have ed by the congressional joint
find that they are good for a
dent. Guesti at the meeting
were Mrs. Mary D. King, an
active club worker and Mrs.
of the group of which only five Mrs. Elizabeth Sloan, Mrs.
were unable to continue the, Eleanor SaM, Mrs. Elizabeth
program of volunteer seine Hollingsworth, Mrs. Zana R.
ice. The Tri-State Defender Ward, Mrs. Edith Scott, Mrs.
The weekend of October 2p . salutes the 
following women, Etta Page and Mrs Frances E.
31, heralds two outstanding 
et. who have completed the one Tharpe.
tractions for Memphis. 
year of faithful service: Mrs. Members and guests sang
ALPHA BRAWNER, dynara. A. 
M. Walker, Mrs. Arthur the praises of a delectable clin-
ic young dramatic soprano, 
Flowers, Mrs. James BYell, Der served by the hostesses.
will be presented in recital at Mrs
. R. .L. Adams, Mrs. Bei- REQUEIM
Bruce Hall, LeMoyne College 
sic Edwards, Mn. Edward
Saturday, October 29, at ti:li Hay
es, Mrs. Arthur Horne,
p.m.. by Beta Epsilon Omega Mrs. H
. H. Johnson, Mrs. A.
Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha A. 
Letting, Mrs. Ann Parker,
Sorority. ldrs. Elsie
 Mason, Mrs. Luca- i L. Alex Wilson. We too share fully washed before cooking;
Miss Brawner is a graduate le Price
, Mrs. Katie Sexton,Ithe grief born by his wife, the salted and smoked tongue
of Manassas high school, Spel. cha
irman and other . drivers! former Miss Emogene Watkins, should be soaked in fresh water
man College at Atlanta, Ga. 
who have given unselfishly of— a former social editor of TSD.
and the Julliard school of their t
ime and service Mrs. We of the staff *shall ever
WASHINGTON, — (UPI) —
to get a lean budget back in perature and for a long period. AFL-CIO president G e o r g e
line. After it is precooked for ten-, Meany says that the nation's.
There are many delicious redness, tripe may be fried,! total full-time employment in-
miscellanous parts of the meat broiled, baked, stewed, cream.: creased by only 700,000 work-
animals as brains, hearts, kid- ad etc. ers during the Eisenhower
neys, liver, Ileitis, trine and administration.Brains another organ that's
also head ears and feet all
Miley Johnican who serves on' "change" and a crippled 
liked one in particular for he economic committee. The 600-,
the City Beautiful Commission. 
has Grumio ask Kate in "Tam- Page document is composed of
budget.
Hearts: You may purchase ingMembers attending w e r e 
of the Shrew", when he is statements from 'abor and in-
Mrs. Juanita R. Turner, Mrs. calf, beef, lamb or pork hearts, tantalizing 
the hungry girl witb dustrial leaders, government
Beulah Thompson, Mrs. F. Mc. This is a' muscular organ and 
discriptions of mouthwatering officials and professional men.
a mite tough, but it deserves itK)d -
to be better known and used 
tripe finely broiled?" and Kate; en through the cooperation of
Pherson, Mrs. Inez Johnson, "
How say you to a fat 
slow replies, "I like it well" e
more. It requires long the Memphis 
Dairy Council.
cooking. They may be baked "A Guide To Good Eating" Mrs. Williams is a te
acher of
cooked in stew, braised, stuffed is a service provided for the Home Economics 
at Manassas
in casserole. Sour Cream makes readers of the Tri-State Defend- high school
.
It something special.
Lights are especially good
when mixed with other meats
Try cooking them with liver
Tongue beef, veal or mutton
We were shocked, as was the and port tongue may be server'
entire newspaper world, in the fresh, salted, or smoked, hot
loss of our former editor of or cold
the Tri-State Defender, the late Fresh tongue should he care-
 re- of 
Music in New York. She is the 0. C. Criv
ens, Mrs. 011ie Lee member his dedication to his 
our former students, her
Mc-
daughter of Mrs. Jewel Brew.: Time, Mrs. A.
 W. Willis, Mrs. profession and the untiring 
and daughter, Mrs. Maxine -
ner and the late Dr. Jett Lois Greenwood. 
Mrs Nancy dogged determination to 
print Cain Lowe of Berkely Calif.
and sister of our , Givands, Mrs. Lula Smith, 
is glowing with the delight of
Brawner, and the news with high ethics and! her first-born a little son
In 
,
only Negro lady medic, Dr.! Arthur Mason.
 
.
superior style. His memory born five weeks ago. Mr. and
Clara Brawner. 1 DINNER PARTY . shall be a beacon as we con- Mrs. McCain spent four weeks
Proceeds from the perform; Mr. and Mrs. Willia
m Rob- tinue our roles in the work he
ance will help underwrite the erts (Bob and Alli
e Mae) were loved so well. 
in Berkely with Atty. and
Mrs. Lowe, becoming acquaint-
S-rority's project of financial delightful hosts at one
 of Mem• CHIT CHAT ad with their first grandson,
assistance in sickle cell anemia Phis' smartest dinner 
parties. We are glad to know that before continuing their vaca-
research headed by Dr. Rose held last Friday night
 at Lake- Mrs. Stanley ish has returned tion in Ohio, where they have
coe Diggs of the University of view Country Club,
 compli- to her home after a trip to the spent ten days.
Tennessee and John Gaston menting Mr. and Mrs. Walt
er
hospital for a check-up . . . Missing and much missed
hospital. The chapter's long House of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. and that Mrs. John R Arnold from the activities of the SKC
range program will begin with Roberts' sister and brother-in-4s up and about from her re. Bridge Club is Mrs. Julia Hop-
the making of lantern slides to: law. cent illness at i. H. Crump. ton, who is convalescing at her
be used as visual aids in a: Mrs. Roberts chose a cock- hospi
tal, I home on Lake Avenue from a
program of public information, tail dregr el pale green crew From Cleveland, Ohio, we', recent bout _91 surgery. Her
to community groups. Anoth. with a sheath skirt of the have received an interesting clubmates anxiously await her
er feature of the financial pro- , same hued alencon lace. The card from Mrs. Georgia Mc-I return to their lively bridge
gram of sicke cell anemia re honoree was lovely h. a dress Cain letting us know that on parties.
search will be the underwrit. of black silk organza featuring
ing of the salary of a profes- black chantilly lace at its s
 'd
stonily trained Negro to loin' front and back necklines, the
the research staff to abstract' eldrt highlighted with back
materials on the disease. drapery of the bewitching or-
Miss Velma Lois Jones is gents.
the general chairman of the Attending the duties of the ,
project assisted by Mrs. Annie! bar were the genial host as-
Bell Saunders, chairman of; listed by his close friend, Cur.
the ticket committee; Mrs.: tis Williams. I
El ma H. Mardi., publicity Durinr the cocktail hour, ,
chairman; Mrs. Ruby Spight, guests chatted with the charm•I
chairman of the finance corn-! Ins couple, and enjoyed the;
mittee; Miss Lucy Sutties,' colorful setting of fall flowers
chairman of arrangements, in individual vases at the
Mrs. Frances Johnson, chair tables in the club rooms. The
man of ushers and decorations; mantle and fireplace was en
Mrs. Grace Williams, chair.banced with arrangements of
man of the reception commit-, assortee fall flowers inter.
tee; and Dr. Clara Brawner,
chairman of the souvenir pro-
gram committee.
Tickets are available at $2.00
from members of the organize-
ticm and Service Drug Store
The audience is Welted to at-
tend the reception to greet the
young Memphis artist immedi-
ately following the perform-
ance ho the reception room of
Brute Hall,
ritIkneing the love of musi
ad ctiltore Memnbisns will!
again doe tlAar best Finery to
-
versed with delicate baby's
breath.
A gourmet dinner of baked
turkey ham, essed salad
green beans and almonds. hot
rolls, and delicious creamed
sweet potatoes flavored with
bourbon and orange slices. The
Ileicnete bnffet dinner was
crowned with delectable plum
nodding with liquored sauce
sereed fro ma beautiful tablr
P•iivhlichterl with nrofitsinna ol
flnwers TWI flanked by hitrn




You Will Love and Your Friends Will
Admire Come To
Marine's Ladies Shop
• Come in and apply for Charge ac-
count.
• We do not charge for lay away
We Specialize in
LADIES CLOTHES FOR SCHOOL
OFFICE, SPORTS WEAR, HOME






HIGH IN ENERGY VALUE...LOW IN COST
INOREDIIINTS1
1 tore* onion, cisorsely cheeped 1/2 caps Meiwid kern poet end
Va sup uncooked Ricekind Ric• sorrels plus ureter
1 heaspeon salt 1 lb. is,, lontirte•s end Ivies
teesiwase bleak pepper 2 teespeons Worcestershire sauce
1 lb. 1111,4 peels end cones, 1 lb. con onietbolis and gravy
(2 cons for /owe meet)
METHOD,
1. Put onion, rice, salt, pepper and lti cups liquid from peas
and carrots plus water in 2-quart aaucepan. 2. Bring to vigorous
boil. 3. Turn heat down, cover, simmer 14 minutes. 4. Stir
an tomatoes (broken in small pieces), add Worcestershire sauce,
meatballs in gravy, peas and carrots. 5. Cover and simmer
15 minutes. 6. Add water if thinner mixture is desired. Salt




'MISS TENNESSEE' — Mrs.
Clara Shells of 586 Arring-
ton ave., was named Miss
Tennessee at the Tennessee
State Beauticians 19th An-
nual Convention held in Chat-
tanooga, Tenn., recently.
Mrs. shells is vice president
of Chapter No. 5 and was
presented with a beautiful
trophy, which she holds
above. She is a member of
the Gospel Temple MB
church and serves as devo-
tional leader of Deborah cir-
cle. She is also owner of
Shells Beauty Salon at 586
Arrington. Another winner
from the Memphis chapter
was Miss Rubye Lee Fiend.
derson, secretary of the
Chapter No. 5. She won first
prise in the craftsmanship
contest. She was awarded a
stuly in hairstyling. Miss
Henderson Is a member of
the New Bethel MB church
where she is church clerk.






tor in Bohlies Beauty Shopp•
at 5120 Griggs. Memphis is
proud of their efforts.




As you grow older, your system be:
gins to dry out. This is true of your
digestive system, and it may lead to'
constipation. SUUTAN, taken daily
with plenty of water, produces a
smooth gel that provides the proffer 40
moisture, bulk and peristaltic minus,.
',lion to help end your constipation
worries.
SIKUTAN is the all-vegetable lax.-
ative aid that moistens hard, dry food .
wastes ancil rms it for easy, regular
elimination. SUUTAN is entirely dd.,
ferent from harsh chemical pittse;
salts, bran or oils. Take Ssauesse
daily with water and enjoy regular











FOR VOLUME PRICES ..,•
BERNATSKY BROS. _































portable with durable modern-
tone metal cabinet. Featurei—
fringe-tested, top performance"
chassis, trouble-free Weenie —
engraved circuitry, built-ih rotate"
ing antenna. Convenient, hand- -
size top controls. Three col
combinations, beige and tan,
beige and turquoise, beige and
terra cotta. IT overall diagonst
















laligiously le Jackson, Wo-
nte.E's Day celebrations are
still going on at various church-
ea. On Octooer 2 the women
woe in charge of the entire
day at Macedonia Baptist
Chsa-ch with Rev. R. L. Page,
PaSear of tha church deliver
inrthe morntag message. Mrs.
Daisy Ruth slum', sue of the
me.gabers who, itt fe.4.4 bereming
a :noted spealer in this area,
was the afternoon speaker and
Kra_ W. G. Te.Ty of First Bap-
tier Church delivered the ad-
dress at the evening sersice.
-The Greater Bethel chorus
flatished the music at the
aftmoon sersic e. Honored
guests appearing on the pro-
gram %ere Mrs. May Evelyn
McCorry from Salem Baptist,
Mrs. Kaye Bledsoe Reed from
Berean, Mrs. Anita B. Spicer
of. St. Joseph, Mrs. Louise
Smith of Cumberland St., Mrs.
Georgia Kelly of Liberty St.,
?errs. Rosanna Watkins of Rack
••••-••••••••
Tenn. They were Mrs. Mae
Ruth Trice and Miss Mildred
Harris. Other sorors present
were Mesdames Alfred& Porter,
president, Mildred Hay, Ber-
tha Collins, Christina Mitchell,
Lillian Harrison, Grace Hunt,
Clore Bradley, Juanette Beas-
ley, Eula Mae Kennedy and
Mace Payne. Dinner, consist-
ing of baked ham as the main
dish followed the business
meeting conducted by the
president.
Applications are now being
accepted for participation in i
the MISS BRONZE WEST'
TENNESSEE PAGEANT which
will take place in February
Deadline for applications is
December 1, 1960, Applicant
must be senior high school
ladies, have talent and a
reasonable amount if beauty.
The contest promises to be big-
ger and better this year with
a new division added, the Swim
P. T. A. MEET
The Parents, Teachers and
interested persons set a rec-
cord breaking attendance at the
regular P. T. A. meeting of
Merry High School on last
Tuesday night. The meeting
held in the cafeteria was con-
ducted by Mrs. Mary F.
Adams, president. Mrs. Ruth
Dennis, program chairman had
an excellent plamied program
which included speeches from
City Commissioners Patey and
Bailey and Superintendent
Huckaba. They made known
they were interested in all
schools in Jackson and it was
not the aim of the City Com-
mission for P. T. A's to furn-
ish equipment in the schools but
they appreciate any help they
desired to give the schools.,
It was also mentioned that
ant, was cited for the third parents were welcomed to din.
time as one of the top * cuss problems arising in the
beauticians in Tennessee. This
year the number was extended
to. Top 12. In addition to Mrs;
Massey, others attending were son. chaplain. Student partici-
Mrs. Etta Brown, out going nation came from Misses Dwan
sate presideent; Mrs. k Gilmore, Jacqueline Cole,
Cunningham, financial secy.; ,Bettye Owen and the Merry
Mrs. L B. Cole, Mrs. FrancesI1High School Band under the
Davie Mrs. Georgia Adkins, directionof J. D. McKellan.
arid: Mrs Josephirie Cunning-
hem from Chapter a; Mrs.
Willie M. Shaw, Mrs. Fannie
Hutch, Mrs. Mattie Mitchell.
Wittig Long and Mrs. Berthas. Alene Viortham, Mrs.
Bridgeman from Chapter 11.
lars. Leatha Ross of Henderson,
Tenn. accompanied chapter 23.
SOCIALLY
Mrs. Gladys Bronaugh was
the charming hostess to the
New .Idea Lull) on last k fluay
evening in her lovely home on
Lana. Ave. Club members at-
tending were Mrs. Annie M.
Bond president; Mesdames
Rosetta McKissack, A. Kirk-
endoll, A. Maney, V. M. Bell,
O. C. Beck, L. Sangster, E. M.
Prry, I. Lovette, S. Gibbs, M.
K. ...Smith, L. Praither. After
the business meeting a most
delicious menu was enjoyed by
au present.
On last Thursday evening the
Criterion Bridge club was en-
tartained by Mrs. Vera Brooksi
Ak
i_ri her spacious home on La-
onte St. A very tasty tore)
Winner was served before
bridge began. Tnis must oe
your scribe's lucky year for
first prize was captured. Get-
ting second was Mrs. Gertrude
Ford. Other members present
• were Mesdames B. C. Martin,
F. A. Dobbins, A. M. Bond, V.
F. Walker, M. M. Huglies. G.
Adkins, A. Maney, J. Sheegog
and Miss Pronoy Granberry.
Hostess to the October meet-
ing, of the Jackson Alumnae
chgpter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority were Mrs. Daisy Shaw
and your scribe. The meeting
was held at the Cooke's home
on Hale Street with many sor-
ors present in spite of the down
pour. of rain. The Henderson
Centenial clime right to our
ildress in observance of the Cen-
door as two sorors from Hen-
derson appeared in Old Time
tennial celebration which is
taking place at Henderson,
Temple Mrs. Annie M. Bond Suit division. Inquiries should be
of Berean and Mrs. Murncll addressed to Mrs. A. L. Cooke,
Huatsmon of New Hope Baptist. Chairman, 10 Hale St. Jackson,
rfe Oct. 9 Women's Day was Tennessee
oleserved at St. Join Baptist
church where Rev. J. L. Webb
is pastor. Here again, Mrs.
Daisy Shaw was the main
speaker at the afternoon pro-
gram. The theme used was
"Women's Christian Mission
for a World Service." Others
appearing on the program were
Mrs. Pearl Ingram, Mrs.
Georgia Bond, Mrs. Aluce
Theus, Mrs. Iola Springfield,
Mrs. A. M. Nelson, Mrs. Ne-
vada Weddle, Mrs. Flossie
Trice and Mrs. Nevada Bond.
- .Roth prbgrams proved an in-
spirational and fine nei a 1
e
SUL4065,.
' Last week many Jacksonians
were represented at the Ten-
nessee State Beauticians meet-
ing held at Chattanooga, Tenn.
Mrs, Maggie Massey, Jacklion
beautician and charm consult-
schools.
The opening devotion was con-
ducted by Mrs. Pearl William.
Regular meetings of the
14(erry high P. T. A. are the
second Tuesday night of each
month.
INSTALLATION • The Brooks.
King Kindergarten of 1546
Livewell circle installed its
officers recently. Front row,
from left, Mrs. Plum mie
Brown, Mrs. Rubysten Tho-
mas, teacher; Mrs. Margaret
Divine, treasurer and Mrs.
Bernice Tate. Back row, from
left, Miss Harry Mae Simons,
princlpal of Magnolia school:
Mr - Emma Jean Brooks,
e.esi,Isest; Mrt. Novella Mc-
Ghee, Reuben Tate, vice pres-
ident; Mrs. Margaret White
and Mrs. Rose Durr, pres-
ident. Not present is Mrs.
Elizabeth Eddins, secretary.









The American Junior Red.
Cross, another important or-
ganization on our campus, also
presented its brief intercon pro-
gram just recently.
The program was more than
interesting with a brief history
of how the Red Cross came
about and was established, and
the scripture reading The Good
Samaritan" correlated t h e
duties end functions of the
Junior Red Cross and that is
priniipally to aid neighbors far
and wide.
The program was as follows:
Opening selection-Give of Your
Best to the Master "—Manas-
sas' Mixed Chorus, Opening re-
marks — Bobbie Heard, narra-
tor; selection — Give Me Your
Tired, Your Poor" — duet,
Everlina Roderick and Shirley
Harrison, scripture and prayer
— Joyce Grider, Brief skit —
characters: Andre Duran, the
founder of the Junior Red Cross
— portrayed By Franklin Mann,
reporter — Blanche Jackson,
selection — "Battle Hymm of
t h e Republic" — Manassas'
Mixed Chorus, and closing re-
marks by Bobbie Heard.
Mrs. Amos, Mrs. Abron, and
Mrs. Smith are our Red Cross
sponsors, and they have done
a wonderful job in making this
intercom program a success.
JUNIOR OFFICERS
The Junior Class and its ad- , the Ole Timers.
visors met recently for the first I nreligious life he is an active
meeting to become organized, member of the Watkins' Chapel
The officers elected for this CME church in which Rev. W.
year are Billie Doss, president; L. Love is pastor. He is also
Calvin Joyner, vice president; an active member of the Junior
Mary Johnson, secretary; choir.
Gwendolyn Johnson assistant Upon graduation from our
secretary; Carl Mapleton, par- school Don plans to further his
liamentarian; Gwendolyn Ro- education at the West Point Mili-
ed on his head, doctors at binson, business manager; tary Academy in the field of
Cumberland hospital said. He Elmo Logan, assistant business Liberal Arts, and then to the
was only slightly injured, manager; and Linnie Lott, re- University of Chicago to become
Police said he was Kitting in
a car under the bridge with
several beer-drinking friends
and told them he had recently
leaped from the bridge. They
pooh-poohed his story, which





Lands On His Head
NIIVF YORK — (UPI) — 4
man lumped 133 feet into the
East River from a span of the
Brooklyn bridge on a dare
Sunday and lived.
Edward J. Quigley, 2.5, sur-
vived the drop from the bridge
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porter; Yvonne Luster, assi-
stant reporter.
. With the guidance and super-
vision of our junior advisors:
Mrs. J. Turner, Mrs. E. Per
kins, Mrs. B. Fingal, Mr. Wil-
son, Mr. J• Johnson, Miss R.
Eddins, Mrs. B. Jones, 0. T.
Peeples and Mrs. G. Harvey.
The Junior Class will be the





on a very intel-
ligent and tal-
ented young
m a n. He's
known around
the school as a
talented musi-
cian with t h e
ability to play
several instru-
ments w e II,
Perhaps y o u
have guessed his identity by
now and he's none other than
Don Williams.
Don is a senior in the 12-5
homeroom, in which N. H.
Owens, is homeroom teacher.
He resides with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Williams of 1612
Eldridge st.
In school life Don is affiliated
with the Mu Alpha Theta,
of the Personettes, member of
the band, and a member of
Now Get Both At No Extra Cost
Complexion Core-Deodorant Protection
At test, in one great soap you
get long-lasting deodorant protec-
tion as well as deep-down help
for your complexion. Don't fret
over ugly skin blemishes. Stop the
spread of infection-causing bac-
teria. Let the gentle, foamy medi-
cation of Palmer's "Skin Success"
Soap work on the akin germs that
aggravate the awful blemishes.
Your skin feels more aline and
healthy. And while your akin is
beauty-benefited you get reel
head-to-toe deodorant protection
with a "Skin Success" bath. Don't
just cover up body odors. Wash







Now you can have the longer kicking. etznight hair
you've admired. The easy, Silky Strata home method
gives you professional-type results, leaves your hair
easy to manage, ready to style as you desire. Your
hair stays straight longer, won't go beck even in hottest,
humid weather. Easy-to-follow directions, money-back
guarantee in every package.
GENTLE strength for rumen end
children's longer, finer hair.
REGULAR strength for rnen's short-







 Hats off to ths 
•
I ,
and ambitious young man. "May
success follow you always."
SPORTS
S-s-s CO-o-o RE! SCORE
born, bah Tigers 8 I ! I This
was exactly what happened in
the game between the Manas-
sas Tigers and the Lester Lions.
The Tigers again won the game
by a terrific score of 56-0.
In the first quarter our quar-
terback Jesse Laird threw to
Odell Swift for our first score.
Then our Captain Eugene Davis
ran for a touchdown, Billy Mit-
chell made the extra point.
From then on the game was
a rout. Winning this game brings
our record play at four to
nothing, thus being the only un-
defeated team at this point. Our
hats off to you Tigers ! I I
TOP COUPLES
Doris Benton and Buford Mc-
Ghee, Warren Jones and Mattie
Dearing, Linda Morris and
James Sellers (FB) and Marva
Lovelace and Aaron Thompson.
OFF THE GRAPEVINE
Venita Kelley has her fangs
in a certain junior boy. He says
at the party just recently Ver•
nita was — like "Way out."
Cynthia Walker has her eye
on the co-capitan of our football
team and she's decided he's her
next move. (Really Cynthia).
James Sanders is hoping that
a certain junior girl will just
look his way (could this girl be
YOU!) Ozburn Taylor doesn't
have a girl friend he's just tak-
ing it cool, calm, and collected.
(To him merely come and go!)
Fred Henderson's main
thought nowdays is to have Mary
Johnson or Verna Bass as his
sons that these young ladies
give for rendering their serv-
ices:
Erma Gant: "I saw the need
for helping my own people and
through my school took advan-
tare of the opportunity."
dream-girl. ("What about that
Mary and Verna?")
IT'S BEEN SAID'
Johnny McGlowan's going to
be the best senior class president
we've ever had. Samuel James
is known as the quietest boy in
our senior class. (What's up—
Samuel) Sam McDowell's heart
is set on V. K. (one of four
freshmen girls.)
Elizabeth Cluff and Barbara
Fletcher are being noticed more
this yaer than last! (Do you
owe it to your haircuts, girls?)
Loretta Shores has reformed 1 !
(Can the impossible be happen-
ing, NOW ! ! !) Milton Reynolds
isn't thinking about girls this
year, but we know it's just a
matter of time ! ! !
Alma Mitchell is still going
strong with T. F. Inez?
Fred Robinson can't perform
the undertakings at once. (Ex.
read music and sing as well) Do
You have an answer for that
Fred? If so, let's hear it now!
James Flagg is beyond all hope
—he's truly a living example
of something else.
Did you know: Maggie Gibbs
(Fisk University) has certainly
left her stamp on a certain
senior boy VKW. He's really
remaining true-blue. (What's up.
Maggie) Did you blackmail







These students have shown a
great concern about the wel-
fare of other people and have a
desire to work with others and
therefore, are qualified for a
Social Interest Field. We at
B T W tie our hats to these
ladies. 'We feel very proud ot
the fact that these are the
select few that will give up
their free time every Saturday
from Oct. 15 - Nov. 5 to aid at
('erebral Palsy Crippled Chit-
DEFENDER 11
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Delores Johnson: "I would
like to be a nurse and I deem
,his as a good chalice to ac
quaint myself with hospital
Procedures "
Geraldine Stinson: "My aim
In life is to be a competent
nurse and I would like to take
anything concerning the field
of nursing."
Jacqueline Thomas "I want
to help people when they are
down, this is just my first step.
I plan to enter the field of
dren's Hospital. Medicine."
Mi " want toHere are sonic of the rea- 








Alberta Roddy: "I can not
feel at ease knowing that some
one is crippled and needs help
and yet not help him."
Rosetta Dilliard: "I like chil-
dren and want to help them."
Let's give these young ladies
a "Twenty-one gun Salute."
WHO IS THAT YELLING?
Several students would like
to know the enthused members
of our Pep Squad. They see
them at Pep Rallies and foot-
ball games giving their body
and souls cheering our team to
victory.
Those enthusiastic members
are under the capable leader-
ship of Mr. Nat Williams and
Mrs. Williamson. They are
Captain Bernice Smith, Helen
Prudent, Elizabeth Thompson,
Willetta Rankins Barbara
Pearson, Esther Roach, Lizzie
L. Poe, Geraldine Thompson.
Earline Cunninham, Vera 01
lie, Zack Hightower, Richard
Kirby, Doris Harris, Mary
Alice Suttle Anne Robinson,
Yvonne Riley, Fannie Bush,
Francis Dancey, Patsy Willi-
ford and many others.
SENIOR CLASS ELECTS
The results of our Senior
Class election are:
President, George Jones;
Vice President, Bobbye Col-
lions; Recording Secretary
Rosanno Quinn; Corresponding
Secretary, Geraldine Gray; Fi-




R o y Cheatham; Reporter,
David Porter; Treasurer, Rost
Hopkins; Sgt. at Arms, Wiiii
Williams.
TALENT SHOW NEWS
The Talent Shows have long
,been the most popular tune-
'turn of our school for many
years. This year's shows will
• be filled with an abundance of
Talent as in previous years. A'
few of the talented acts that
you will see are The Counts.
Jimmie Catron, Eddie Powell,
B. T. Jones and th Combo,
Maurice White The Four
Stars featuring Tyrpne Smith,
Percy Wiggins, Spencer Wig-
gins and David Porter.
DID YOU KNOW? ? ?
Vivian Harris likes Dill Pic-
kles. . . Maurice Holman kiss.
les a football before In. goes to
sleep. • . Willie Ward is flat-
footed. . . Rosanna Quinn
thinks Roy Hopkins has soft
walked Mae Frances West.
brook and Edward Gray home..
. . . A young lady has a crush
on John Garret. ..
Mr. Nat Williams helped
organize the first football
team at our school. . . Eddie
Hughes will be candidate for
U. S. President in '87 if he gets
fired from his GARBAGE
TRUCK JOB. . . George Jones
,buys his clothes at KENT'S,
PLACE. . . Jenette Bate a! .
weather conditions are warm;,,
humid. . .
Until Next Week THE ROV-
ING LUNATIC says "BCN.11.7,
TOP FIVE BOYS
Roy Hopkins, Eddie Hughes.,
Alvin Robinson, Eddie Hughes,,
and Robert Jackson.
TOP FIVE GIRLS ioe.•
I Elizabeth Prudent, Betty Jets.;
ferson, Sylvia Buntyn, Geossis,
Goodwin Vivian Barnes.
HINT TO THE WISE ss
Don't tie someone else's shoe!'
before you tie your own.
COACH'S QUOTES
The man who wins is nt.
honest man; Not blessed wile,
any build nor favored by ,a4y-




Hubcaps To Woman; r
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. --
- (UPI) — Mrs. Henry Roe.
en reported the thief who re. Ar
cently stole the hubcaps from
her automobile had returned
them with a note complaining •
I they did not fit.
the MOST POPULAR PROTECTION PLAN
with the MOST POPULAR METHOD OF PAYMENT:
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL'S NEW
INDUSTRIAL FAMILY POLICY!
UNDER ONE NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL INDUSTRIAL FAMILY POLICY, this
young father has provided life insurance protection for his entire family.
ONE policy . . with only ONE lower weekly premium to pay
. . covers the ENTIRE FAMILY
Provisions of this economical plan include a maximum of $2,000 Whole Life insur-
ance for the husband; up to $1,000 on the wife, if same age as husband (convertible
term insurance); $500 maximum for each child from 15 days to 21st birthday;
also up to $500 on each child born or adopted after the policy is in force—automat-
ically—with no increase in premiums.
Your local North Carolina Mutual Representative is ready to explain this new and
exciting plan to you — CALL HIM TODAY!
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Homo Office: Durham, North Carolina -A.T.Spaulding,President
IBE 
A GO D CITIZEN — REGISTER AND VOTE
I
••••
Experts Call Old Houses Good  B
Advise Careful
Study 01 Area
By DOREATHEA M. BBOOKS building inspector can tell you
hair-curling stories about what
they've found in old house con-
struction "
In considering an older house,
AIA says the procedure calls
first for a good look at the
neighborhood to determine its
probable future. Is there o
record of stability? Have
neighors kept up their proper-
ty; have some remodeled? A
check of city oe county records
is in order to find out whether
the neighborhood lies in the
path of a new highway or faces
rezoning
STUD_ HOUSE
Then comes a good look at
the house itself with an eye to
room for present and anticipat-
ed living need, design construc-
tion and equipment. Profession-
al opinion may be needed to
in building costs, an older house 'know whether remodeling could
duction of a new source of elec- generally offers more rooms
ates. He says, "Chicago is pos- trical energy, was built by Gen- and more spacious rooms for 
improve outside appearance
economically. A wild struc-
sibly- the worst place to live eral Electric company at a cost the money; also generally larg-
in the United States" In des- 01 
. . . . . 
. $51 million. Co-sponsor was er lot size and* 
tural scramble, obviously out-
, often, the ad- dated, even if satisfactory to
matter if Chicago is "the most 
Webb Evans, grocer, at 515
segregated", "the most crime-'E' 
46th puts into practice what
ridden," "the most corrupt," 
h 
i 
e preachees. He is always urg-
"the worst place to live"? The n -
g others to help others and
facts are that Chicago is cor-
h 
ing Nancy Ababio of the Ash-
as set the example by employ-
rupt, Chicago is law-violation — Tribe, Mampong, Ghana,
tolerant and tolerates both law-
anti
Africa while she completes her
education as an X-ray techni-
cian at Provident.
I am not sure that I am glad
to learn of Mississippi-born La
florya Levy being invited by
President Sekou Toure to come
to Guinea "to teach African
women how to combine their
vantages of a settled, stable
neighborhood with established
lawns, mature trees and luxu-
riant shrubs.
MORE EXTRAS
You usually get more "ex-
tras," things like screens and
stitute of Architects warns,
"don't bank on the old saw
that 'they built better in the
old days.' Any architect, ex-
perienced builder or municipal
you because of other considera-
tions, might have a re-sale
value less than you will pay
for it
Quality of construction is
something that probably calls
for professional opinion, too.
storm windows water condition- What However, in a prelimi-
ers finished basements and at-nary examination, a buyer can
tics established outdoor living 'spot some definite warning
areas If there are any defects signs:
In an older home chances are Harizontal cracking at the
they will have come to light grade line or halfway up the
and probably have been taken foundation indicates walls that
care of. are not strong enough. Base-
However the American In- men' floor, or settling of earth'
beneath so it no longer supportsi
the concrete. Floor cracks
radiating from middle-of-the-
house posts or piers may mean
supports are resting on the floor
slab instead of separate and
OldsModels stuCeilYingfootchirgascks parallel to
floor joists, and in walls at a
45-degree angle, indicate a sag-
Highlight
Auto Show
DETROIT — Oldsmobile Di
ging flour. Cracks where walls
meet ceilings are usually the
result of expansion and con-
traction of the plate stop the
wall studding, possibly the re-
sult of a poorly ventilated attic
which builds up moisture in
winter and dries out in sum-
traditional dress with western vision unveiled one of the most mer.. Plaster cracks may s
igni-
styles and makeup." striking displays in its 63-year fy hidden water leaks an
d call
It will probably end with a
complete substitution of west-
ern ways for African ways. And
October 19 these businessmen 
that, in my opinion, will be un-
f
will gather at Vodin's Restau-
ortunate. African women have
rant, 7509 Cottage Grove, 
to a natural beauty which brain- pletely redesigned, 
restyled' 
economically into a residential
consider ways and means of
washed Americans do not ap- and repowered Dynamic 88's,
checking the exodus of old es- preci
ate and efforts to lighten Super 88's and Classic 98's for
complexion and straighten hair 1961.
tablisited businesses and to en-
courage new high type busines-
ses to move in.
. FIRST PHASE
It is the first phase of a. pro-
. and since they threw the
garbage out the door of a share-
cropper's shack back home it
body plays policy."
Quotes Graham
He quotes Billy Graham as
2,000 persons were served re-
freshments from a set-up bar
and lunch (buffet style) at tab-
les, both under tents.
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Other Peoples
BUSINESS
By A. L. FOSTER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)
I have just finished reading
'To Chicago, With Love'' by
John Barlow Martin which has
Insulted many Chicagoans and
has brought an avalanche of
sharp criticism and protest.
Anytime anything bad about
Chicago is written or spoken,
hundreds of residents rise in
anger and defend our "good"
(and sometimes tarnished)
name.
Chicagoans, like New York-
ers, Detroiters, Clevelanders,
Pittsburgers and good citizens
of all communities, do not like
the truth when the truth hurts.
In general Martin's article tells
the truth — a truth that hurts.
So — it is not surprising that
public officials and vociferous Thanks to the Baldwins for let.
boosters are indignant and ting me return with them.
wrathful.
Martin, like most reporters
uses spuerlatives and cxager-
board member William L. Post- NE`:- YORK 
— (UPI) —
weiler, District Superintendent: You're house hu
nting. New
of Commonwealth Edison. corn- homes you've seen — tho
se you
pany,host and "Luke" William. can afford anyway — juscdon't
son. Later we were greeted by seem to fill the bW for your
another Edison stalwart, E. R. family. Is it a good idea to
Lewis, with Leo Goltz, conduc- buy an older house?
ted the businessmen's cam- Very often, according to the
paign successfully for Provi- experts the answer is yes.
dent Hospital. Withou' arguing against the
Other attending Chamberites obvious merits of a brand new
were former president Kit Bald- home—the latest in equipment
win and his son Cornelius, and building material, the very
Lewis A. H. Caldwell, execu- newness which precludes deco-
tive vice president, Henry Mar- rating or repair bills for sev-
tin, as a graduate in electrical erai years — an older home,
engineering from the Univer- carefully chosen, can be a bet-
sity of Michigan, was able to ter buy for many families, es-
explain in detail the technical pecially the family which bad-
aspects of the operations. ty need living space rather than
The Dresden Nuclear Power
Station, which marks the intro-
cnbing his visit to the South I Nuclear Power Group, Inc. and
side he says, "Here half a the Engineer Constructor,. was
million people live in a jungle Bechtel Corporation. Dresden
is the largest operating nuclear
power station in the world.
was impressed with the su-
is not surprising they throw it per .excellent organization of the
in a hallway here" and "every, affair. Although there were
many speeches, the program
lasted about an hour. Each
speaker read a prepared state-
saying that "Chicago's repute- ment and stuck closely to his
tion ' was 'the worst in the text.. Even the master-of-cere-
wor4" and the investigators monies, Edison's president J.
for the Senate Rackets Corn- Harris Ward read his remarks.
mitt: "Chicago was the most
corrupt city in America".
I can't see any importance
to be attached to these exager-
ated statements. What does it
violation and segregation and
discrimination. These are ugly
facts and the job of good citi-
zens, especially those who re-
sent negative criticism, is to
7ight harder and harder to cor-
rect the evils which prevail.
One set of good citizens which
Is determined to correct exist-
ing evils consists of members
of the Cosmopolitan Chamber of
Cornmerce whose businesses are
located in the Chatham Avalon-
Park Manor area. At noon
will destroy much of that beau-
ty. As far as dress styles are
concerned, gowns worn by Af-
ricans will take away the color
and attractiveness of the Afri-
gram,- sponsored by the Cham-
ber to stabilize that business
commbnity. Represenlatives of
the police and sanitary depart-
ments. political parties and the
Chatham hank will meet with
officers of the Chamber and
discus the situation with can-
& co. described retailing as
dor and utter frankness.
"social science industry, pro-
The Chamber is sponsoring viding
 exciting challenges for
today's young people." He point-similar action through its Units1
in other communities — West ed out th
at "although prime st-
and East 43rd, 47th, 51st and tention has b
een given to fields
63rd. 'The entire south central.of. science an
d technology, re-
distriet will feel the good effect : taili
ng has its own place as a
of thd Chamber's drives. 'career in the scie
nce of human
The Chicago Police Depart- relationshi
ps".
It is vitally important thatrint is recruiting patrolmen. 
more emphasis be placed uponIt has called upon the Chamber
business as a career and thatto assist by making that fact
'known and by urging young men there are great opportun
ities
between the ages of 21 and in the retai
l field. Too few28
young people are manifesting(to 35 if a veteran) to "start a
interest in business. This is acareer in law enforcement". If
Superintendent Orlando Wilson challenge
 to the Cosmopolitan
is permitted to continue the re-
organization of the department
along the present lines (and it
appears that he will be), young
men need not hestitate to apply.
In the future, being a policeman
need not be disgraceful.
The requirements are mental
alertness, good physical con-
dition, United States citizen-
ship, residence for the past year
in Chicago, at least 5' 8" in
height and at least 145 lbs in
weight.
BUDGET DECREASE
Incidentally, the proposed po
lice department budget for 1960
is $72.8 million an increase of
$1.3 million over the 1959 figure.
The main item of increase is
$2.7 million for wage adjust-
ments. The increase in salary
will make the position more at-
tractive. Another item of in-
crease is $1.2 million for ad-
ditional patrolmen. If we favor
, improvement in our police serv-
ice we shall need to dig deep
In oar money-bags and provide
the necessary funds to finance
• stramlined operation.
I missed the opening of the
final segment of the Congress
Expressway, but I was present
at the dedication of the Dresden
Nuclear Power Station. Unfor-
tunalely, both events were
scheduled for the same day.
First to greet us at Dresden
were CosmtoUtan Chamber
can garb.
Careers in Retailing Week
was sponsored by the Illinois
Retail Merchants Association
last week and C. Virgil Martin,
president of Carson Pine Scott
Chamber and it is hoped that
In its 1961 program, more at-
tention will be devoted to this
aspect of the Chamber's pro-
gram.
gadgets, appliances and gener-
ally improved design.
Because of the steady rise
history Oct. 15 at the National
Auto Show here.
The Division spotlighted its
sensational new smaller car,
the F-85. along with its corn-
Glamorous Nancy Fleming,
newlrowned Miss America
of 1961. added further luster to
the Oldsmobile exhibit during
the Auto Show's first two days.
Miss America, 18-year-old beau-
ty from Montague, Mich., serv-
ed as hostess for the Oldsmo-
bile display.
Jack F. Wolfram. the divis-
ion's general manager and a
vice president of General Mo-
tors said that in addition to
displaying a full complement
of 1961 Oldsmobile models,
there were several unique pro-
duction and engineering exhib-
its
Included were cutaway ver-
sions of all three Oldsmobile's
basic engines for 1961 — the
250-horsepower Rocket engine,
standard on the Dynamic 88,
the Skyrocket engine rated at
320 horsepower, standard on Su-
per 88 and 98 models, and the
all-ne 155 horsepower alumi-
num V-8 "Rockette" engine for
the F-85.
Oldsmobile also displayed a
Classic 98 convertible produced
as a special exhibit. Finished
in iridescent white, it was a
center of attraction.
SPANNING NEARLY 60 years
of quality production, these
two Oldsmobile, create sharp
contrast between the old and
the sew in automotive sty).
Mg and engineering. But
both are outstanding leaders
of their respective eras. At
right is a 1904 Oldsmobile
for a check for defective plum-
bing, flashing or roof leaks.
Sometimes, AIA says a buyer
can find an apparent ugly duck-
ling whic hcan be transformed
swan. It warns, however, this
is no everyday occurrence and
requires a sharp eye and pro-
fessional assistance.
Curved Dash Runabout, while
beside it is the sleek new
elf entry for 1901. The many
differences between the two
autos are impressive. The
1904 modes held two passeng-
ers, was powered by a seven
horsepower horizontal motor,
THIS VIEW OF THE OLDS-
MOBILE 1961 Super 88 Holi-
day Sedan hightlights the di-
vision's front-end styling fea-
tares for its 88 series cars.
Clmasteristic of Oldsmobile's
advance body design is the
tapering hood of the 1961
models, coupled with a sleek
and aggressive treatment of
the grille. The sculptured
front fenders sweep toward
was mcimted on wood-spoke
wheels, was steered by means
of a hand tiller and came
equipped with a set of repair
tools and a pair of large
brass side lamps. The 11161
F-$5 Oldsmobile accommo-
dates six passengers, has an
ZENITH'S , ALL-NEW minia-
ture, all transistor radio, is
just right for this little model
and her rag doll. The Royal
50, sEdes into a shirtpocket,
carries easily by baud, or
sits erect beside you. Despite
its size, it provides mighty
tones and gives a good per.
form ance. The radio plays up
to 75 hours on two standard
penlite batteries, up to 180




sas businessmen have been
cautioned to avoid violence in
solving racial problems if in-
dustrial development progress
is to continue in the state.
"Business generally shies
away from areas of turbulence,
uncertainty, notoriety, or con-
fusion," said Maurice Fulton
of Chicago, partner in The
Fantus company. "A resort
again to violence could discour-
age many companies from con-
sidering locating plants here."
Fulton's speech, on "Arkan-
sas' Image," was delivered at
the annual meeting of the Ar-
kansas Chamber of Commerce
and Associated Industries
Arkansas in the Marion Hotel,
Little Ruck. The Fantus organi-
zation, with headquarters in
Chicago and New York, has
helped industry locate more
than 1,800 plants in the past
40 years
Said Fulton: "It is not my
place to editorialize regarding
segregation. But, objectively,
I can tell you this:
"Strife, whether it concerns
schools, a city-wide strike,
police corruption, or politics,
tends to discourage industrial
development. I can't say what
the business community's atti-
tude is toward segregation, but




DETROIT — The 43rd Na-
tional Automobile Show in giant
Cobo Hall started off with the
visit of President Eisenhower
and the big industry dinner,
and attrcated thousands of vis-
itors from al parts of the coun-
try.
More than 2,200 industry, civ-
ic, government leaders, pub-
lishers, editors, labor leaders
and others attended the big
dinner.
the rear, further illustrating
Oldsmobile's "ready-to-go"
look. The 1961 Super 88 Olds-
mobile features the all-new
Skyrocket engine which pro-
duces 325 horsepower.
Smoother and livelier gate-
way performance is asured
with an equally new Hydra-
Matic transmission, with Ac-
cel-A-Rotor action.
aluminum V-8 engine rated at
155 horsepower and combines
high perfortnanie with econ-
omy of operation. The F 
ea
weighs approximutely 2,7110
pounds some 1,500 pounds.
lea; than its full-size brothers
for 1961.
Rated as the biggest and
most costly auto show in his-
tory, the event drew on the
skill and efforts in the Detroit
area an the entire automotive
industry.
Even the major industrial
supplying the automakers —
such as steel, aluminum, glass,
rubber and many others —
were in the Show, exhibiting as
industry groups in the unique
Auto Wonderland display on
the River Level.
This was the first National
Automoile Show ever held in
Detroit. The 42 others, alerting
in 1900, have opened in New
York City. Completion of the
World's newest and biggest ex-
hibits building in Detroit's Civ-
ic Center made it -possible for
the show to come here this
fall.
The Auto Show was the dedi-
cation event for the huge build-
ing standing on the Detroit
River. Official dedication cere-
monies were held at the Hall
Thursday morning, as work
men continued to put the finish-
ing touches on both the build-




NEW YORK — "Up the slav-
ery," the autobiography of
Booker T Washington, will be
a major selection of the Fall
volume of Reader's Digest Con-
densed Books, out this week.
First published in 1901, "Up
From Slavery" describes the
Negro leader's rise from the
poverty of his youth as a slave
boy to become the most famous
educator of his race, a friend
and advisor of Presidents and
the founder of Tuskegee Insti-
tute.
Condensed Books Editor
Ralph E Henderson explained
that selection of the Washington
autobiography was based part-
ly on its acknowledged place
as an American classic.
"Through the years," he not-
ed, "many readers have recom-
mended that we publish this
extraordinary biography."
Animal Welfare






TIPOFF ON HOTEL STOCK
Keep an eye on hotel stocks—
for there has been an interest-
ing legal development which
may raise cash dividends sub-
stantially in that industry.
During its last session, Con-
gress passed a law which the
President has signed permitting
the creation of real estate in-
vestment trusts The gimmick
is -the' as investment trusts
they will be exempt from pay-
ment of Federal income taxes
if they distribute 90 per cent
of their pre-tax earnings in
dividends.
In other words, a real estate
operation or a hotel chain which
as a business has been paying
nearly 50 per cent of its profits
in income taxes, will be able
to turn that money over to,its
shareholders as dividends, if
it can qualify under certain
conditions,
The Sheraton Corp., one of
the major hotel chains, already
has announced it is seriously
considering converting the com-
pany into a real estate invest-
ment trust. Sheraton Corp.,
stock is selling at about 18 at
present, and paid 60c dividend
last year (equal to an annual
yield of about 3.3 per cent plus
a stock dividend. If it becomes
an investment trust, its cash
dividend could go above 6 per
cent.
JITTERS AND SECURITY
Stock market prices in the
past twe weeks have swung like
a violent pendulum falling and
rising. Some of the best stoeks,
like utilities, took a heavy shel-
lacking. The stock manipula-
tors had themselves a good
time, by scaring the timid out
of the market.
Many middle income inves-
tors become jittery under such
circumstances and sell out,
generally at a loss. This is a
mistake, especially if they have
(Paid Political Advertisement)
good stock that can stage a
conseback.
This column has consistently
urged its readers pot to panic.
No financial forecaster has yet
forecast a depression. It is pos-
sible that stocks will go a little
lower. But the &dine cannot
keep up.
So if you have a sound stock,
han,_, on to it, especially if it
pa j 1 you dividenrs higher than
bank interest. Lteewise, If You
have some loose money around,
now is the time t,o buy, so long
as the stocks are not specula-
tive while they are low.
PETROLEUM OUTLOOK
Despite unsettled world condi-
tions many oil companies re-
ported favorable earnings in
the oast nine months compared
to 1959 figure Gasoline sales
during the sur mer were excel-
lent, inventori are below those
of last year nd prices in this
country are olding up. So, if
you have b n wondering why
oil stocks Pave been holding
up lately. these are the reasons.
At the same time, many oil
stock,: are now low enough to




down to 61, paying $2.. cash
dividend (3.2 per cent yield)
and 2.4 stock dividend, for a
total yield of $5.6 per cent.
Marke* basket, selling over-
the-counter at about 24, pay-
ing dividend of $1. (annual yield
4.1 per cent, plus 3 per rent
stock, for a total of 7.1 per cent.
Lone( Star Gas, went down
to 41 paying $1.80 dividend,
eiannua yield about 4.4 per cent.
Divid d increase anticipated in
near iuture.
Griimman Aircragtselling
around 31 paying $1.50 dividend,
arm al yield about 4.8 per cent.
Earnings up from $2.24 to $3.57




) (Paid Political Advertisement)
LENA IS FOR ENNEDY — "I'm no politician,"
says Lena Horne, "but it just seems to me that
a Democrat like John Kennedy cares more about
people. He carep more about all the things that still
need to be donle in this country, like more jobs and
better chances for everybody. Republicans talk pretty
but Kennedy will do something about all the problems.
That's what counts. That's why I'm for Senator John
Kennedslpr President."
Coq Sufferers!
OW MANY COLDS SYMPTOMS
ANt TREATED BY YOUR
PRESENT COLD MEDICINE?
again
ecial-pur pose 666 is effective














We s major symptom' of the
corn-mon cold: stuffiness, achinew,
fever, constipation, and general
"sick -feeling." 666, t he time-t est ed
and proven cold medicine, fIghts
all 5. No "one-ingredient" prod-
uct, advertised for "colds" can
possibly do this. 666 is a broad-
activity, multiple-ingredient medi-
cine, developed and marketed ea-
pacially for the treatment of




it dependable, proven com-
blnation of medicinal ingredi-
ents, which are used by many doc-
tors in their prescriptions. It is
especially designed to give fast,
positive relief, from all colds
symptoms . not just one or two.
666 is more effective in the treat-
ment of colds, because it hits more
symptoms than any "general"
product. That's why 666 is guar-
anteed. It's got to work . . . le
your money will be refunded. Join
the thousands of families who
trust and rely on 666..and sea
what real relief can be like. 660
comes in two ways . . . liquid or
tablets. Take your choice the






What has happened to Mem-
is football? Are the teams on
clecline? Are Memphis teams
getting the best material from
their respective schools? Ac.
count for the decline in athletic
scholarships for Memphis prep
league athletes.
From 1946 to 1956 Memphis
football was at its peak. You
could take the bottom club from
this league and lick the best in
the Tri-State Area. This is no
longer true, because our teams
are being knocked off by many
other schools of the Tel-State
area. Could it be that the other
teams are on the incline, while
we have become complacent? 1
have been making inquiries all
over Memphis trying to fathom
eis situation. Taking the ques-ons in the order in which they
appear above, " shall try to ac-
count for the laxity in our pre-
sent make-up.
Memphis football has chang-
ed tremendously. The game
has become more complex and
the participants must be able
to concentrate. The coaching
staffs are larger and smarter,
but they are teaching a dif-
ferent game. The intricacies
encountered by the players and
coaches cause a great deal of
confusion among the players.
There is a new look on the
gridiron today. Just a decade
ago, all teams were using the
conventional defense known as
the 6-2-2-1. Now, we find the
teams changing their defense
on every play.
The stereotype defense ern-
e
toyed by the teams of the yes-
-rars is still being used to-
y with a reasonable amount
of success. It hasn't been junk-
ed by the present coaching
staffs, but many innovations
have been installed. All of these
facts are pointing toward the
change in football in Memphis.
The Defensive huddle wasn't
necessary years ago, but today
It is impossible to play good
defensive ball without a defen-
sive sigual caller Offensively,
the tight T-Formation and the
single wing were taught as the
main offensive patterns, but to-
day we find the T-Formation in-
clusively.with many variations.
The pass was used sparingly,
but today the pass has become
the main weapon. The yester-
tanrs found the coaching staffs
g eleven to fifteen boys, but
ay you are in for a sad even-
ing without at least twenty-two
boys to see action. These are
some of the things that have
happened to Memphis football.
According to Galileo and the
forces of physics (what goes up
must come down), and history
bas taught by example that
every empire has declined after
reaching its peak. Maybe we
can apply theiacts and theories
of the past with this situation
in our prep league. This loop
has turned out some of the
finest football. players in the
United States. This league can
boast of many all - Americans
and professional players that
roamed the gridirons of the Tri-
State Area. It is high time that
the forces of gravity react and
the trends of history take its
toll. Yes, I do believe that the
prep circuit has declined, but
it is going through a rebuild-
ing program. The next decade
will find this league as strong
as as it has been in the past
decade.
Material can be found in all
of our schools. The larger
schools have more material
than the smaller schools, but
the problem is getting the boys
to play. That goes back to
the new look in this cir-
cut. The boys of the
past grew up wanting to play
football, but today the emphasis
are on material things. Boys are
walking around in our schools
large enought to become a Big
Daddy Lipscomb. or a Willie
Galimore, but all they want
from life is a fine car and
tailored clothes. Spirit can only
be found in the big hearted
guys that we see from week to
week. I salute all of those fine
fellows that are playing for
thei- respective schools, be-
cause they are the fellows per-
petuating that great American
game of football in the Bluff
City.
The decline in athletic schol-
arships has been due to the size
of the Memphis athlete. The
big schools like Tennessee A
and I State, Southern Lincoln,
Florida and Grambling are de-
sirous of the biggest boys you
have and no grants for your
little boys. This causes the
smaller football college to turn
their backs on our boys, be-
cause the large ones are at-
tending .the football machines
and the small colleges can't
compete with out some of the
beef from our prep circuit
which I think is a grave-yard
for good football players. Watch
for explanstion of my last state-
ment next week.
CROSS-COUNTRY MEET
The four-man cross - country
team of LeMoyne college will
participate in a meet with a
Tuskegee foursome at Tuskegee,
Oct. 28.
Members of the Lealoyne
team are Charles Nichols, Rob-














TOP TENNESSEE grid. 
getin shape for first
of football with Fisk
University's Bulldogs. Fred
Malone, left, of Memphis, is
a tackle and a graduate of
Melrose high school. Herman
Benjamin, a product of Chat.
tanooga's Howard high school





Mitchell Hurls "H""Week of OCT 22-28,1960
Two Touchdowns
GREENSBORO, N. C. —Hard
pressed for most of the first
half, the A & T College Ag-
gies rallied to whip the South
Carolina College Bulldogs, 36-
22. in an intersectional foot-
ball scrap here at Memorial
Stadium
After spotting the South Car-
olinians a 14 to 6, lead, the
Greensboro club unleashed a
passing attack which proved
the way for the victory. Primal
mover in the aerial attach
quarterback, whose earlier
was big Jim Mitchell, 6-12. 185
Joe Taylor for 4 pards and to
64-0 Win Biggest
In 30-Year Rivairv
ATLANTA, Ga. — Jacke
Gaither's "thundering herd"
stampeded and rolled to a 64-0
triumph over a helpless Morris




By John A. Holley '295-pound tackle from Fayette-
DURHAM, N, C. _ North "le, slipped by the Falcons'
Carolina College's spine-tingling blockers to block Headen's punt
defense was at its best on the which rolled in the end zone.
rain soaked O'Kelly Field turf Bobby Gardner, a freshman
as they held St. Augustine's from Raleigh starting in his
College in check and personally first game for ' the Eagles,
acconted for two of the Eagle's pounced on the bouncing pig-
touchdowns and set up the skin in the end zone for the
third one, leading the NCC Eagles' third tally. Hicks at
eleven to a 22-0 win over the the helms, elected to keep on
Falcons. The win over the Ra- the conversion .nd circled
leigh crew was the third d around his right sid for the 2-
the season for the Eages and point tally, putting the Eagles
their first in CIAA circles.
The Eagles hard-hitting "size-
able seven" set up the first
touchdown for the NCC club
after a scoreless first quarter
when Bob Currington, a Durham
soph zoomed in from his flank
position and blocked Bobby
Headen's punt off his foot. Cur-
rington held onto e line.
At this point the NCC fullback.
Ray Nobles, the top ground
gainer in the game with 39
yards in 10 carries, took charge
and crished the Falcon's mid-
dle for the td after two carries.
Nobles bowled over on the sec-
ond attempt from the 4 yard
line. Reggie Pryors' conversion
kick was wide as the wet ball
skidded from Rich Hick's hands.
After exchanging possion of
the ball, NCC struck again with
the Falcon' buried deep in their
own territory. This time, behe-
moth Nick Jeralds, a 250-pound
tackle, blocked Headen's punt
at the 2 yard stripe. The ball
skidded around in the end zone
as Bishop Harris & a defensive
halfback, picked it up for the
tally. On this conversion, Pryor
halfback, and Barfield rolled
off his right tackle for the two-
pointer, opening up a 14-0 lead
for the Eagles at halftime.
In the third quarter, with the
second unit in, and as bad and
begrudging as the Eagle's regu-
lar line, NCC pinned the Fal-
cons deep once again, forcing
them to punt from their own
i1 yard line.
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comfortably ahead by a 22-0
margin,
Played on a wet and muddy
field, the game was all defense,
and all North Caroina college
in that respect. The Eagles held
the Falcons to a minus 29 yards
on the ground, blocking .three
punts and recovering two St.
Augustine's fumbles
Standouts in the fornard wall
were Jeralds, Brewington,
Charlie Watkins, Charlie Cox,
Currington , Velvet LeGrande,
and Gardner, who all over the
field in his initial start for Her-
man Riddick's charges.
The lashing was the worst in
the 30-year rivalry which dates
back to 1930. The victory was
the 21st for FAMU over the Wol-
verines. The Georgians have
emerged victorious six times,
and the '43 contest ended a
scoreless tie.
Some 10,000 fans packed
Herndon Stadium to see the na-
tional champions and the famed
"Marching 100" from FAMU
perform. The Floridians highly
entertained them from the
band's pre-game show to the fin-
al whistle of the grid classic.
The "Thundering herd" romp-
ed for 16 points in the first peri-
od, 20 more in the second quart-
er, and 14 more for each the
third and fourth periods. Gaith-
er used his well-oiled and bal-
anced three units and a wild
card in between to send nine
horses into Morris Brown end
zone.
It might have been a dull day
for the partisan fans who had
hoped in vain to see the Wol-
verines upset the Rattlers, now
riding a string of 13 straight
victories over a two-year period.
His career record of 123 wins
20 losses and four ties is sur-
passed only by Oklahoma's Bud
Wilkinson.
Clarence Childs, All-American
halfback, was the first of nine
race horses to tally. Childs
danced off tackle from 16 yards
out. He repeated the perform-
ance for the two points, Quart-
erback Emory Collier went 20
yards for one TD and passed to




PINE BLUFF, Ark. — (UPI)
— Cyrus Lancaster and Robert
Sims notched two touchdowns
each to lead the Southern Uni-
versty Jaguars to a 26-14 SWAC




date, sent the Jaguars into a 6-0
first quarter lead with a 49-yard
scamper from scrimmage then
followed up with a tingling 83-
yard exhibition in the second
;patter.
Both scoring efforts by Sims
came in the second half, the
first one for eight-yards in the
third quarter, and the clincher
late in the fourth quarter from
nine yards out.
Lancaster was the ground-gain-
ing leader of the game with 137-
yards ground out in five carries
from scrimmage.
Lancaster's first quarter
touchdown came on the heels of
an Arkansas threat which had
its beginning with the opening
kick-off. It ended on the Jugars
31-yard line.
The Lion's Paul McPherson
returned the opening kick-off 48-
yards to the Jaguars 48-yard
line, and in four plays the ball
was nestling on the Jaguar 31.
Southern halfback Charles Wil-
liams stifled the Lion threat
when he intercepted T,indsey
Henry's pass on his own 30-yard
line.
A Southern University fumble
on the 26-yard line paved the
way for Arkansas' first touch-
down which came just two plays
into the second quarter.
Fullback Ralph Burns went
over from the four and quarter-
back Ted Richardson tossed to
flashy halfback &Irene White
for two more points. End Bernie
Cern set the stage by bouncing
upon Wolverine quarterback
John Davis' fumble on the MBC
22,
Halfback Frank Griffin churn-
ed his way 91 yards through the
Morris Brown team and anoth-
er TD.
Scraps quarterback Ernest
Johnson, fourth field general
used by Gaither, pitched to end
Whitfield Jenkins 21 yards and
Jenkins stepped 13 more for a
34 yard TD. The Rattlers turn-
ed the show over to their travel-
ing association with a 36-0 lead
at the half time break.
V. Nepoleon Johnson, who
earned his letter with his toe
last campaign, figured in the
next FAMU six-pointer. Johnson
fired 43 yards to yearling end
Alfred Denson, and Densori rac-
ed 22 more yards to the end
zone.
Halfbacks James Godwin, Bob
Paramore, and Hamilton ac-
counted for the Rattlers last 3
TDs.
The strong Rattlers' line held
the Wolverines to 21 yards on
the ground and 43 in the air.
A SC M picked up 267 via the
ground and added 23 from space
A & M punted once for 45 yards
while Mlic got off nine boots
for a 36.1 average.
ground assault had sputtered.
He tossed scoring passes to
Joe Taylor for yards and to
Cha-les Stiggers for 29 yards,
set up a third with a M yard
heave to Robert Faulkner and
scored a touchdown with a 1.
yard sneak.
His replacement, Johnnie
Thomas, kept the drive going
with a blistering 62 yard
touchdown on the end of a
pass interception.
The largest crowd of the
season, estimated at 12,000, was
swelled by nearly 8,000 school
boys and girls who saw this
game as guests of the college
on High School Senior Day.
The South Carolinians scor-
ed in the first three minutes
of the game as Mel Galloway
heaved to Owen Perkins for
23 yards The score was set
up by a previous pass play of
43 yards from Jimmie Ed-
wards to Bill Houston. Gallo-
passed to Perkins for the extra
point.
The Aggies capitalized on
a break to score their first
TD, Cal Lang covered a bob-
ble by Galloway on the South
Cardin.' State 38. A 22-yard
pan from Mitchell to Gene
Camridge to the S. C. State
6 set the stage for an end
zone toss from Mitchell to
Joe Taylor, Mitchell's pass
attempt to Taylor for the ex-
tra point, was out of reach,
leaving the score at 8-6, South
Carolina
The Bulldogs widened the
gap moments later as Gallo-
way sneaked over from the
one !.ard line, climaxing a
54-yard drive. The key play
leadin, to a touchdown was a
39-yard pass play from Ed-
wards to Gus Meyers to the
Aggie 15 The score came four
plays later Galloway's pass
for the extra point was short.
, The Aggies tied up the ball
game with a 34-yard pass play
from Mitchell to Charles Stig-
gers. The score came on the end
of a 72-yard drive which fea-
tured a 34-yard 'pass from Mit-
chell to Cambridge which
tarried to the South Carolina
34. Mitchell passed to Paul
Brown for the extra points to
tie the contest at 14-all.
1“..th just seconds left in the
half the Aggies went ahead for
good as Mitchell sneaked over
from the I yard line. Jim
Black had covered a South
(1' all Politioal Advertisement) Maid Polithial Advertisement/
JERSEY JOE JABS FOR J. F. K. — "A president's'
like a fighter," says former champ Jersey Joe Wal-
cott. "He's got to get into the thick of things and come
out swinging. To me, John F. Kennedy's like that.
When he and the Democrats say they're going to do
something about integration and poll taxes and FEPC,
they mean it. That's why I'm for Senator John Ken-
nedy and the Democrats—all the way. They need your
vote, too." .
13
Cerolina fumble on the Stitt).
21-yard line following a five
yard penalty against A & T.
Mitchell passed to Bob Faulk-
ner for 23-yards to the State
3. Two plays later the Aggies
had gone ahead, 20-14. Cam-
bridge split the uprights for
the 2.•14 bulge.
There was just enough time
left on the clock for the kick..
off
B,4ore the fans had com-
fortably seated themselves for
the second half, the Aggies
had scored again.
Johnnie Thomas, who had
beer, inserted at the quarter-
back spot intercepted a South
Carolina pass on his o w n
03-yard line and scampered
thrt ugh the entire State de-
fense for remaining 62
yards The kick by Cambridge
was wide
play climaxed a 54-yard drive
engineered by freshmen quar-
terback Cornell Gordon, who
picktd up 25 yards in the ser-
ies on a bootleg play. Cam.
bridge kicked the extra point.
A safety was chalked for
the Aggies in the fourth peri-
od as the snap from South
Carolina center, Ike Arnold
sai` over the head of Gallo,
way into the end zone, to give
the winners a 36-14 lead.
South Carolina concluded
the scoring as Wendell Tucker
Intercepted a pass by Gordon
on the Aggie 40-yard line and
ran over for the TD. Ozzie
Cunningham passed to Manus
Caldwell for the extra points.
Standouts on defense for the
Aggie was William Dixon at
guard who broke through on
counties:- occasions to plaster




Women's slim heels attached '
Suedes Renewed
$3,25
Men's full sales & heels
$4.50










BUY ASSORTED CASES AT CASE VRIall
ALL POPULAR BRANDS • LADIES INVITED
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 SO. MAIN AT VANCE OPEN 8 A.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.
Independent Liquor Dealer
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WOOTEN'S
MODERN SUPER MARKET
Negro Owned and Operated
Serving You Better
for Less
Spend Your Money Where
It Is Appreciated
WELL STOCKED — AIR CONDITIONED
FOR YOUR SHOPPING COMFORT
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF GOODS
COMPETITIVE PRICES
WOOTEN'S FOOD CENTER





" KY., KEKTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY, 90 PROOf
14 DEFENDER





Daughter, Virdia. to Mr. and Born at John Gaston 
hospital
Oct 8
Son. Pay. Mr. and Mrs. Ro-
bert Dye of 640 Nonconnah,
Son, Edwin, to Mr. and Mrs.
R. C. Stallings of 136 W. Mc-
Keller. Son Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter. Cozetta to Mr. and James Irby of 895 Florida.
Mrs Clydeth Anderson of 901 Daughter. to Mr. anci Mrs.
N Mansfield. McKenrie Wolf of 1192 College.
Daughter,'Laura, to Mr. and Son, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Daughter Lisa. to Mr. and Mrs. Ike Hender
son of 950 Marshall of 353 S. Wellington.
Ford.
Oct. 9 . 
Daughter, Cennie Fay. to Mr.
Land Mrs Leon Hamlett •of 5
18
Son. Stephen .to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter. to Mr
. and Mrs. . Manassas.
Seldon Griffin of 1980 Quinn.10tis Hulbert of 1
976 Hubert. Son, Bowdrie to Mr. and Mrs
Oct. 3
Daughter Margie, to Mr








Oct 4 Ingle. Son. Archie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter Reg.ina. to Mr. and Daughter, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Lill Woody of 585 Walnut st.
Mrs Freddie A. Jones of 1902 James White of 128 
Beans Al- (R).
Carver, Apt. 8. 'ley. Son Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter. Ruth, to Mr. and, Daughter. Evelyn, to Mr
. and
Mr_ Charlie D. Lemons of Mrs. Floyd Whlitaker of 
2002 
William Jones of 18'77 Ball rd.
Daughter, Lisa to Mr. and
3/-8 N Seventh, Apt, 3, Dianne Cir 
°rt. 5 Daughter to Mr. and Mrs
.




A. Driver of 1547 Daughter Darcus. to Mr. and
Al-y rd Mrs. Joseph Greene of 812 Le-
 
Mrs. Melvin Dandridge of 4581
Mary Agla rd.
Son Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. Moyne park. 
Lisk Generette of 2035 Swift st. I Daughter. Martha. to Mr. and 
Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and
Mrs Cleo Harris of 1559 Cella.
Dau ̂h ter. Shelia, to Mr. and , Mrs Wilburt Collins of 578 Twins daughter, Melanie,
Mrs. Earl Gunn of 755 Carpels; Lauderdsle. - 
ter. I Son. to Mr. and 
son. Kelvin. to Mr. and Mrs.
Son. Thadus to Mr. and Mrs. Grantham of 574 Buntyn. 
Daugherty of 1566 Ely.
and
Ledell Harris of 3014 Yale. Oct 10 
Daughter Loretta. to Mr. 
Mrs Roosevelt Curry of 362
Son. Vincent, to Mr. and Mrs. Son Carlos, to Mr. and Mr
s. 
Leath
Otis Little of 274 W. Brooks Car: Moore of 3711 Sewanee. 
rd. I Son Terry. to Mr. and 
Mrs. 
Son. Michael to Mr. and Mrs.
James Blocker of 269 Bond,
Son Curtis to Mr. and Mrs. Thelma Hollins of 1016 N. Clay- No. 7.
Curtis J Sheilds of 235 N. Ma- brook
nassas Apt 1. I Daughter. Mary. to Mr. 
and 
Son, Anthony. to Mr. and
Charlie Parham of 1443
Son, Phillip, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Arthur Hayes of 547 N. 
Mrs. 
Pope.
Fredrick E Staples of 3259 Nor-'Fifth. ' •
ton. I Daughter. Divia. to Mr. and
 
Daughter, Patricia to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlett Suggs of 611
Son, Paul. tet Mr. and Mrs. Mrs Benjamin Barbee of 973 
James Washington of 300 Ra-IN. Bingham. 
Exahange No. 2.
and
dar rd. • Daughter, Sandra to Mr. and 
Daughter, Sheilia. to Mr.
Oct. 6 Mrs. Ulice Benson of 346 Tap-
 
Mrs. Rufus Lobbins of 90 Wis-
Daughter Sherry. to Mr. and : ton 
consin.
- Daughter Karen, to Mr. and
Mrs James D. Morris of 710
Ayers
Oct. 1
Daughter, Sherry, to Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Chamber of 3004
McAdoo
Son Stephen. to Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Moore, jr., of 536 Jenson
rd.
OCt. 2
BORN at E. H. Crump hospital Mrs. Freddie Ball of s
1102 Daughter, Dori, to Mr. and
Sept. 30 I Bammel 
Mrs. Henry Carter of 2657 Se-
Daughter, Vicki, to Mr. and Daughter, Debra, to
 Mr. and le&
Mrs John Norman of 1601 Mrs Robert E. 
Johnson of 1421 Oct 11
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Brown of 691 Concord.
Son, Darryl to Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Stevenson of 1891 Carver.
Daughter. to Mr. and Mrs.
Elton Cummings of 1897 Kelt-
ner cir.
Mrs. Ellis Graham of 1466
Kerr ave
Daughter. Shelia to Mr. and Frank Brown of 1583 Pope.





MEMBERS of the Excelcior
Chapter One of the Progres-
sive Beauticians' Association
of Memphis who all joined the
Young Women's Christian As-
sociation at the time of its
membership drive. Left to
right, seated • Mrs. Trethia
Downey, Mrs. Allene Jeffer-
son, Mrs. Margaret Pem-
broke, Mrs. Amanda Webster,
and Mrs. Florence McGinnis.
Left to right, standing —
Mrs. Viola Laid, Mrs. Pri-
cilia Burke, Mrs. Willie Mae
Owens, Mrs. Geneva Hogan,
Mrs. Ella Mae Flowers, Mrs.
Geneva Williams, Mrs. Ester
Gilcrest, Mrs. Jessie Mae
Henderson, Mrs. Alice Little
John. Not pictured, Mrs. Al-
berta Bates, Mrs. Mattie Bee-
ton, Mrs. Cornelia Butler,
Mrs. Pearl Jackson, Mrs.
Olivia Mashy, Mrs. Earline
Riley, Mrs. Ludye Shield,
Mrs. Addle Mae Woods, and




Marsha. to Mr. and
C. Haywood of 1431
Mr. and Mrs.
of 991 E. Le-
and Mrs Robert Crawford of
587 Lester.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Freddie
Rogers of 1811 Pennsylvania.
Manassas Mrs. George James of 400 Foote 
m gladyou co •
Daughter. Margaret. to Mr. 
around for another session of
park. news and views in and around
the campus of Melrose
SPOTLIGHT
This week the spotlight turns
upon someone whom I am sure
you will agree is most deserv-
ing of this
honor. I speak Tommy M ar
ta in and many.
on none other many others.
 A splendid time
was had by all who attended
TOPS
Thomas Hill (Melrose) Ed-
ward Harris (Bertrand) James
Buford (Hamilton) Robert Jack-
son (B T W) Johnny McGlowan
(Manassas).
Oct 12
Son, Devere, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Duckett of 1332 Vollen-
tine.
Daughter, Mary to Mr. and Son Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Garfield Allen of 119 Amos Bryant of 5832 St. Paul.
MIDWAY
LIQUOR STORE
40 YEARS AT FOURTH AND BEALE
BOURBON - BRANDY
•
LIQUOR • GIN • WINE
VODKA
Buy by the Case at a Saving
•
Also Mixed Cases At Case Prices





Mrs. Eddie Collins of 236 S.
Lauderdale.
Daughter, Zona. to Mr. and
Mrs. John Harris 01 1076 Walk-
er ave.
Son Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Earnest Blackwell of 1543 Wil-
lis.
Daughter. Tracy Elaine, to
Mr and Mrs. Willie Shotwell
of 156 S Parkway E.
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Blake of 2107
Stovall
Son, Donald to Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Rice of 1579 Sunset.
Daughter. Shyronder, to Mr.
and Mrs Claude Crosby of 1300
James st.
Oct. 13
Daughter Lisa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Burd Brooks of 1524
Raven.
Son. Rodney. to Mr. and Mrs.
William Hudson of 1156 Wilson
No. 3. •
Son Marcell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mack Malone of 645 Buntyn
No 7.
Son. James to Mr. and Mrs.
James Newby of 1191 Ragan
No. 4.
Son. Willie. to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Bailey of 180 West Mal-
lory No. 3.
Daughter. April, to Mr. and





Jimmy Morris. Frank Lowe.





son of Mr. and
Mrs.James
Manns, w h o
resides at 2650
Supreme A v-
en u e. Around Vernita Ke
lly (Manassas)
h e campus Eleanor Raine
y (DOUGLASS)t '
J ames is i„ Marilyn Isabelle (Melrose) Es-




Wildcat football squad, Letter- JACQUELETTES
men Club, A. V. A. and the The "fantabulous" (fabulous
"boss-tuff" Gay Lords Club and fantastic) Jacquelettes clu
b
In religious life James is af- 
under the advisorship of Mrs.
filiate with the St. John Bapt- 
M. Echols are definitely in Ow
1st church where he is very 
l
swing of things. Ced try the fa-
delight.
The splendid selection of
rock 'n' roll records by Laura
"Hunky" Qualls and Wauleen
"Kane" Thomas were definite-
ly in the swing. Some of the
guests attending were Francis
Hunt, John Greer, Mary Carr,
Jimmy Harris, Nancy Echols,
Jimmy Payne, Laura Qualls,
active. Socially, James life is
revolved around "the many and
varied activities of the Senior
Class. His education will be
furthered at the Tuskegee In-
stitute upon his graduation
bnious Margaret Sherrod prexy,
and fantastic Nancy , Echols
vice prexy this groop of pop-
ular. charming and poised
young ladies are a true 'ex-
ample of high society ladies.
from high school. Congratula- 
Other members include Clara
(ions James for making
this' Smith, Joyce Berry, Mary Wal-
spotlight a most brillant one.
lace. Dorothy Taylor. Effie Er-
IN THE SWING 
by, Marguerite Bridgefort, Ann
Girls 
Bridgefort, Chalis Warlord,
Georgia Hebron and many,
Margaret Sherrod, Gloria many others. The brother club
Campbell, Clara Smith, Joyce of the Jacquelettes is the equal-
ly "fantabulous" Gay Lords
Club, which you will hear
about next week.
BUZZER STAFF
The Melrose Buzzer Staff pub-
lished its first edition this
Pert and witty Miss Velma month, but due to conditions be-
Jackson celebrated her seven- yond our control, it did not meet
teenth birthday by entertain- the satisfaction of the staff. A
ing her many friends and ac- promise of a better "edited"
quaintances in the form of a paper is sent out from the Edi-
birthday dinner and dance held tor in Chief Bettye Jeffries. As-
at her lovely Buntyn street resi-
dence. The lavishly served
menu was just the right thing
before an evening of dancing
sociate Editor, Bennetta Nel-
son, Secretary Carrie Littlejohn,
Business Manager Carl Hill,
Sports Editors Jewell Reed.
Booker T. Cole, Feature Editor
Son, Frank, to Mr. and Mrs. Pearlie Waller, Fashion Editor
Frank Vurks of 167 E. Geor• Regina Ferguson, Marguerit
e
g,ia. Bridgefort and Circulation Man
-
Daughter, Venita to Mr, and ager Herbert Payne
Mrs Lawrence Bolden of 2114 DEDICATIONS FROM
Erie.
Daughter. Joan. to Mr. and
Mrs. James Young of 841 N.
Claybrook.
Daughter, Lisa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvester Nelms of 787
Alston Mall.
Daughter Debra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Shaw of 291 Nov. 6th
St.
Son. Winston, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dewitt Woods of 676 E. Geor-
Daughter. Mary, to Mr. and ma.
Mrs. John Grice of 1130 N. Dun- Daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.




Available in all sizes. Including 1/2 gallons.
100 sir 110 PROOF DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS




SAY GOOD BYE to gray
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your




Leaves balr beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will sot streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with MN
for full results Jar.
EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS
11163 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami 2a. Florida
Geneva Alexander to James
Walker (GEE WHIZ), Gwen
Fife to Harvey Young (CALL-
ING MY DARLING). Pearlin
Waller to Quinton Allen (DEAR-
EST DARLING). Dorothy Dor-
sey to Jimmy Payne (EVERY-
THING WILL BE ALRIGHT),
, Jewell Reed to Clara Smith
l(WHEN YOU'RE DOWN AND
'OUT), Ernest Griffin to Gloria
Haley (I NEED YOU).
. GRID ACTION
The Melrose Golden Wild-
cats defeated Carver Hi of
Tupelo Mississippi last week in
a very hotly contested game of
pigskin to the score of 3-7.
Top gridmen included John-
ny Rutlan d, Curtis Rey-
nolds, Orlando Harris George
Bradshaw, Dempsey Jackson,
;James Perkins, James Manna,
•
'Louis Dunlap, Melvin Jones and
Little Frank Briscoe. The Wild-
cats have only three remaining
games to play this season, they
are Douglass, Lester and B.
T. W. See you there!
QUILL AND SCROLL
New members of the Floyde
Campbelle Chapter of the Quill
and Scroll were announced re-
cently by the advisor Mrs. Ly-
tia'McKinney. They are Herbert
Payne, Carl Hill, Jimmy Morris.
Margaret Sherrod, Mar-
guerite Bridgefort, Bennet-
te Nelson, Mary Wal-
lace, Carrie Littlejoh n,
Jewell Reed, Wauleen Thomas,
Angiereec Grant, Pauline Mid-
dlebrook, Nancy Echols, Rita
Sanders, Sue Parham. Nancy
Echols, Ann Bridgefort, Regina
Thipen. Regina Ferguson and
Bettye Jeffries.
Making my way cooly thru
the noon • sox hop ,in the gym 1
noticed Gwen Fife and Harvey
Young striking a very nrettv
picture of a happy twosome un-
bothered about what John Ed-
wards is thinking. I also saw
the versatile Frank Lowe try-
ing to move two mountains to
prove his love for Gloria Camp-
belle, Nancy Echols, don't look
too hard. Lee Echols will be
coming thru the door in just a
sec. and it won't be with Alice
Ishmael either.
Charles Marshall, don't think
you aren't seen tipping over to
Martine Walker's way each
evening about eight. Check your-
self! "DON'T TREAD ON US"
is a warming sent out from
Joyce Morris concerning h e r
and Jimmy Harris. How about
that Bernadine? George Brad-
shaw, don't you know that an
excuse has to hold water, and
"I am not going to be at home"
is not an excuse for you not
calling Junienne Briscoe.
Ernest Johnson, please forgive
me for saying that you and




For the first time science has fo
und
a new healing substance with t
he as-
tonishing ability to shrink hemo
r-
rhoids and to relieve pain — w
ithout
surgery. In case after case, while
gently relieving pain, actual redu
c-
tion (shrinkage) took place. 
Most
amazing of all — results were so 
thor-
ough that sufferers made a
stonishint
...tatements like "Piles have 
ceased tl




•overy of a world-famous researd
,nstitute.This substance is now avail
sble in suppository or ointment 
fern
:ailed Preparation NEI. At all dm(
lounters— money back guarantee.
the Chain Gang, I know now
that it is you and Carrie Little.
John toiling over the chains. Ooo
Wee Johnny Rutland, silly I
should say, Eddie Dale Ford
has her contract signed sealed
and waiting. Bernestine Pre-
witt, I wanna know what it is
between you and Don McMil-
lan that keeps me wondering. I
Have you noticed that "boss-
tuff" suit of Tommy Martainl
featuring the last word in fas-
hion the smart continental look
Also seen sporting continentals
arc Jimmy Payne, George Mil-
an and Charles Marshall.
This will end it for this week,
but return with me next week,
for who knows you might be in




The Alpine Neighborhood club
held its regular month meeting
Monday evening, Oct. 10, at 7:30
in the lovely surburban home o
Mrs. Bessie Hooks at 1585 An.
tona Place..
After a brief devotional serv-
ice and business session the
hostess, assisted by her gracious
and affable daughter, served a
most appetizing and delicious
luncheon. The menu consisted of
baked ham, deviled eggs, pi-
mento cheese canapes, hors-d'-
oeuvres, cashew nuts, cookies,
candy and frrappi.
While the members enjoyed
this most delectable repast the
president read a poem that she
composed on the Eastern Tour
that the YWCA ladies took in
July, 1960. The members were
charmed with the poetic gift of
the president and asked that the
poem be published.
The members present at thi
meeting were: Mesdames Lur-
lie Dent, Rosa Wright, Dolly
Jones, Irene Gledden. Jeanette
Flynn: Belle Pettigrew, Alice
Shepherd, T. H. Hayes, Sr., Cora
Lee Gussie Lockett, Mary In-
gram, Agnes Smith, Bessie
Hooks and Pauline Toney.
The next meeting of the club
will be held at the home of Mrs.
Bell Pettigrew, 696 Tate ave.,
on Nov. 14, 1960 at 7:30 p. m.
The December meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Eliza-
beth Woods, C75 Clinton Pi:, De-
cember 12, at 7:30 p. m.
(Paid Political Advertisement I (Paid Poluir)cal Advertisemeeti
RALPH ROOTS FOR KENNEDY — "When you
believe in something," says Ralph Metcalfe, "y 0 u
have to run hard for it. I learned that a long time ago,
I admire Senator JOHN F. KENNEDY and I'm going
to vote for him because he wants to move democracy
ahead and he's running hard for his beliefs. I like a
man who's not afraid to speak up for the things this
country still needs to do. I think JOHN KENNEDY
is going to be a good President for me and you."
$9.00 PER MONTH
$155,
Buys You A Fine
HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)









3174 PARE PA 4-3767
GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS SALES
NOW anyone eon buy DIRE
CT
from U S GOVERNMENT SU
R-
PLUS DEPOTS, by mail for your
self or for resais Cam•rat. `3i-
natulars, cars, jeeps, truces. boats.
hardware. office machines and
equipment, tents, tools and tens-
of-thousands of other items at a
fraction of their original cert.
Many items brand new Por list
of hundreds of U 8. Governmeot
Surplus Devote located in ever,
State and overfeas with pamphlet
"How Government Can Ship Oirect
To You." phis procedures, HOW
TO BUY and how to zet FREE
SURPLUS. mail 51 00 to SURPLUS
SALES INFORMATION SERV-
ICES. Dept. No '705. Room 100,







ON EASY TERMS TOO!
NEW 1960 STYLE SARAN PLASTIC
To Fit Every Make and Model Car
SAVE MONEY BUY DIRECT FROM
BATTERY WAREHOUSE and
SEAT COVER CENTER




Don't let gray hair hurt you in
business or social life' Learn about
the ANTI-ORAY VITAMIN COURSE
used so successfully by MEN and
WOMEN in Anti-Gray Clinics of
the NATIONAL INSTITUTE Or
GERM A TETICS. You can now
know — for the first time — the
exact vitamin formulas and ape-
eisi food (rich to anti-gray factors) .
that make up this easy to follow
course It shows just what to do
about gray hair caused by defici-
ency in certain health vitamins It
also gives scientific facts and
clinical proofs of the prevention
of cray hair and restoration of its
oricnal ebloe after deficiencies in
these particular vitamins have been
corrected The course is economical
and brief and will not interfere
with any kind of health diet that
you may now be on — such as low
Fat. low-salt. slenderizing. etc So
don't give up hope This anti-gray
emir...a may be your specific rem•
fly Send for yours now Remem-
ber, each day of delay means
more gray hair has come your
way Course only SI 00 or C 0.D
Pius postage Money back guar
antis
Dermetsities Institute LIfirseyi *eel





The South's Most Beautiful Ce
metery
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis






Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town !
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Off, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Busineis?
• 3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
DEFENDER 15
Week of OCT. 15-21, 1960
PHONES lAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS
Paid Political Adveetisemeet (Pm° Political Adveetisiroeati
BIG DADDY LIKES KENNEDY - "Kennedy's got
courage," says Gene "Big Daddy" Lipscomb, star
linesman for the Baltimore Colts. "He takes a stand
and he speaks out fqr sit-in demonstrations - school
integration - rEn and voting rights, some pretty
touchy issues in many parts of the country. Kennedy's
like FDR - a real leader - not afraid to tackle tough
problems. And that's why I'm voting for Senator John
Xennedy for President on a straight Democratic tic-
Skit. You should, too."
REMODELING, ADDITIONS
12x12 Rooms. $995 - 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company




LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
Phone
RE MU
1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT COKNEk OF 11TH ST
God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days,
your 'lucky number advice about Health. Business Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me I am sure 1 can help you.
if you are sick worried and run down please come to me.
can help money Is mr object if you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; if your luck never
seems to just reach you; If your loved ones seem to be
drifting sway from y If you have any of these problems,
can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis, Get the West
Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
of 3rd and Union St.
Ask the But Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open_ every day.
H&R GARAGE SERVICE







Wrecker Seek* - holy Repels





15c per agate line
5 wordt to a line
3 lines  30c
3 lines  45e
4 lines  60c
S lines .75c
54 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type















'ancellatiens of 11/11131-1MIS Call
elven ontil 12 noun datur
day Copy cancelled after 12






No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. P.
(Till Forbid, orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Tri-$tate Defender box num
bers - the words comprising
the address - whether name
anq street or telephone. or
The Fri state Defender boa
number - be charged tor
at part of Um advertisement.
The rriState Defender will
forward tn out of town ad.
vertlsers mail received ad
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage la to be
charged to the advertiser.
Misc. Pot Sale
SHOP Al SOO'S





THIS AD WORTH $I 00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OE $S 00 OR MORE
Bob's Juvenile
Shop
1206 W Reosevelt Rood
SA 2.9622
UN Slumps Wleti Porgies*
N AMIE a ADDIalia 1...1 81Ela SIN
'Pocket Rubber Stamis 11.16
gso Sank Company till !S till
Naohville 3 eau
DEAR JANE OLD TOO KNOW TRA1
YOU ran *IN SummPr dress ti 81 25.
elaildron's dresse• for 75e and Men's suits
for fi2 WHERE? At Use 4artiOt League
Thrift Shop 4 North Front Kerry, CUP
ryi Bargains 'Galore,
1--BUSIN ESE OP P 0 RTUNITI ES
sescrrirut..ta Pot IRHED bat0t11111 Mir
ture g ticereyo 'meth/RI 0115111,5m.
agile ether $395 ptound Pomp*, ni V






LEGAL Printer, Forms, ounenterrEnt
Any Otte Nantes mites. °mauve Used
as Or -ale DuPlicite toPlei or SOW
n each 'three, 63 Prompt confidential
eisitresit moat
1/4 "'If/NAL FORMS
P.O. los 7072, Miami SS, Flo.
3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
SOotririi repatred MOP
leak .6noito.er work floOrs iever2
Ohl M eilitera cleaned. repaired.
fret, concrete 
Plaster do my own wort
01 est liPasonable pritit
S. Spanner BR 6-6643 OIL 5-1920.
AUTO LIAllitiTT NOW
AVAILABLE TO ALL
114 and up down Itith ii months
if - relePhOne
J A S434111
ASIMUNG, 6/IPTED for In. For SSA
Psyind out dimes. gum-tors. dollars./
on. tlin TOUr nitre In out Mee
should tees roil'. nos full of Interesttoll
effort Ire, iamples big MC/. etc for
laie Detail. let eelt•arldrassed stamped
ilnytholte. Andre _Trading Post out. 3-1.
Sfysee CHO PI C tell
- -
'On 8442, JACKS, POOUI. AND 00,14
Pie./ otilipillitnt to run a Sataila Win
rent building is reliable conson JAntadli
6-0301
INQUIRES WANTED REZA FIRE AND
bungles alarm iysteni lability and io-
gtOtnisi.• Por twins Ind buelpita :Dalton








A World of Vcaursg"
• 11010 r LdIsk4
"MUSING ,IPSC L
• ItTiNC1 M7111S0GRAPK2110
• It SILK KIAldPS SLALS
• DECALS CALKED* RS
710 Timken Ave.






































I LYMON PLOWER SHOP
257 SO. Meis, IA 5-3794
CASH TALKED
WILL, PAT Codhl for property Cl
venial tf priced right








Burt Lake 1. Mich.
• BIEDNOOM NOUSE IN NICE MON






449 Beals Ave , Memphis, Tenn.
Telephone JA 5-9111
Pill Term Ileginnmg Sept 560 A
am' profiteering Ins! R a sonalar•
terms Competent instructor Call or
write Madam Geld S Omuta Pres.
11-SPE.C1A1. SERVICES
1000 &attested Iltetiotess Cards
. et $3.99
Op a 1 Itnort color dlie.:11 IT MUM
Rumness Card' • Appt Cards
Personal Cird•
INN Tann at the ROW lov *moo m
$3 50 'Sc 000
Write me fin tamOle cards anti atTill
O&M OrverNrint r'AIRT) 111O.C7 reT
GIORGI PALINKUS
mett.Tai Mast '53rd It Lorain Ohio
MEXICAN enVORCIE it mortise* valid.
quirt, tagy Fisting either en• 12
SOT 1100 Moan", SC Magic° 1611f
OEM.- •-••••••••••••••••
STOP SUFFERING! !
Poet g NG% Row, on•ei-se Drina,
eoerrsvx intone' steam censer. Ade-
laide *mid MAIM behind Pr hours Alt-
12 S crones eisneier"
&rid Coins Will Mood Cheat Noe Itteisad.
Re' rn Cheek
Bought
COINS Rol-, SO TIOUP winos
Appraised
PAYAT4'11 COIN gicatANtlft




lento-int) etwer M este I Code  
Number, son Says Cemblossien Coalos,
t DISH Pierre,' int Pelee tem
VICTORY
Miss ci.eis Airs Mean N. Cl
ets tor ougaTion is Aromas' tO
pass written test for "rivers 'leant* in
141W TORS( STA ri led S• emits te
wooer *MI Milne and Itoodilms
alum well add reefed & stamped enevelegue
BET _ • P Ro UTS CO. sox ITS
throw, A STATION ailIW yOdi is.
• T
wis will else ineiud• tree et •nard• Ins
Mewed Lieens• holds. with wiry ender
oeitelved.
hey. C. .rr. F. Jett-eraun






FOR ISLESEED AMULET. sews MONET
UNCROSSED RUSH $2.00 DONA TION
WWI, JOY PEACE ICY PIMPLE WIC
LOVE SO idUC11 CSIICA00 63. ELL.
309 F. 47th ST.
WA 4-2133
LE/cif -1'- ;:tz-7-4t0 KYPNCYILZEIt 1114.N ....
Transistor Radio 619 OS Pocket ear Oil
Gun - $991 - Satre 39 caliber theirs
Slit *too Radio Wilkie ramie
Doss Any Radio TV Tube 111 Ov each.
Transworld glastrcnics Post 1'titles Bps
IS5 - Indio California
SPIRITUAL HELP
At, yen worried rivet money mitten,
Wines Da1111,UtIll loll 10(10101CW k NM/
.0,D11 non write Station Siker Enclose
WOO nye offering Thera tai help or _Fiat






THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
✓e.. sae °Me need ot tall. as YOU
ebnoRe!-Any tem Anytime. lay Plied,
-A ttartling matonotint • no toss Hart
line performs ore rais •aally mastered
kohn intro in • mo•yriented manual omitye. .rnme...1/41, ter 4 • Ro4 LIP
CRAFT Bel 'HMO nridgewort I. Clan.
SPECIAL SERMONS
4 tot $1.00 - 10 to, 12.00





NUMIDIR RATINGS Through The
Stiiinne Of eigelerelese RESULTS
Will AmAZI With Owl Wei*.
iy RUMMER Cord. Dolly Vihrvbees
Pet Any 1.-tat - CUBA RAO
MUTU1LS, STOCKS & SONDS.
Solite, Etc. Stet* Yeas Cheese
Send $2.00 With Birth Dote. full
Nemo And Year favorite Merited
Of Pie y Me Checks Please).
, VICTORY SERVICE
77 267 te. Clyde At*.
Chicese 49. ill.
BUSINESS SERVICE
MEN, AT LAST IT'S MERE
Ties Nee R u II4 'LURIA ad 10.04u) III •
dietary preparatbila AU Ns-Tont% tat.. 14
where nedui• lessee oft A PHYSICIAN'S
Tonal/LA Ora, 00 'Sr e S•weet sue-
ni i• Money Dirk It Oat 411t14t4/41 "fret 1
WWI Beni r 0 0 Cheek sr Veda/
Ord*, NOW,
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 t I I PA St - Sae 17
N1W YORK 2E. N. Y
THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St.. Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog













rittatc: •Art111 1/ POWS*
essp worms rotator.
Instant stars in au) ireathet semi
balterie• fully crates° in IS Salav luell
cold retell gat rout radio ail
winter with .liar of batters failure More
winter wile. per galleon On tam Mewing
pew power, pen SID ettcyrre POW
AGINTat sena $t Mt taniel• spa de
talk And get nett, so car .upply
at MAO'S (itl Taltitlist A U°5-
III and Pe, eiLmstees the vett_ lit
Thaw - 020 'grist Chillag•
RESTORE "PEP" 016 Satre pep formal*
III 00 .0.unnikate So itureems Ptomain
Dais Ilsora•Lai
HANDY MOUSE
teS,. Mississippi At welts/
taneniches Juices - Regular Sinner
IRSAK/AST SPICIALS
HIS Mkt° Syrtm • Salt Perk
TH1 WRITS
Of NUMBERS RIYIALID
An Outttand,ng Seek I. add to your
library NOW ONLY 5148 postpaid Oc-
cult Catalog included
TI41 MAIIGINAL CO
0 Son 1/441, New York 62 N
SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando
apprialiyes tn Rair St.ric. Of
All  tin-
Tinting Bleaching
'Seeing rat tent  
a fond OW11111,14 to downtowo tO.







We show you bow FREE! to
secure lists et slow pay ac•




you do iss send them to us
service. We 
evvipeerpleanyced collection




Kansas City s, Mo.
VALUES CIAIDttL, Ace'. Anne Me rEto
fundable with ronoon
ALTON *Alf MASI 61 MA
-, wisve ro HAIM %11.4444V1 Al HOME
where to Oa, Material And now to
manufsctu re cheaply Sena 111 00 Menu-
teeter-1ns gavot glues ,
•
SEER Sc A QUAR-
Save 00 oar cent OD mien 111 ou t.uut plate
Mats • I) .11..l• dee




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her eaw office at the Misoissippi
State Line MAD4III BELL is back after a
Inn, tarns of last she IS
back to stay
eosins sway and at
m her new home
Are vow Dissatisfied with otarrtage? Hoy.
you lost resits in veer husband, wife er sweetheart! Are ewe
In bad beeith? Are rag discouragedt soy et these are vows
problems, erme tel MADAM SELL advise veil at enee alit
will read Hie to you ltlitl a• she wield read as OOPS bona
Tell you eh, your oat or easiness t• set • tercet. If yea ears
tailed is lee rest tome see alstoANI 8E1 at /Mee
Locatee en Highway Si Smith Isist levet Slielissiplit Mete
Lige. an the way to Hernando Wet baste g Meek," wpm
Where else ogee to stay rutin aside Me Defied° Moot fte tare
to look tor Um RED BRIcIlt 501/140, SIMI you'll fled Set there
at ell times iShe never sad ag office in West &tonight@ I
(late* volley bus marked 19hIleheeen Slate tine end test
eft at 4ta.• Line sod walk 8 biocks arid see MADAM isb.L1 *
BAND iisetst
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY II roo•LATI
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Rears s a es te yi
Reading, Daily ogee oe Ilendess
a don't mans any nom' eaUs at 'newel any letters ste sure
16 look Mr 1.he right sign snd the right name
MISCELLANEOUS
V) leas rft 000MA-11OR
•:os ss.o.siii Aapte A•pOua
till. go IS pu•it meows ui slot
.41j an* Ill•Jj potatoes:is itaientuso4
14•414/•• Itstiluctor 'pow.
panirk
waled oks 'punt:ill!so ir) toptu 313 steau an
..e3 la•osa pool 114
•50 pipe gitzete Jrci
mot* gr wow '1100
10101 IRS pewits
•ats 'gismo nut Eye saegovise oir
-filnoo •sulito:d srvalsip 5.01 witreig
Illaefid MOM ay Balla MU Inliaa•1014
wn9 11410d 11111, 0111700( NON
1639 West Peterson - 1R2
Chic's,. 45 Illinois
1.800 800 BOOKS ItIo tenni Preis Cate-
lon• mantras, Sot 1114-T NII041
caries(' of other Interesting offers WO.
'UM Drown Cross Country Publirations,
SOS last 301° It rev Tort 11 fl T.
RIIMIL1 I II ha metre tse•writer
la factory crate $0000 Guarantee*
SouthsIde Orating. Soy 6451 OT Runt.
tauten 3 Sege Vi
SARA AIN ISZACISANDISE CATALOG.
Nut. dtesounts Low wrielessi• prices
111  rentir "arias catatos 164 i refund
able' J CO SOO 434 Leottmara 6
Pa
41,1714TS. atTEREirrutia MAIL. gamine*,
Nimes. booklets. wailed. 11 retund•d
4114 Olt with order Alvin - 11011
3n4- HicksvIlle LON/ whin& N T.
-
WE NEED mimes Wit, pat rou rite Pet
mute fee obtaining (Zinn for Out mall"
lag 1111S Complus Instructions Hint lot
1100 Harry 14 Young. Olt Broad Street,
Sristot. Tonnes....
"AMInhyst petttante. earrings. bracelets
111.1t *fin Item postpaid V grubs's*,
1-13 Lancaster Calif.






There e reason why steeple
Ilk. to de business with es.
Yea, tee, will like opt sour-
testis treatment end desire to
help vets
"Opus Thursday Ong Pruitt?
Nights Until (:00 P M.
Saturdays 0:00 to 1 .00
o, pirsAnt..e LL
Horns *wood • Homo operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
1. lik• IS )eil le tour
I..,, rellimil"
A Wm In lad and Suwon's° by the
State Department of lasurene• and
Itioltiai
LOCATIONS
(61 II. Male JA 11-1:111)













Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to





Room for rent furnished Sr wet:Male
WIlitehall *1318 tut Lytham siereas
Call after I 30 or before 1-00 A II
-
gait-Copy Many Canyentsnoe• Suitable
tar Prof mimic
Call 01 4.4641 After 4 p N.
STIRIttraiL ADVISORS
SISTER *ANIL Indian healer and
seI140/ if Yu) ars suffering girt
or have pad wok, If worrier' or
trcub ie., 01 need nein see Stile, Karii
today tot tomorrow m•y be ton bate
She can nein you on ill ooui or ol?-
Lorna wooden Cl that Ma/ 0* 01111het oi includInt alurNior 'tom 0
in morning to 11 JO at night nested
in ak a it ,ist• lint
ti1- heal 61 North ohms .411 34947














Air Coed trOwei foul n Noir pamt-bl•
Naar, ear *nr (make. or ems
37414.14
S a. aurro-pg $4.1.51
itorltY PROSLPMElv
&oboe ..aliable Don't give op write




Smote Lim Seaver Skop. 1214 Telles-
Nee kelp Treatienutts Sawfishes .






Maids 535 is per week In Now York,
New J  and Hsrtford. Coloieettcut.
ee room and board; tickets arms-
Wow LUCKY STAR LiIPLOYIIIENT
AGENCY, P 0 Rot 2103, Birmingham.
Alaberna A SOUTTUCRN AGENCY 11112111-
[NO SOUTHERN PROPLE
MAIDS New Yorlt. to 11340 Lott/ easy
food lobs In nice homes Get paideach wee, Crime alone or with friendsto UN 0041 •11111C7. No MOOG, 'untie&
ticket. sent Pre, 'TN. free room-board.
Send name-address-phone rat reference,.
ARCO Agoy 251 W 41 NYC. Dern R-11
WOur..4.4 arcs twin REM:Pt-COTIlltsp A-Round AprOaa MOM* Ears$1515 Dosen-llpers Tim* VartSe
ACCURATE &iron's
11.1111PORT NNW YORK
SALES PERSIONNE4 - NEAT IN Ap-
 e Over 11 Fears or age N.
Eineriancis needed tarn front 660 to 6100
WEEKLY ()reit OssortUnItles tor ad-
visement, Call for appointment
35 6-3142 - 5:30 a. MI 6 p a.
HELP WANTED, Male, Fenaorie-
Maids, New York Jobe
ALARI7C0 TO SOO WCZKLY
Guaranteed lob,.boat 'corking renditions.
Free room, board uniforms, TV. Tickets
sent, A-I Agency, 100A Main It. Nento-




Cards in your spare-time,
Send for free samples and
selling kit. No experience








If you Am s phone mt1 desire hem
$50 • $100 eer ergik writs Mr. A.
Crean, MO/ Laramie Ave., WiedlawA





550 P%PerlellOe minnow, ., Minalli
school ilducatioe wain, auffIclent.
Permanent lobs no layoffs thrift
howl /10n lay advancements lead
name sadreas phone nunlike aite




grocery 'tea and owed's'. Jell
giant Ii 4•0271.
ItItTlIAL'S SAUK, ilAUTY 64:140117,
Mgr Ciunreet, Profile Citified SUS
Treatment
Wit 2.9241 1110 Williams Are
oePonrosare to erten II
fror Refined Women • Pretenting Stout,
COunaelor A nationally known oredunt
for nat. of klfladv'm Skin
'TRY REWIRE TOL) BUY'
Wilts britchril. P 0 Boit III, memento
TRI-STATE DILMNDER
181 To WO WEINELT
Clossified lobo Cineinnati Nort'lern
it1 Male or /female Classified 111S
Other large cities 00 memoir 121,
WO/4EN $8500 WEEKLY AND UP
Must have telephone Pleasant volts
Detail Int full Information 61,10
CANDY JAMISON ACIENCV
MS Armory - Cincinnati 14 Ohl*
NE1113 18TITRA - MONET
Men or Woman Age 21-10 Sell Tomb,








Lady desire 5 days work. Monday
thru Friday In North Memphis.
Maid. sick Or elderly person.
2A. 3-41129
BUSINESS S1EVICE
1014145 PORO litALITY SHOP AND
Settee& Cempetent speratient and la-
striders Advanced classes in Hair PO-




1586 BunRet-bougiaa Su 5-division One
Ride of Durtex T rens 6 bath-hot-eold





Mall out dropship catalog Coop 1110 per
cent hum orders Proven sellers Do
tails. talhple *stet°, 141 00 Pallnkua 1631










eloote'r mama sou aver got blt4 rout
nom* rear 74, World's Tr•Ao,
?ante ill minis %Alto Cite URIC
--- --
ART LOVIIRS 7.00 YOWL CHIA Net
ro COILS( unIUSUAL 'POSTCARDS, DI
eon st.on Greer !Mum coi.Literlots
Now 550441 I LAND 9 CENTS. P. 0.
(411.01tv 4.440041• *T41'1014 01 V 13
LP YOU WANT TO BE REACT I UM
yta.t leNLILY BEAUTY SHOP 1361





JA 7-0870 711 Vince
By flora 0 S C Cochrane
City Wide Delivery
BRIGG'S FLORIST
Let Us Tell Yew Flower Stay
Corsages, Meat Design Sprays
WN 6.2200 1626 Arkansas
- - -
FOR SALE
A rpl ne tyno burgoiew-li•ReMent
Hilt water 1e11-3 bedrooms, HP.
toy room, dining Mem. awl Meet
lane kitchen, Omiti of closet'
WILL TRADE
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ocratic National Committee . .
sponsor
4:00 ot 5:30. EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Flight
from Destiny" with Thomas
Mitchell, Jeffrey Lynn and
Geraldine Fitzgerald. A young
artist, who copied masterpieces
for an art gallery, is threaten-
ed with fraud. A professor
come to his rescue.
630 to 7.30. THE WITNESS.
Arnold Rothstein, notorious
gambler and crime syndicate
ezad, will be tne subject of a
simulated investigation. Actor
David J Stewart appears in
the role of Rothstein.
.7:30 to 8:00 ZANE GREY
THEATRE, with Dick Powell,
host. June Allyson stars in
"Cry Hope, Cry Hate." A way-
ward woman goes home with
her nameless son to a brutally
hostile reception from her em-
bittered father.
$:(e) to 8:30, ANGEL, starring
Annie Farge and Marshall
'nom p sun and featuring Lyle
Talbot. When his neiehbor
briefs Juhn Smith about con
artists in the roofing business
John warns Angel. his wife, not
to fall for a roofing repair sales-
man's line, even though their
house roof needs repair.
•8:30 to 9:00 THE ANN
SOTHERN SHOW, starring
'Ann Sothern and featuring Don
tierter, Ann Tyrrell, Louis Nyc
L
bld Ken Berry. with guests
gnis Paige and Jeff Donnell.
arnine that her former
sorority sisters. Edith and
Helen. are comine to town to
visit her for old times' sake.
and remembering the ends as
two of her less attractive and
less popular schoolmates. Katy
decides to avoid embarassing between bosses of bridge build-
them by concealing her sue- jag gangs dealt with here.
cess in the business world — 1:30 to 2:30, MYSTERY
little does she know!!! THEATRE, "Mystery House,"
9:00 to 9:3e. PERSON TO with Ann Sheridian, Dick
t`ERSON With Charles rolling-
wood as host. Singing star. Peg-
gy Lee will be seen in her
home in Hollywood, with her
daughter Nicki, 16. Raymond
Burr will be visited in his
bous in Malibu. California. He
will introduce his house guests:
Gov Hatfield of Oregon and
his wife.
9•30 to 10:00. THE DUPONT
SHOW WITH JUNE ALLYSON
'.!The Test." starring June
Allyson. An employee of a
jewelry firm throws the light
of suspicion on herself when she
objects to taking a lie detector
test intended to prove the guilt
or innocence of each employe
after a packet of jewels is
found missing.
10:10 to 11:45, LATE MOVIE, 
wear the queen's troops' plaid.
"Pride of the Marines" with 6.00 to 6'30, COURT OF LAST
John Garfield. Eleanor Parker RESORT with Lyle Bettger.
I •
and Dane Clark. This is the Unanswered highlight the events
store of Al Schmid. the Marine lin the James Dawson Case"
who was blinded by gerenadesi when an innocent man is about
niter killing many Japs; his to be convicted over the death
adiustment lof a woman attendant at a gas.
FRIDAY OCT. 21 , i station.
8:15 to 9.00 a. m.. CAPTAIN 6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
KANGAROO, played by Bob!starring Raymonce Barbara
Keeshan. Today Captain Kanead Hale. "The Case of the Wander-
roo will tell the story of Rip lug Widow" Perry Mason is
Van Winkle, hired by a woman who is being
Oct. 27-29
What are you doing about
Negro history in your commun.
ity? This is the question which
faces the nation mid every man,
woman, and child. It cannot be
answed in terms of spirit. It
must be answered by our re-
sponse to requests from the
Association for the Study of
Negro Life and History.
The Association for the Study
of Negro Life and History will
hold its 45th Annual Meeting at
Huston-Tillotson College, Aus-
tin, Tex., Oct. 27-29 1960.
This release is to request
your cooperation in making it
possible for some member or
interested individual to attend.
Speakers of prominence, who
are serious students in the
field of history, will appear
throughout the meeting. Mem-
bers from twenty states and
the District of Columbia are
expected to be present. New
methods presented by leading
historians affiliatd with the
Negro history movement should
produce further growth and de-
velopment for the Association
to continue the great task of
publishing the truth about the 11111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111111101111110i
HOPEFULLY and Gingerly,
there's Como-tion — B o b
Hope (left) and :Singer Rog-
ers prevent Perry Como
from hearing a campaign
song during the NBC-TV
Network telecast of "Po-
tomac Madness," an origin-
al political farce on the "Bob
Hope Buick Show" Saturday,
Oct. 22, 7:30 p.m. channel
5. In the full-hour musical,
Hope plays Gov. Gaylord
Goober, the people's candi-
date, with Miss Rogers as
Ginger Money, world's rich-
est woman and the power
behind the Washington scene.
Como portrays Perry Croon-
er, madly in love with Gln-
er.
Negro people in Africa and in
the United States. This is a!
great need of our times, as iti
has been in the past.
All inquiries should be sent
to Dr. Samuel E. Warren, Hus-
ton-Tillotson College, Austin,
Texas.
straight, but finds himself in
a precarious position when two
criminals from his past turn
up to involve him in a robbery.
12:30 to 1:30 p. m., WEST-
ERN THEATRE, "Hardrock
Harrigan." starring George
O'Brien and Irene Harvey.
The:e is a great deal of rivalry
Purcell, Anne Nagel and Wil-






3 p m., Make Room for Dad-
dy "The Visiting Englishman"
is an eniertainer friend of Dan-
ny Williems. His overnight stay
stretches to a three-week visit.
3:30 p. m.. Here's Hollywood,
The problem of helping young
artists toward success is dis-
cussed by Dean Miller with
actor Karl Malden. Margaret
Whiting chats with Joanne Jor-
dan about civic responsibilities,
especially among movie stars.
brought up for re-examinationl 
p m. Big Beat, Young o-
are interviewed by Joanne Jor-ple from Byhalia, Miss., visit 
dan.
ings 
of new kill- the show.
4 p.m., Big Beat, W'hitehaven
sets off a string
I 6:30 p. m., Outlaws, Ray ,3:30 to 4:30, EARLY MOW-E,1 Walston, Dean Jones and Vic students dance on today's show.
"Tarzan's Peril" with LexlMorrow are guest stars in to 6:30 le.tn•, Our American Hen.
Barker and Virginia Huston.! night's story, "rat the Drum ! Cage, color, "Not Without Hon-
Tarzan finds his life in danger Slowly " It's the drama of two or" opens the second season
when Radijek, who has sworn brothers who inadvertently are of the historical series, spoil-
to kill him, escapes from involved in robbery which leads sored by Equitable Life As-
prison, to disaster. In an effort to rei- surance Society, and producedigen today. Cincinnati is host,
4:30 to 6:00, SHIRLEY TEM- cover the money they legally by Mildred Freed Albert. Lowell! with Bud Palmer as sportscast-, or,PLE THEATRE, "Wee Willie WOO in a gambling casino, they Thomas is host and narrator for 
Winkie" with Shirley Temple, join forces with a judge to mast- the season. , 2:30 p.m., Quiz 'Em, TheVictor McLaglen, June Lang, lermind a robbery in a casino Ralph Bella my is special Fayette County Training School,
C. Aubrey Smith, Cesar Ro- guest star as Thomas Jefferson, ,I that boasts it cannot be robbed. Somerville, Tenn. opposes the
mere and Constance Collier. A Arthur Kennedy is Alexander iBarton MacLane as "Marshal , Batesville, Miss. Negro high
little miss wins the heart of all I Frank Caine leads his deputies Hamilton, Roddy McD°wall Is school today. George Sister asks
India aed also the right to the questions from the week's
11:30 to 11:45. SEARCH FORiblackmailed by a long-missing
TOMORROW. starring Mary !witness in the six-year-old mur-
Vent Today the operations
for Patti on the spinal cord is
performed and the outcome is
very doubtful.
1:55 to 2.00 p. m, POLITICAL
TELECAST. Sponsored by Dem-
ocratic National Committee.
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY. "Hi
Nellie" with Paul Muni, Glenda
Farrell and Robert Barret. A
demoted editor becomes a suc-
cessful heart throb columnist,
while working to expose political
scandal
6:30 tt, 7:30. RAWHIDE, star-
ring Erie Fleming with Clint
Eastwood "Incident at Dra-
goon Crossing." with guest star
Dan O'Herliby. Gil stricken
ill in the middle of a difficult
drive throbgh rough country, —
unluckily — seeks the aid of a
veteran trail boss to continue
the drive.
7:30 to 8:30. ROUTE 66.
starring Martin Milner a n d
George Maharis, with guest star
Betty Field Two young adven-
turers find themselves in the
middle of a threatened parrot
fever epidemic in New Orleans
when they try to help a frighten-
ed young woman.
8:30 to 9.00 MR. GARLUN.
starring Charles Quinlivan.
Mr Garlun risks his own life
to prove his innocence and pro-
vide guilt for the killer.
9:C0 to 10-00, NIXON-KEN-
NEDY DEBATE, ''Foreign
Policy" will he the discussion
topic when Senator John F.
Kennedy (D) and Vice Pres-
ident Richard M. Nixon, (R)
Meet in New York.
10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE.
Tarzan's Peril" with Lex Bark-
er and Virginia Huston. Tarzan
finds his life in danger when
Radijek, who has morn to kill ,
rT an. escapes from prisonIUIDAY. OCT. 22
. 11:C) to 11:30 a. in., SKY
WPM. co-starring Kirby Grant
end Gloria Winters. "The Neck-
erchief." young boy paroled
tic fild's 4S care waata to go
trapped inside. Quick Action by
the rescue team saves them in
"Initiation Into Danger."
10:30 p.m., Jack Paar, color,
Florence Henderson visits the
show.
Fri., Oct. 21
7 a.m., Today, The British
comedy team. Flanders and
Swann, entertain. Dave Cerro-
way interviews the winners of
the 15th annual Albert Lasker
Awards.
3 p.m., Make Room for Daddy.;
Spring Byington is guest star
in today's episode. She plays the
role of a harmless little old
lady who wanders away from
a mental institution to spend
the weekend at the comedian's
home.
3:30 p.m., Here's Hollywood.
;Dean Miller attends a rehears-
al of Bob Hope's television show
of Oct. 22, and chats sith Hope.,
I Mark Damon and Joan Benny I
Phillip Hamilton, Robert Em-
hardt plays Col. Peter Ganse-
voort, John Colicos is Aaron
Burr and Howard St. John is
George Washington.
The historical drama centers
around the last days of Hamil-
ton and Jefferson, late in 1798,
when Hamilton led the Federa-
list Party and Jefferson led the
popular Democrat - Republican
movement. Their political rise
airy extends to a corrupt Fed-
eralist politician tof the day, Col.
Gansevoort, Aaron Burr as head
of Tammy Hall and the election
of (18001 - when there is a tie in era joa_ 
_nnie Sommers, Dante and
puts him on the witness stand, the electroal votes Gansevoort the Eevergreens, are featured'der of her husband. "Peter Gets Jury Notice." wants to break the tie by throw- in today's dance program. Merv'7:30 to 8. Term. 30. CHECKMATE, 8:30 p.m., e Ernie, Ford. lug Federalist support to Burr. Grmi.—. n is host for the teenage Istarring Anthony George, Doug color. Jack Bailey helps Ten- Hamilton. facing the most int- 
• a 
portant decision of his life, 
program, originating live in NewMcClure and Sebastian Cabot.  
"Face in the Windown" An to the United Nations, aided by throws his suport behind Jeffer-
York. High school students from
eminent archaeologist unnex- the Top Twenty singing group. son in 
recognition of Jeffer-
plainedly jilts his financee when (U. N. Day is observed Oct. son's ideals. He dies in the 
duel
a figure out of his past reap- 24.) with Burr. in "Day of Reckoning." He !pears! 9:30 p.m., Rescue Eight. When 
7:30 p.m., Westerner, Brian
8•30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN a star football player is barred Keith. as 
Blassingame, loses his 
plays the role of an outcast In-
WILL TRAVEL, starring Rich- from an important game he dog.. 
"Brown." to a fast-talking 
dian, Matson, who is given a
ard Boone The Sheriff wears a cause of failing grades in 
chem.,con.
,
iclence man, played by John 
gift of Pondersoa farmland for
saving the life of Ben Cart- I
skirt! Paladin rides to the aid istry, he decides to do some 
Definer.
First American showing of the
famous European circus.
9 p.m., The Great Debate,
Foreign policy is stressed in the
opposing views of the two Presi-
dential candidates tonight, for
the fourth telecast of the ser-
ies. The program originates in
New York, under the aupervi.
sion of ABC.
(Fifth debate between Ken-
nedy and Nixon has been sug-
gested prior to Nov. 7 and is
agreeable to NBC if both part-
ies accede to the request.)
10:30 p.m., Jackpot Bowling,
Billy Web u of St. Louis chal-
lenges Tom Hennessey of St.
Louis in a preliminary match.
The winner meets Frank Clause.
who won a $40,000 jackpot Oct.
14 and has collected over 575,-
000 this year with his bowling
feats. Milton Berle is master of
ceremonies.
11 p.m., Jack Pear, Highlights
of a previous Pear show in-
clude as guests Buddy Hackett,
Edward Everett Horton, Gracie-
la Rivera. Phyllis Diller and
Roger Conklin,
Sat.. Oct. 22
12 noon, Pro Basketball, The
New York Knickerbockers play
the Cincinnati Royals in the
first game of the regular sea-
of Sheriff N. J. Smuggley — a
mean old woman who totes a
very unfriendly shotgun.
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSN1OKE,
starring James Arness. Matt
has to use force on an old friend
to keep him from stalking a
vrife-stealer.
9:30 to 10:00, SHOTGUN
SLADE "Plate of Death," star-
ring Scott Brady. In an attempt
to get a picture of the town
elders and the sheriff on the
day a new bank opened in
town, the photographer inad-
vertently took a picture of the mined presidential electors of
robbers who were robbing the , Mississippi.
bank during the picture shooting
Slade works hand-in-hand with
a comely town newspaper!
editoress in developing the
plate of death.
10.. to 12:30, 'LATE MOVIE,1
Objective Burma" with Errol
Flynn, William Prince, George
Tobias Henry Hull and Warn-
er Anderson. Paratroopers
on the legal trail after them.
7:30 p.m., Bat Masterson, A
mine foreman tells Bat Master
son (Played by Gene Barry) that
the mine is unsafe but that the
men continue working, on ord-
ers of the manager. In his effort
to expose the manager, Bat is
trapped twice, as the target of
two murder attempts. "The
Rage of Princess Anne,"
8 p.m., Bachelor Father, Bent-
ley Gregg's houseboy is dismiss-
ed from jury duty when assign-
ed to one of Greg's cases, an
Oil swindle case. Sammee Tong
later provides information that
personal hazing on the profes-
sor's son, a freshman student.
The hazing takes the fore of
a dive into a water tower - but
comes close to a tragedy when
the tank fills with water, the
football player is knocked un-
conscious and the freshman is
HOW TO LOVE AND
If LOVED
Seed $1.00 — ANN JON1ES
bee 7762 Chicago. $41
fighting the Japanese in Burma
are featured in this story on
war.
TUESDAY, OCT. IS
7:30 to 8:00 p. m. POLITI-
CAL TELECAST — by uncom-
8 p.m., All Star Circus, A spe-
cial one-hour telecast features
cial one-hour telecast features 
Circus Schumann of Copen-
hagen, Denmark, with Paul Win-
ched! and Jerry Mahoney as
news, of the two teams, of four
members each.
4 p.m., Capt. Gallant, A way-
ward playboy plots a fake kid-
naping, to get money from his
millionaire uncle. A Legion-
nabtchanareiccarek  s eeitaorai rep inInasvyptoshtl:anet  hadaen, Gallant.s0 
and
iimrtll ,e c rrqiBoesuluaesi t ti theoear-f
title of today's episode.
4:30 p.m., Saturday Prom,
Fats Domino and his group, Si
Zenter and his orchestra. sing-
Stamford, Conn. will participate.
8:30 p.m., Bonanza, color, !
Ricardo Montalban is guest star !




hosts. The circus, one of the
ldest continuous circuses in 
—
Orly Halt aWoman?
the world (founded in 1848) and
now run by the fourth genera-
tion of the family, includes
many members of the talented
family The acts include tram-
poline feats, bareback riding,
trained horses, bicycle and
monocycle feats, clowns, tra-
peze and high-wire stunts. (Tap-
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BERT BATES BEN MILLER
Too tense,
tso tine




miftri Enrollment Hits enriosefilitsa the 1sit ischool ands. e
which 701 students are enroll.
de. The entire faculty coop-
erates in the teacher education
program of the College,
through whicli about a third of
this year's graduating seniors
will receive state public school
teaching certificates, along
with the B. A. or B. S. degree,
The unprecedented enroll%
went has led to building ex.
pension, including a new domi-
tory completed last spill
renovation and refurnish
of another dormitory, renova-
tion and expansion of the cafe-
teria, four new classrooms, and
a biology laboratory, and prose
ision of additional office space.
Lipscomb is a fully acredit-
ed senior liberal arts college
with graduates who have ma-
)bred in 24 different fields of
study. Everyone of it. 1,999
students from kindergarten
through senior college, studies
the Bible every day. Pre-pro-
fessional training in law, med-
icine, engineering, and other
professional fields is offered in
the college.
f faculty, Lipscomb has 35 tea•
New All Time High
ITTA BENA, Miss. — For
the 11th consecutive year en-
rollment at 'Mississippi Vo-
cational Collgee has climbed
to a record big) with 861 stud-
ents admitted for the Fall
quarter, according to figures'
released this week by President
'. H. Wt 'te and the iffice of
the Dean-Registrar.
Sending the MVc enrollment
to the new record were some
382 freshmen. A breakdown ol
the other classes shows: 183
sopomores, 154 juniors, 108
seniors, one speciial student,
three uncloseified, 15 terminals!
and 16 practical dursing
students.
Some 93 In-Service Teachers
enrolled for tse Fall Short
Term send the Iota enrollment
to 954.
Of the 861 total, 273 are "lay"
students. For the first time the
ratio of men and women stud-
ents is nearly even with 400
men and 461 women.
Since its opening in 1950 with
a regular student body of 14
MV.0 has shown steady growth
and this year, due to limited
dorm facilities wes forced to




wright hopes cultivation of land
will start a new life for Matsou
and the Indian tribe. The Indian
is reluctant to accept and a
neighboring rancher refuses to
accept the idea.
7:30 p.m., Bob Hope, An ori-
ginial political farce, "Potomac
Madness." is presented tonight
by Bob Hope and his guests,
Ginger Rogers and Perry Como.
A cast of 75 actors, singers and
dancers support the stars for
the original music. Hope is cast
as Governor Gaylord Goober,
the people's candidate. Ginger
Rogers is Ginger Money, the
world's richest woman and the
power behind the Washington
scene. Perry Como is Perry
Crooner, madly in love with her,
and willing to help her political
ambitions. Music and lyrics are
by Sammy Cahn and Jimmy
Van Heusen, with David Rose
and his orchestra.
8:30 p.m., Campaign and the
Candidates, Tonight's program
is a panel type, with interviews
with leading spokesmen for the
candidates. Frank McGee is
host.
10:05 p.m., Gold Award Thea-
tre, "Cast a Dark Shadow" is s
chilling English mystery thril.
ler, starring Dirk Bogarde and
Margaret Lockwood. Bogarde is
cast as a young man, who be-
comes the victim of his own
crimes.
Special women's medial** aits relieve
"bet flashes", weakness. nervousness ,
e.tbea yeu can seise life fully Rain!
Has change of-life left you so
weak you fe. I only 'their alive?
Suffocated by "hot fbiabees, con-
stantly teruse ...so you can't be an
affectionate wife and mother?
Don't despair I Lydia Pinkharn's
Compound can relieve both ten-
sion and physical distress! In doe-
tot's tests. Pinkham's gave dra-
matic help—without costly shots!
Irritability is soothed. "Hot
flashes" subside. Then most women
can go "smiling through" chyme-
of-life without suffng1
If change-of-111e has left you
only "hair a woman. get Lydia n
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
(torn druggists. Set bow fast you
ean feel "all woman" again!
KW I NON— Wan PP TIM?
When due to simple tron.defleten-
ey anoints. ta.k• Plnkbant Tab-
lets Mtn In bon, they ptart to
Wen your blood in dam day!
Nashvile, Tenn., which is at-
tended by students from this
county, has an an-time record
enrollment for the 16th time
in 18 years.
At the annual meeting of the
Lipscomb Board of Directors
held in mid-October, Athens
Clay Puilias, president of the
college, reported a total of
1999, students in the four col-
lege classes, high school, and
elementary school. Last year's
, total was 1,901. Biggest gain ire
in the college freshman class,
with 554, an increase of 60
over ast fall. Total college en-
rollment is 1,298.
President Pulltas also rePort
ed that Lipscomb has the larg-
est and strongest faculty in its
history, with more than a
fifth of its 80 college teachers
(17) possessing a Doctoral de-
gree, Thirteen others have
completed most of the require-
ments, and by 1961 the total is
expected to increase to 22.
Eight have the Master of ̀ El-
ucation ir Education Special-
ist degree, which is midway
between the Doctoral degree
and the Master of Arts.
In additional to the college
Chew On This
DALLAS, TEXAS, — (U P
— The Cosmopolitan Club o
Dallas is selling bags of chewy
Hallowe'en candy to raise
money to pay for dental work
on i eedy children.
IPaid Political Adrorthementi IPaid Political Adveitisementl
THE KING'S FOR KENNEDY — "What I like about
Senator Kennedy," says Nat King Cole, "he talks
straight. He's not. afraid to say that the years ahead
are going to be tough — whether the issue be school
integration or dealing with the Russians. This kind
of straight-from-the-shoulder talk seems to me to
always come from people who get things done. Li
Democrats. That's why I'm spreading the word fo
Senator John Kennedy for President."
Enjoy the Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night!
 Wednesday, October 19, 10:10 P. M.
"Story of Louis Pasteur)) with Paul Muni
and Anita Louise
 Thursday, October 20, 10:10 P. M. 
„Pride of the Marines• 1) with John Garfield
and Eleanor Parker
Friday, October 21, 10:10 P. M.
"Tarzan's Peril" with Lex Barker
and Virginia Huston
Saturday, October 22, 10:0C P. M.
"Objective Burma
and George Tobias
)) with Errol Flynn
  Sunday, October 23, 10:00 P. M. 
itTreasure of Sierra Madre" with Humphrey Bogart
and Walter Huston
"6 Men
Monday, October 24, 10:10 P. M.
1)
and Lloyd Nolan
' with James Cagney
  Tuesday, October 25, 10:10 P. M. 
)) with Ronald ReaganBrother Rat
and Pricilla Lane
•
